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Abstract

This work deals with the stabilization of premixed turbulent swirling flames of
methane/hydrogen/air combustible mixtures with different dilution rates of ni-
trogen and carbon dioxide. A central bluff body helps stabilizing the flames at
low swirl numbers. The flame tip eventually impinges the combustor peripheral
wall. The general objective is to gain understanding of the mechanisms govern-
ing the stabilization and the topology of these flames. It is found that the swirl
number, the combustible mixture composition, the geometry of the combustor,
and the thermal boundary conditions have a strong impact on the shape taken
by these flames. The experimental setup used to characterize flame topologies is
first described. Flames prone to topology bifurcations are selected and are stud-
ied for different arrangements of the combustor when the combustion chamber
shape and size, the injection tube diameter, and swirl number are varied. One
operating condition is fully characterized under non-reactive and reactive condi-
tions using Planar Hydroxyl Laser Induced Fluorescence (OH-PLIF), Particle
Imaging Velocimetry (PIV), and Laser Induced Phosphorescence of thermo-
graphic phosphors (LIP) to generate a detailed database of the flow and the
corresponding boundary conditions. An analysis is then conducted to under-
stand the mechanisms controlling shape bifurcations when the flame interacts
with the combustor peripheral wall. Effects of the combustible mixture com-
position, the bulk flow velocity, and the swirl number are analyzed. It is shown
that the transition from a V to an M shaped flame is triggered by a flashback
of the V flame tip along the boundary layer of the combustor peripheral wall.
Dimensionless numbers controlling these transitions are identified and a simpli-
fied model is developed to help the prediction of the flame shapes. The physics
of these shape bifurcations differs when the flame does not interact with the
combustor wall. The influence of hydrogen enrichment in the fuel blend on the
shape taken by the flame is emphasized using flame chemiluminescence and
OH-PLIF. LIP and thermocouple measurements demonstrate that the thermal
boundary conditions also have a strong impact on the flame topology. The
combined effects of strain and heat losses are investigated using joint OH-PLIF
and PIV experiments. It is shown that flammability limits of premixed flames
are reduced due to heat losses and the transitions from M to V shaped flames is
consecutive to localized extinctions of flame front elements located in the outer
shear layer of the jet flow that are submitted to large strain rates. These exper-
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iments are completed by an analysis of the dynamics of methane/hydrogen/air
flames at a low swirl number. It is shown that low frequency and high ampli-
tude velocity modulations generated by a loudspeaker alter the shape taken by
these flames. The stabilization of these flames diluted by nitrogen and carbon
dioxide is finally examined. It was possible to stabilize swirled flames featuring
important dilution rates due to the presence of the bluff body, installed on the
axis of the injection tube. The recirculation zone behind this element supplies
hot burnt gases to the flame anchoring point. Using OH* chemiluminescence
imaging, it is shown than increasing the molar fraction of diluent in the fuel
reduces the light emission from excited OH* radicals. The influence of dilution
on the flame chemistry is emphasized with experiments conducted at a fixed
thermal power and fixed adiabatic flame temperature. It is also demonstrated
that the composition of the diluent has a strong influence on the temperature
field of the burnt gases and of the combustor wall surfaces. Dilution with car-
bon dioxide increases radiative heat losses from the burnt gases in comparison
to dilution with nitrogen. This penalizes the combustor efficiency equipped
with four transparent quartz walls. The experiments conducted in this work
reveal that heat losses strongly alter the topology of swirling flames.



Résumé

Ce travail porte sur la stabilisation de flammes prémélangées et swirlées de
mélanges combustibles méthane/hydrogène/air avec différents taux de dilution
d’azote et de dioxyde de carbone. Une tige centrale permet de stabiliser des
flammes pour de faibles nombres de swirl. Le sommet de la flamme interagît
éventuellement avec les parois de la chambre de combustion. L’objectif de ces
travaux est d’améliorer la connaissance des mécanismes qui gouvernent la sta-
bilisation et la topologie de ces flammes. Ces travaux démontrent que le nombre
de swirl, la composition du mélange combustible, la géométrie de la chambre
de combustion ainsi que les conditions aux limites thermiques ont une grande
influence sur la forme prise par la flamme. Le dispositif expérimental permet
de modifier la forme et la taille de la chambre de combustion, le diamètre du
tube d’injection et le nombre de swirl. Des conditions opératoires propices aux
transitions de forme de flamme sont ensuite étudiées pour différentes config-
urations de brûleur. Une caractérisation expérimentale fouillée d’un point de
fonctionnement est réalisée grâce à la Fluorescence Induite par Laser sur le rad-
ical Hydroxyle (OH-PLIF), la Vélocimétrie par Images de Particules (PIV) et
la Phosphorescence Induite par Laser de phosphores sensibles à la température
(LIP). Une base de donnée de l’écoulement et des conditions aux limites asso-
ciées est obtenue sans et avec combustion. Les mécanismes qui contrôlent les
transitions de forme de flamme sont ensuite analysés lorsque la flamme interagît
avec les parois de la chambre de combustion. L’influence de la composition du
mélange combustible, de la vitesse débitante et du nombre de swirl est carac-
térisée. Il est démontré que la transition d’une flamme en V vers une flamme en
M est déclenchée par un retour de flamme dans la couche limite le long d’une
des parois latérales de la chambre de combustion. Les nombres sans dimension
contrôlant ces transitions sont identifiés et un modèle de prévision de la forme
de ces flammes est développé. La physique déterminant les transitions de forme
de flammes est différente lorsque celles-ci n’interagissent pas avec les parois de
la chambre de combustion. En utilisant le signal de chimiluminescence OH*
et la OH-PLIF, il est montré que la teneur en hydrogène dans le combustible
a une grande influence sur la forme de flamme. L’utilisation de la LIP et
de thermocouples a également permis de montrer que les conditions aux lim-
ites thermiques jouent un rôle prépondérant sur la forme de flamme. Les effets
combinés de l’étirement et des pertes thermiques sont examinés par l’utilisation
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conjointe de la PIV et de la OH-PLIF. Il est montré que les limites d’extinction
de flammes pauvres prémélangées sont réduites par les pertes thermiques et
que la transition d’une flamme en M vers une flamme en V est consécutive à
l’extinction du front de flamme situé dans la couche de cisaillement externe du
jet soumis à un étirement trop important. Ces expériences sont complétées par
une analyse de la dynamique de ces flammes. Des modulations de la vitesse
débitante à basse fréquence et à haute amplitude modifient la forme de flamme.
La stabilisation de flammes CH4/H2/air diluées par du N2 ou du CO2 est finale-
ment examinée. La zone de recirculation produite par la tige centrale permet
d’alimenter la base de la flamme avec des gaz brûlés chauds et de stabiliser
des flammes fortement diluées. Augmenter la fraction molaire de diluant dans
le combustible réduit l’intensité de la lumière émise par le radical OH*. Il est
également montré que la composition du diluant a un impact sur le champ de
température des gaz brûlés et des surfaces de la chambre de combustion. La
dilution par du CO2 augmente les pertes thermiques par rayonnement des gaz
brûlés. Cela réduit l’efficacité de la chambre de combustion équipée de quatre
parois transparentes. Les expériences conduites dans ces travaux révèlent que
les pertes thermiques modifient fortement la forme des flammes swirlées.
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Introduction

Context

In many combustion-based industrial systems, injectors put the flow into ro-
tation to create a swirl motion that helps to stabilize combustion in turbulent
flows. Swirled burners are used in industrial boilers and furnaces. The Pil-
lard GRC 70 MW burner shown in Fig. 1, the John Zink Co. 12 MW burner
in Fig. 2a, or the Proyce S.A. TENOX 17 MW burner in Fig. 2b are exam-
ples of different technologies. Swirled burners are also used in gas turbines for
power generation. The GT26 turbine is powered with the Alstom EV combus-
tor shown in Fig. 3a. The Siemens G30 DLE combustor drawn in Fig. 3b is
installed on the 13 MW SGT-400 turbine. Aircraft propulsion is also powered
with engines equipped with air and fuel swirling injectors. The Rolls-Royce
Trent 900 equipping the Airbus A380 and the General Electric GEnx installed
in the Boeing 787 are two famous examples.

Secondary air

Primary air

 4
60

 8
00

 1
22

1

Liquid fuelAxial swirler

Pillard GRC - 70 MW
- Staged air
- 20% air is swirled (a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Schematics of the Pillard GRC burner. Adapted from Mirat (2015).
(b) Typical non-premixed flame stabilized in the Pillard GRC burner (Commercial
documentation from Pillard).

In most of these systems, only a fraction of the fuel and air flows is swirled.
In the Pillard GRC burner, schematically drawn in Fig. 1a, air is injected at
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IFRF Movable
Block Swirl
Generator

IFRF Movable
Block Swirl
Generator

Main Fuel Supply

Combustion Air Supply

Flue Gas
Recirculation

Staged Fuel Supply

Combustion Air Supply

Primary gas / heavy oil

Primary air

Secondary air

Secondary air swirler
(adjustable vanes)

Secondary gas

Primary air swirlerSecondary fuel

John Zink Co. - 12 MW Proyce S.A. TENOX - 17 MW

- Staged fuel
- 100% air is swirled

- Staged air
- Staged fuel
- > 80% air is swirled(a) (b)

Figure 2: Schematics of two different burners powering industrial boilers. (a) The
John Zink Co. burner. Adapted from Hsieh et al. (1998). (b) The Proyce S.A.
TENOX burner. Adapted from Ballester et al. (1997).

Ignition Flame front

Vortex breakdownSpray evaporationCombustion air

Gas

Fuel oil

Gas

Atomization Gas injection
holes

exhaust

swirler

Alstom EV
- Staged fuel
- 100% air is swirled
- 100% gas fuel is swirled (a)

Siemens G30 DLE
- 100% air is swirled
- 100% fuel is swirled

(b)

Figure 3: Schematics of two different burners equipping gas turbines for power gen-
eration. (a) The Alstom EV combustor. Adapted from Döbbeling et al. (2005). (b)
The Siemens G30 DLE combustor. Adapted from Stopper et al. (2010).
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two different locations (primary and secondary air) and only the primary air,
which roughly represents 20% of the total air mass flow rate injected, passes
through the swirler. The liquid fuel injected in the center of the burner is not
swirled. In the burner shown in Fig. 2a, all the air is put into rotation and
the fuel, injected at two different locations (main fuel and staged fuel), is not
swirled. In the Proyce S.A. TENOX burner shown in Fig. 2b, both air and fuel
are staged and approximately 80% of the injected air flow rate passes though
a swirler.

For safety reasons, the fuel and air are injected separately and mixing, which
is realized at the outlet of the injector, is more difficult. It means that air
and fuel are not perfectly mixed before the combustion reaction. Combustion
takes place in a non-premixed or partially premixed mode. These modes gen-
erally yield low quality combustion and produce unburned hydrocarbons, soot,
and important pollutant emissions (Glassman (1996a) and Glassman (1996b)).
Figure 1b shows one example of a typical non-premixed flame stabilized in the
Pillard GRC burner powered with heavy fuel. The bright yellow color is due to
the gray-body thermal radiation from soots. For these reasons, the latest in-
dustrial burners that were developed are operated closer to the premixed mode
such as in the Alstom EV combustor (see Fig. 3a) or the Siemens G30 DLE
combustor (see Fig. 3b). In both systems, air and gaseous fuels are premixed
within or upstream the swirler. This also reduces the complexity of injectors
design.

Lean premixed combustion a promising technology for aircraft propulsion and is
already widely used for electricity production with ground gas turbines. In the
premixed mode, an homogeneous mixture of air and fuel enters the combustion
chamber and it is possible to adjust the flame temperature by modifying the
equivalence ratio φ of the combustible mixture. There is an optimum for low
emissions of carbon monoxide CO and nitric oxides NOx (see Fig. 4) (Brown
(1995), Docquier and Candel (2002)) pollutants when the burner is operated
at lean conditions (φ < 1).
Burner designs based on lean premixed swirl combustion technologies are also
a promising option for the optimization of industrial furnaces in the glass or
steel-industry. In the steel industry, gaseous by-products like the Blast Furnace
Gas (BFG) or the Coke Oven Gas (COG) can be valorized to reduce operational
costs and pollutant emissions. These gaseous mixtures feature some interesting
properties which will be analyzed in Ch.1.3 but they are also more difficult
to burn because of their low heat value (Gicquel et al. (2003), Paubel et al.
(2007), Paubel (2007)). It is interesting to analyze the structure of swirl flows
and the main features of lean premixed flames to understand the key mecha-
nisms controlling the stabilization of these flames. A brief overview of these
problems is conducted in the following.
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Figure 4: CO and NOx production from lean premixed combustion. Reproduced from
Docquier and Candel (2002). Adapted from Brown (1995).

The structure of swirl flows

Swirl flows have two advantageous features. They allow the stabilization of
flames in high Reynolds number flows and yield compact flames. The first
feature allows to increase the combustion power and the second allows to reduce
the size of the combustion chamber. The flow downstream swirled injectors is
controlled by the intensity of swirl i.e. the rate of rotation of the flow which
is generally characterized by the swirl number S. For a cylindrical or annular
swirled injector and without considering pressure effects (Gupta et al. (1984)),
the swirl number is given by:

S = ∫ Ri

0
vθvzr

2dr

Ri ∫ Ri

0
v2zrdr

(1)

where Ri denotes the injection tube radius and r represents the radial distance
to the burner axis. The quantities vz and vθ stand for the axial and azimuthal
velocities at the outlet of the injector. Figure 5 shows the topology of a con-
fined isothermal flow downstream an annular swirled injector for low S < 0.5
and high S > 0.6 swirl numbers. In both cases, the flow features an Outer Re-
circulation Zone (ORZ) in the corner of the combustion chamber dump plane
and the combustor peripheral wall. In this region, the flow is recirculating in
the reverse direction of the injected flow due to the sudden expansion of the
cross-section behind the backward step. In the low swirl case, a small Inner
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Recirculation Zone (IRZ) with flow reversal is also created in the wake of the
central bluff-body. When the swirl number S is increased above a critical value,
typically Sc ≃ 0.6, a vortex breakdown phenomenon takes place yielding a large
reverse flow along the centerline of the combustor (Gupta et al. (1984)). This
large vortex bubble is not the consequence of the wake of the bluff-body but
results from an hydrodynamic instability of the flow (Gupta et al. (1984)).
This yields an IRZ featuring large reverse axial velocities. In a reacting flow,
this region helps stabilizing the flame because it features low velocities and
continuously supplies hot burnt gases that ignite the fresh stream fed by the
injector. Flames stabilized in the central recirculation flow region away from
the central bluff-body are said aerodynamically stabilized. Figure 6 shows the
structure of the flow of an aerodynamically stabilized premixed flame.

Low swirl (S < 0.5) High swirl (S > 0.6)

Figure 5: Flow patterns observed for swirling jets exhausting from divergent nozzles
for two different swirl numbers S < 0.5 (left) and S > 0.6 (right). Reproduced from
Beér and Chigier (1972).

The phenomenon causing the reverse flow for a sufficiently high swirl number is
called vortex breakdown (Lucca-Negro and O’Doherty (2001)). Figure 7 shows
a schematic diagram explaining the IRZ formation due to vortex breakdown.
Close to the injector, the azimuthal velocity produces a centrifugal pressure
gradient that causes a pressure drop along the central axis of the combustor.
The azimuthal component of the velocity decays when the distance to the in-
jector increases meaning that the pressure along the combustor axis increases
with the distance to the injector. This axial pressure gradient causes the reverse
flow generating the IRZ.
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Figure 6: Time averaged streamlines of the flow field of an aerodynamically stabilized
premixed methane/air flame. Adapted from Sadanandan et al. (2008).

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the vortex breakdown mechanism leading to the
formation of an IRZ. ū, w̄, and p̄ respectively stand for the axial velocity, the azimuthal
velocity, and the pressure. Reproduced from Gupta et al. (1984).

Vortex breakdown usually gives rise to hydrodynamic flow instabilities such as
the Precessing Vortex Core (PVC). This instability, which has been the topic of
a review by Syred (2006) for combustion systems, is shown in Fig. 8. This he-
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lical structure develops along the Inner Shear Layer (ISL) located between the
swirling jet of reactants and the Inner Recirculation Zone (IRZ). It was demon-
strated that the PVC influences the stabilization of swirled flames (Stöhr et al.
(2011), Steinberg et al. (2013), and Terhaar et al. (2014)).

Vortex induced
velocity

Irregular
motion

Weaker vortex
element

Weaker element

Dye cylinder

Vortex precession

Steady reversed
velocity

Figure 8: Structure of a PVC. Adapted from Chanaud (1965).

If the swirl number is lower than the critical value for vortex breakdown, the
IRZ does not exist. In this situation, stabilization of the flame is more difficult.
A possible way to improve stabilization is to add a bluff-body on the center of
the injection tube to generate an IRZ in the wake of the solid element. Figure 9
shows an example of reverse flow in the wake of a bluff-body when the swirl
number is lower than the threshold value for vortex breakdown S = 0.316 < 0.6.
In this situation, the flame is said bluff-body stabilized.

Lean premixed combustion

Lean premixed combustion is an efficient way to reduce pollutant emissions
(see Fig. 4) but this combustion mode is more sensitive to turbulence and flow
perturbations. Lean premixed combustion with swirled injectors raises issues
in terms of flame stabilization and dynamic stability. The dynamics of lean
premixed swirled flames is one of the main concerns for gas turbine and jet
engine manufacturers (see the review articles from Huang and Yang (2009) and
Candel et al. (2014) or the textbook from Lieuwen and Yang (2005)). This
problem is out of the scope of this work that deals with the stabilization of
theses flames. Lean premixed flames are particularly sensitive to flashback,
blow-off, and topology transitions.
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Figure 9: Velocity vectors and streamlines in the wake of a bluff-body for Re = 364
and S = 0.316. Adapted from Huang and Yen (2008).

Flashback: Because a flammable mixture exists upstream the combustion
chamber, flashback may occur in the injector of premixed swirled combustors.
This phenomenon is associated to a flame protruding suddenly or progressively
within the injector and heating up dangerously the metallic pieces of the in-
jectors. Different mechanisms leading to flashback were identified in turbulent
swirling flows. Sommerer et al. (2004) list five possibilities: flashback by au-
toignition, flashback in the boundary layer, turbulent flame propagation in the
core flow, combustion instabilities leading to flashback and flashback induced
by vortex breakdown. Flashback is still the topic of numerous experimental
and numerical studies, especially when the fuel blend includes hydrogen (Kur-
dyumov et al. (2000), Heeger et al. (2010), Eichler and Sattelmayer (2011),
Syred et al. (2012), Gruber et al. (2012)).

Lean blow-off: Lean premixed flames are also more susceptible to blow-off
as reviewed by Shanbhogue et al. (2009). Blow-off of lean premixed flames
generally starts by the apparition of local extinctions along the flame sheet
where the local strain rate exceeds the extinction limit. The flame resistance
to strain is reduced when lean mixtures are burnt (Mastorakos et al. (1995)).
Close to blow-off, the flame front survives in a shear layer because hot burnt
gases recirculating in the IRZ rapidly mixes with incoming cold reactants and
autoignition occurs (Kariuki et al. (2012)). The flame front near lean blow-off
is unstable and features frequent extinctions and reignitions. Ultimately, lean
flame blow-off occurs if the time delay before reignition takes place exceeds
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a critical value. Stöhr et al. (2011) demonstrated that the PVC can have a
positive effect on the flame stability. The PVC delays the lean blow-off because
it yields local vortical structures with low strain rates and accelerate the mix-
ing between hot burned gases and cold reactants. Mechanisms leading to lean
blow-off are still the topic of many investigations for swirling flows.

Lean swirl flames stabilized aerodynamically or stabilized in the wake of a
bluff-body are also sensitive to topology changes. There have been relatively
few studies on this topic in comparison to studies on flashback and blow-off.
This problem is the main topic of this thesis. The analysis of the current state of
knowledge on the topology of swirl flames is the subject of the following section.

Topologies of swirl flames

This work is concerned with the stabilization of swirl flames for operating condi-
tions away from flashback in the injection tube and away from the lean blow-off
limit.

Lean premixed swirl-stabilized flames generally take a V or an M shape. Fig-
ures 10 and Fig. 11 show examples of V and M flames. The main characteristics
of the topology of these flames and the associated flow structures are synthe-
sized in Fig. 12. In premixed combustors with swirled injectors, flames generally
have a V shape if the combustion reaction only takes place at the boundaries of
the internal shear layer (ISL) of the swirling jet of reactants in contact with the
hot internal recirculation zone (IRZ) filled with burnt products (Fig. 12a-b). If
combustion also takes place between the outer shear layer (OSL) of the jet and
the external recirculation zone (ORZ) of burnt gases, the flame stabilizes with
an M shape (Fig. 12a-c).

The shape taken by the flame in a steady operating combustor is an impor-
tant feature that controls the uniformity of the temperature field in the burnt
gases at the combustor outlet. This is the main feature that controls the pro-
cess. It also alters the heat fluxes to the combustor walls and to the injector,
which determine the lifetime of the combustor. Topological changes of the
flame shape are known to alter the performance of the combustor and pollu-
tant emissions (Schmitt et al. (2007)). It is now also admitted that the shape
of the flame has a strong influence on its dynamics and in particular on its
sensitivity to thermo-acoustic instabilities (Huang and Yang (2004), Kim and
Hochgreb (2011), Durox et al. (2013)). As an illustration, Kim et al. (2010)
reported that the supplemental anchorage of M flames allow them to damp flow
perturbations more efficiently than V flames.
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Figure 10: Example of an atmospheric methane/air V flame with an equivalence
ratio of φ = 0.7, a bulk flow injection velocity U = 2.67 m ⋅ s−1, and a swirl number S= 0.55. The image is shown after Abel inversion (Poularikas (2010)). Adapted from
Palies et al. (2010).

Figure 11: Example of mean OH-PLIF image of an atmospheric stratified
methane/air swirling M flame with a global equivalence ratio φ = 0.55 and a bulk
flow injection velocity U = 5 m ⋅ s−1. Adapted from Kim and Hochgreb (2012).

Sudden changes of the shape taken by swirled flames are observed in all com-
bustion chambers when the fuel and air flowrates, the injection temperature,
or the pressure operating condition are modified (see for examples the stud-
ies from Durbin et al. (1996), Terhaar et al. (2014), Chterev et al. (2014)).
Chterev et al. (2014) reported that increasing the equivalence ratio or the
temperature of the stream of gases at injection benefits the stabilization of M
flames (Fig. 13). It is also possible to observe topological transitions even if the
operating conditions are not modified (Moeck et al. (2012), Ketelheun et al.
(2013)). Ketelheun et al. (2013) emphasized the strong influence of the thermal
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V flame M flameISL

OSL ORZ

IRZ

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 12: (a) Schematic of a swirling jet flow in a combustion chamber with its inner
(ISL) and outer (OSL) shear layers and the inner (IRZ) and outer (ORZ) recirculation
zones. (b) V flame. (c) M flame.

Figure 13: Typical flame topology chart within a swirl combustor operated at atmo-
spheric pressure and fed with a preheated mixture of natural gas and air at a tempera-
ture Tbhd. Reproduced from Chterev et al. (2014). Flame III refers to a V flame and
flame IV corresponds to an M flame.

boundary conditions of the combustion chamber on the flame topology. This
indicates that topological changes may occur during the thermal transient of
the combustor or when heat transfers to the burner or to the combustion cham-
ber boundaries are modified. For a fixed equivalence ratio and a fixed bulk flow
injection velocity, Moeck et al. (2012) observed a flapping combustion mode
shown in Fig. 14 where the shape of the flame fluctuates with time between
V and M states as shown in Fig. 15. It is thus important to identify and sort
out the parameters controlling the flame topology in combustors operated with
swirl burners.
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Figure 14: Typical flame topology chart in a laboratory scale swirl combustor operated
at atmospheric pressure and fed with a mixture of methane and air. Reproduced from
Moeck et al. (2012).

Figure 15: Typical V and M swirling methane/air flames for two different operating
conditions. left: φ = 0.62 and U = 12.2 m ⋅ s−1. Right: φ = 0.57 and U = 12.1 m ⋅ s−1.
Reproduced from Moeck et al. (2012).

Before considering effects of swirl, it is worth examining in more details previ-
ous studies considering the stabilization of V and M flames. The shape taken
by a laminar premixed flame stabilized in the wake of a solid surface results
from a competition between the local flow velocity, the stretched flame speed
and heat losses to the burner. Many studies have focused on the stabilization
of laminar V flames (Lewis and Von Elbe (1987), Edmondson and Heap (1970),
Kawamura et al. (1979), Treviño et al. (1991), Sung et al. (1992)). Simulta-
neous analyses of the stabilization of laminar V and M flames are more scarce
(Kawamura et al. (1979), Mallens et al. (1997)). It was found that these dif-
ferent shapes can be obtained for the same flow conditions by modifying the
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ignition location (Schuller et al. (2003)) (see Fig. 16). Kawamura et al. (1979)
and Mallens et al. (1997) studied experimentally and numerically V and M
flame shape transitions on a laminar unconfined burner. By increasing the flow
velocity they found that the M to V shape transition is reached for a critical
velocity gradient in the jet flow lower than the value necessary to reach the V
flame blow-off limit.

Figure 16: Shapes taken by a laminar flame above a burner depending on the location
of the ignition point. Ignition is realized near the burner rim (B) or near the rod (C).
Capital letters F and H respectively refer to fresh gases and hot burnt gases. Reproduced
from Schuller et al. (2003).

In turbulent configurations, unconfined flames are often stabilized by a bluff
body (Esquiva-Dano et al. (2001) and Kariuki et al. (2012)) or by imparting
swirl to the flow (Lilley (1977), Gupta et al. (1984)). For a sufficiently high
swirl, vortex breakdown occurs resulting in the formation of an IRZ (Lucca-
Negro and O’Doherty (2001)) that continuously provides hot burnt gases to the
flame root and help stabilizing the reaction. Unconfined flames generally take
a V shape and it is difficult to identify situations with unconfined M flames fed
by hydrocarbon combustible mixtures. For high injection Reynolds numbers,
the strain rate in the OSL and ambient air entrainment diluting the reactive
stream of gases are generally too important to stabilize a reaction layer in
this region (Zukoski and Marble (1956), Longwell et al. (1949), Kariuki et al.
(2012)), even in strongly swirling flows (Syred and Beér (1974)). By confining
the flame, the ORZ of hot burnt gases generated in the corners of the injection
plane and chamber walls benefits to the stabilization of M flames (Nogenmyr
et al. (2013)).

A large number of parameters alters the topology of swirling flames in turbu-
lent combustors. The hierarchy between parameters affecting chemistry, aero-
dynamics, and heat-transfers is not clear. Kim et al. (2010) reported effects
of chemistry by changing the composition of the combustible mixture. They
observed that increasing the concentration of hydrogen H2 in a CH4/H2/air
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combustible mixture benefits to M flames as shown in Fig. 17. Terhaar et al.
(2014) studied the topologies of CH4/H2/air flames diluted with steam. These
authors list three possible flame shapes depending on the steam dilution rate
and hydrogen enrichment. Dry flames or steam diluted flames featuring high
hydrogen enrichment exhibit a V shape. Trumpet-like flames are found for in-
termediate steam dilution rates. At high steam dilution rates, flames stabilize
with an annular shape. Kim and Hochgreb (2012) analyzed effects of stratifica-
tion of the fuel on the stabilization of CH4/air swirling flames. They reported
that modifying the radial distribution of the fuel alters the shape taken by the
flame as shown in Fig. 18. This emphasizes effects of the flow field and mixing
on flame topology. By modifying the blades angle of a radial swirler installed
in a laboratory scale burner, Durox et al. (2013) observed effects of the swirl
number on the topology of premixed lean CH4/air flames as shown in Fig. 19.

Figure 17: CH∗ chemiluminescence images of CH4/H2/air flames at atmospheric
pressure for different H2 molar fractions in the fuel mixture, a fixed equivalence ratio
φ = 0.60, and a bulk flow velocity U = 60 m ⋅ s−1. The combustible mixture is preheated
to Tin = 473 K. Reproduced from Kim et al. (2010).

During experiments in a pressurized model combustor, Seo (1999) observed
a transition from a V to an M flame when the temperature of the injected
CH4/air combustible mixture was increased from Tin = 570 K to Tin = 660 K
(Fig. 20). This indicates that the temperature of unburnt gases and the tem-
perature of the whole combustion chamber is susceptible to affect the flame
topology. These studies highlight parameters altering flame topologies but the
governing mechanisms driving changes of the flame topology in a swirled com-
bustor are not well understood. Further insight may be obtained by examining
results of simulations.

Huang and Yang (2004) conducted Large Eddy Simulation (LES) calculations
of the experiments of Seo (1999). Starting from a stabilized V flame, they in-
creased the temperature of the injected gases and, as in the experiments, they
observed a transition from a V to an M flame. Figure 21 shows a sequence
of 2-D temperature fields in the central longitudinal plane of the combustor
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SR = 1.0 SR = 0.5 SR = 2.0

Figure 18: Time-averaged OH-PLIF distribution of atmospheric CH4/air flames
featuring different stratification ratios SR defined by the ratio of the inner stream
equivalence ratio to the outer stream equivalence ratio. The global equivalence ratio
and the bulk flow velocity are fixed to φ = 0.60 and U = 5 m ⋅ s−1. Adapted from Kim
and Hochgreb (2012).

θ = 61° θ = 53° θ = 44° θ = 38° θ = 32° θ = 27°

S increases

Figure 19: Images of premixed CH4/air flames in an atmospheric laboratory scale
burner operated at an equivalence ratio φ = 0.70 and a bulk flow injection velocity
U = 11.0 m ⋅ s−1 for different swirler blade angles. Adapted from Durox et al. (2013).

during the V to M transition. Initially, the V flame tip interacts with the
combustor peripheral wall and it is clear that the shape transition is triggered
by a flashback of the flame in the boundary layer of the combustor peripheral
wall. Authors explain that increasing the inlet gas temperature increases the
laminar burning velocity of the combustible mixture until favorable conditions
are met for flashback. This transition from a V to an M flame by flashback in
the boundary layer of the combustor peripheral wall is only possible if the V
flame tip impinges the combustor wall.

Using simulations based on a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) de-
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Figure 20: Images of V and M CH4/air flames at p = 0.463 MPa for a swirl
number S = 0.76, an equivalence ratio φ = 0.60, and a bulk flow injection velocity
U = 86.6 m ⋅ s−1. Reproduced from Seo (1999).

scription of the reacting flow, Tay Wo Chong et al. (2009) calculated the
shape taken by a swirl flame in a model combustor from TU München. Re-
sults from adiabatic simulations were compared to chemiluminescence images
from the experiments. Figure 22 shows that adiabatic simulations predict an
M flame while in the experiments the swirl flame has a V shape. The cor-
rect V shape of the flame was roughly captured when the authors conducted
simulations accounting for the combined effects of strain rate and heat losses.
The supplemental flame front of an M flame is located in the OSL, i.e. in a
region of the flow featuring high levels of strain. These results indicate that M
to V shape transitions might be triggered by localized extinctions of flame ele-
ments located in the OSL due to combined effects of strain rate and heat losses.

Influence of strain rate on the extinction limits of premixed laminar flames was
demonstrated in a large number of numerical studies conducted with planar
flames stabilized in counter-flows (Giovangigli and Smooke (1987), Giovangigli
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Figure 21: Transition from a V to an M swirling CH4/air flame with increased
inlet temperature (top color bar) captured by LES. Reproduced from Huang and Yang
(2004).
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Figure 22: Spatial distribution of heat release rate for the same flow injection con-
ditions of a natural gas/air swirling flame with a thermal power P = 70 kW and an
equivalence ratio φ = 0.71. (top) OH* chemiluminescence experiments, (middle) adia-
batic RANS, (bottom) RANS accounting for heat-losses and strain rate. Adapted from
Tay Wo Chong et al. (2009).

and Smooke (1989), Sanchez et al. (2000)) and experiments (Wu and Law
(1985), Law et al. (1988), Egolfopoulos et al. (1997), Ren et al. (2001)). In
many applications, the flows considered feature high Reynolds numbers and ef-
forts were made to investigate effects of strain on turbulent flames. Experiments
and simulations were conducted on counter-flow configurations with turbulent
flames stabilized in a diffusion mode (Mastorakos et al. (1995), Geyer et al.
(2005), and Coppola et al. (2009)) or in a premixed mode (Bray et al. (1991),
Kostiuk et al. (1993a), Kostiuk et al. (1993b), Escudié and Haddar (1993),
Mastorakos et al. (1995), Bray et al. (1996), Escudié et al. (1999), Coriton
et al. (2010), Coriton et al. (2011), and Coriton et al. (2013)). Mastorakos
et al. (1995) determined experimentally that the leanest equivalence ratio φ

for stable operation in a counter-flow configuration increases when the temper-
ature T of the gaseous stream opposing a stream of lean natural gas and air
is reduced. The effect is only visible if T < 1450 K. More recently, Coriton
et al. (2013) investigated the cross effects of strain rate, turbulence and heat
losses under comparable conditions. They demonstrated that, at a fixed strain
rate, increasing the enthalpy defect in the stream of burnt gases impinging a
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CH4/O2/N2 combustible mixture increases the probability of localized extinc-
tions of the flame front.

Changes of the flame shape occur in a wide variety of combustors. It is how-
ever possible to define two distinct situations where the physical mechanisms
driving transitions of the flame shape differ. Figure 23 shows a schematics of
these two different possibilities. Situation A refers to a case where the flame
tip impinges the combustor peripheral wall. In this configuration, the strong
interaction taking place between the flame and the solid wall is an important
element controlling changes of the flame topology. If the combustion chamber
cross section is increased or if the flame becomes more compact, situation B may
arise. In this configuration, there is no direct interaction between the flame tip
and the wall. The physics behind transitions taking place in this configuration
differs from the previous case. As an illustration, the V to M flame transition
triggered by a flashback along the boundary layer of the combustor peripheral
wall (Seo (1999), Huang and Yang (2004)) is no longer possible in situation B.
Both situations A and B are of practical interest and the mechanisms at the
origin of flame shape modifications for these two distinct situations need to be
elucidated.

A B
Figure 23: Schematics of a flame in configuration A featuring a strong direct
flame/wall interaction and in configuration B featuring no direct flame/wall inter-
action.

Thesis objectives and contents

This work is part of a more extensive project dealing with the stabilization
of turbulent flames from low heat value combustible mixtures. The project is
financed by l’Agence Nationale de la Recherche, VALOGAZ (ANR-10-EESI-
0005). This thesis began with an extensive phase of design and setup of a
26 m2 room split into a control room and a room dedicated to experiments.
The control room includes the systems enabling to control the experimental
setup. The lab room includes all fluid and electricity supplies, the test rig and
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an exhaust system. Efforts were made to meet the handling and safety reg-
ulations concerning harmful gases, lasers, and electrical devices. A schematic
showing the facilities of the lab room is shown in appendix A.

The present research focuses on the topology of premixed swirling flames of
CH4/H2/air eventually diluted with CO2 or N2. The objective of this work are:

• Design a well instrumented test-rig for the characterization of swirling
flame stabilization mechanisms.

• Conduct a comprehensive parametric study to identify the main mecha-
nisms controlling modifications of the flame shape when the flame is in
contact with the combustor peripheral wall (situation A in Fig. 23).

• Analyze the combined effects of strain rate and heat losses on the topology
of swirling flames when there is no direct flame wall interaction (situation
B in Fig. 23).

• Understand the dynamics of perturbed CH4/H2/air swirling flames and
effects of mass flow rate perturbations on changes of the flame topology.

• Stabilize CH4/H2/air swirling flames with high dilution rates of N2 and
CO2 far from the solid peripheral wall of the combustor.

These elements are needed to improve our understanding of the stabilization
mechanisms of swirling flames. This work comprises two main parts and seven
chapters described in the block-diagram in Fig. 24. The content of the seven
chapters is briefly described in what follows.

Ch 4:  Analysis of topology transitions of swirled flames 
interacting with the combustor peripheral wall

Ch 7: Stabilization of low calorific value flames

Ch 6: Influence of mass flow rate perturbations on
the topology of CH4/H2/air swirling flames    

Ch 5:  Analysis of V to M shape transistions of weakly 
confned premixed CH4/H2/air swirling flames 

Part II: Stabilization of confined premixed 
CH4/H2/air swirling flames 

Ch 3: Experimental setup characterization

Ch 2: Diagnostics and method

Ch 1: An experimental apparatus dedicated to
premixed CH4/H2/air swirling flames

Part I: Experimental facilities and methodology

Figure 24: Block-diagram of the thesis manuscript.

Part I: Experimental facilities and methodology

The first part of this manuscript includes the description of the experimental
setup and the operating conditions that were selected. The diagnostics and a
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detailed characterization of the experimental setup operated with or without
flames are then presented.

The operating conditions selected for our studies are described in chapter 1.
The experimental setup which has been developed to stabilize the swirling
flames of interest is then presented including the fluid supply hardware and the
burner dedicated to the combustion of H2/CH4/N2/CO2/air mixtures. The
diagnostics are described in chapter 2. We used Laser Doppler Velocimetry
(LDV), Hot Wire anemometry (HW), and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
to study the velocity field in the combustor. We also used flame chemilumines-
cence imaging and Planar laser-Induced Fluorescence of the Hydroxyl radical
(OH-PLIF) to analyze the topology of the swirling flames and of the flow of the
burnt products. Temperature measurements were carried out with thermocou-
ples to measure solid and gas temperatures and Laser Induced Phosphorescence
(LIP) of thermographic phosphors to determine surface temperatures of the
combustor walls. In chapter 3 the flow in the combustor under non-reactive
and reactive conditions is analyzed in details for a reference flow condition. The
flow through the swirler is analyzed in the first section. In a second stage, the
flow within the combustion chamber operated under non-reactive conditions is
analyzed using PIV. Then, the thermal behavior of the combustor is analysed
by LIP and thermocouple measurements conducted during the thermal tran-
sient after ignition and at steady-state. Finally, a reference flame is defined for
which detailed measurements were carried out with chemiluminescence, PIV,
and OH-PLIF.

Part II: Stabilization of confined premixed CH4/H2/air
swirling flames

The second part of this manuscript describes the results obtained on the mech-
anisms of stabilization of confined premixed CH4/H2/air swirling flames.

Chapter 4 describes effects of swirl, mixture composition, injection velocity,
and flame anchoring on topological bifurcations of premixed flames interacting
with the combustion chamber peripheral wall. Mechanisms controlling flash-
back of the tip of swirled flames along a solid wall are rapidly reviewed in
section 4.1. The experimental setup and the diagnostics used to examine V/M
flame topology transitions are presented in section 4.2. Structures of V and M
stable flames are presented in section 4.3 for two configurations of the injector.
A model for determining the boundary of V to M flame topology bifurcation is
proposed in section 4.4. Predictions are compared to measurements in section
4.5 for two different injection systems by varying the swirling rate, combustible
mixture injection velocity, equivalence ratio and hydrogen enrichment in the
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combustible mixture.

The physics driving topology transitions in a swirled combustor when the flame
does not interact with the combustor peripheral walls is analyzed in chapter 5.
Effects of the combustible mixture, heat losses, and strain rate are examined.
The experimental setup used for this purpose, the diagnostics, and the flow
conditions are presented in section 5.1. The impact of the H2 concentration in
the fuel is analyzed in section 5.2, before considering the influence of the ther-
mal boundaries of the combustor in section 5.3. Finally, the combined effects
of the heat losses and strain rate are analyzed experimentally and numerically.

In chapter 6 the influence of mass flow rate perturbations on the topology
of CH4/H2/air swirling flames is examined for different modulation frequen-
cies and amplitudes. The flame transfer function of a reference CH4/H2/air
flame is first measured for two different perturbation amplitudes. Two mod-
ulation frequencies are then selected and further experiments are conducted
using joint OH-PLIF/PIV/chemiluminescence measurements. Interactions of
the flame front and burnt gases with vortices detached from the injector rim
during a modulation period are analyzed in details. Finally, the response of
two CH4/H2/air flames, featuring different hydrogen enrichments, to a low fre-
quency and high amplitude modulation is analyzed. Changes of the unsteady
flame topology are described using joint OH-PLIF/chemiluminescence measure-
ments.

The stabilization of CH4/H2/air swirled flames diluted with N2 or CO2 is fi-
nally examined in chapter 7. A CH4/H2/air reference flame with XH2

/(XH2
+

XCH4
) = 0.60, φ = 0.70, and P = 4 kW is first selected. The molar fraction

of the diluent (N2 or CO2) is increased to analyze effects of dilution on the
flame topology. The laminar burning velocities SL and the adiabatic flame
temperatures Tad of these flames are then examined using 1-D laminar direct
simulations. The chemiluminescence signal of these diluted flames is then ana-
lyzed to infer effects of dilution on the flame topology and on the intensity of
the light emitted by the flame. Finally, thermocouple measurements are used
to determine the combustor thermal efficiency when the diluent concentration
and composition are varied.
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Chapter 1

An experimental apparatus
dedicated to premixed
CH4/H2/air swirling flames

The operating conditions selected for our studies are described in this chapter.
The experimental setup which has been developed to stabilize the swirling
flames of interest is then presented with the fluid supply hardware and the
burner dedicated to the combustion of H2/CH4/N2/CO2/air mixtures. Details
are given on the different combustion chambers and swirler geometries used in
this work.

1.1 Selection of operating conditions

Large amounts of gaseous by-products are generated during the steel produc-
tion process. These gas mixtures, of various compositions, include combustible
gases such as methane (CH4), hydrogen (H2) or carbon monoxide (CO). The
Coke Oven Gas (COG) and the Blast Furnace Gas (BFG) are the two main
gaseous by-products generated (Modesto and Nebra (2009), Chen et al. (2011)).
Valorization of these by-products is an efficient way to reduce the consumption
of fuel and to minimize the pollutant emissions from the steel production plant.
One possibility is to use these mixtures for in-situ combustion in the various
ovens from the plant.

The composition of these gaseous by-products change with time. It also de-
pends on the origin of the raw materials and the specific process from the steel
plant (Chen et al. (2011)). Table 1.1 shows typical compositions of COG
and BFG. Both COG and BFG gases are produced in the same plant but their
compositions highly differ. The COG has a calorific value per unit of mass com-
parable to that of natural gas (NG) and belongs to the family of High Calorific
Value (HCV) gases. Conversely, BFG can be defined as a Low Calorific Value
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(LCV) fuel due to the high fractions of inert species like nitrogen or carbon
dioxide in its composition. Table. 1.2 summarizes the molar and mass Lower
Calorific Values for NG, COG, and BFG mixtures.

Table 1.1: Typical compositions in mass and molar fractions of Coke Oven Gas
(COG) and Blast Furnace Gas (BFG) (Chen et al. (2011)).

Species COG BFG
Fraction molar Xk mass Yk molar Xk mass Yk

N2 0.04 0.125 0.55 0.501
CO2 0.02 0.098 0.22 0.315
CO 0.06 0.188 0.20 0.182
H2 0.63 0.141 0.03 0.002

CH4 0.25 0.448 0 0

Table 1.2: Molar and mass Lower Calorific Values for NG, COG, and BFG mixtures.

Lower Calorific Value NG (CH4) COG BFG
mass ( MJ ⋅ kg−1) 50.1 41.4 2.2
molar ( MJ ⋅m−3) 33.3 15.4 2.8

1.1.1 Operating conditions

We first focus on the combustion of COG. This gaseous mixture has a large
content of hydrogen which is a highly reactive species. This facilitates the
stabilization of flames (Chomiak et al. (1989)). Secondly, as only water va-
por is produced by the combustion of hydrogen, hydrogen-based fuels are very
promising in terms of cuts in carbon dioxide emissions. In this section, a HCV
reference flame featuring a composition representative of COG will be defined.
The HCV reference mixture is then diluted with inert species such as nitrogen
and carbon dioxide to study the stabilization of LCV flames.

Noting the small concentration of carbon monoxide in the composition of COG
(Tab. 1.1), it has been decided to exclude CO from the composition of the
reference flame to reduce the complexity of handling such component (Paubel
(2007), Bouvet (2009)). The traces of N2 and CO2 are not considered as well
to simplify the combustible mixture composition. The reference combustible
mixture is then only composed of CH4 and H2. An analysis based on the lam-
inar burning velocity SL and adiabatic flame temperature Tad is used in the
following to select a composition representative of COG mixtures.

The laminar burning velocity SL and adiabatic flame temperature Tad are cal-
culated by computing 1-D freely propagating flames using the REGATH solver
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developed at the EM2C laboratory (Candel et al. (2011)). For that purpose,
the detailed chemistry mechanism from Lindstedt (1998) is used without ac-
counting for the NOx chemistry leading to 29 species and 141 reactions. This
chemistry scheme was validated by many comparisons with experiments and
simulations for hydrocarbon mixtures (Sick et al. (1998), Juchmann et al.
(1998), Gibaud et al. (2005), and Panoutsos et al. (2009)). Different fresh
gas combustible compositions were explored by varying both the equivalence
ratio φ and the fuel composition. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show the laminar burning
velocity SL and the adiabatic flame temperature Tad of CH4/H2/air mixtures
as a function of the H2 molar fraction in the fuel Xfuel

H2
. This concentration goes

from 0.0 (pure methane case) to 1.0 (pure hydrogen case). Calculations are
carried out for equivalence ratios 0.7≤ φ ≤1. The laminar burning velocity SL
and the adiabatic flame temperature Tad of COG/air flames are respectively
superimposed in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2 to ease the reading. The COG composition
taken for these calculations is indicated in Tab. 1.1.

Figure 1.1 indicates that a molar fraction of hydrogen Xfuel
H2
≃ 0.70 in the refer-

ence combustible mixture is needed to reach the same laminar burning velocity
as for the combustion of COG. This remains true for equivalence ratios ranging
from φ = 0.7 to 1. Results slightly differ for the adiabatic flame temperatures
presented in Fig. 1.2. The value of Xfuel

H2
in the combustible mixture allows to

reproduce the adiabatic temperature of COG/air flame changes with the equiv-
alence ratio. Hydrogen enrichments ranging from Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 to Xfuel

H2
= 0.70

are used to represent the combustion of COG when the equivalence ratio varies
from φ = 0.7 to 1. A combustible mixture with an equivalence ratio of φ = 0.7,
an hydrogen enrichment Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 reproduces the laminar burning velocity

SL and adiabatic flame temperature Tad of a COG/air flame featuring the same
equivalence ratio. At this low equivalence ratio, the adiabatic flame tempera-
ture is limited and NOx production is reduced (Brown (1995), Docquier and
Candel (2002)). This operating condition is thus of specific interest.

The composition of COG can vary with time and with the raw material feed-
ing the plant. Flames with different hydrogen enrichments are thus studied
to account for this variability. Table 1.3 summarizes the operating conditions
chosen for the CH4/H2/air flames investigated in this work. To comply with
the optimal range of the experimental setup that will be fully described in the
following sections of this chapter, the thermal power P must be adjusted to the
range within 2 kW ≤ P ≤ 6 kW. The majority of the flames considered in this
work are stabilized with a thermal power P ≃ 4 kW. Hydrogen enrichments
ranging from Xfuel

H2
= 0 to Xfuel

H2
= 0.86 are used to account for the COG com-

position variability. The case Xfuel
H2
= 0 corresponds to a combustible mixture

with pure methane. Flames with varying equivalence ratios (0.5 ≤ φ ≤ 1.0) are
studied to analyze the effect of this parameter on flame stabilization.
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Figure 1.1: Laminar burning velocity SL of H2/CH4/air mixtures for increasing H2

molar fractions in the fuel Xfuel

H2
ranging from 0 to 1 at fixed equivalence ratios of

φ = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0. Values are superimposed to those found for the laminar burning
velocity of COG/air mixtures at the same equivalence ratios. Red crosses show the H2

molar fraction in the fuel of the H2/CH4/air mixtures having the same laminar burning
velocities as the COG/air mixture at a given equivalence ratio. The detailed chemistry
mechanism due to Lindstedt (1998) is used for these calculations. The pressure is set
to 101325 Pa and the fresh gas temperature is Tu = 298 K.
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Figure 1.2: Adiabatic flame temperature Tad of H2/CH4/air mixtures for increasing

H2 molar fractions in the fuel Xfuel

H2
ranging from 0 to 1 at fixed equivalence ratios

of φ = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0. Values are superimposed to those found for the adiabatic
flame temperature of COG/air mixtures at the same equivalence ratios. Red crosses
show the H2 molar fraction in the fuel of the H2/CH4/air mixtures having the same
adiabatic flame temperature as the COG/air mixture at a given equivalence ratio. The
detailed chemistry mechanism due to Lindstedt (1998) is used for these calculations.
The pressure is set to 101325 Pa and the fresh gas temperature is Tu = 298 K.
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Table 1.3: Ranges of operating conditions covered for experiments with CH4/H2/air
flames.

P (kW) φ Xfuel
H2

SL (cm ⋅ s−1) Tad (K)
2 − 6 0.5 − 1.0 0 − 0.86 ≃ 10 − 70 ≃ 1500 − 2200

We also studied the stabilization of LCV flames diluted by N2 and CO2. Two
different sets of experiments with LCV flames are conducted. The impact of
the dilution with N2 on a reference CH4/H2/air flame defined by Xfuel

H2
= 0.60,

φ = 0.7, and P = 4 kW is first examined. In a second time, CO2 is used to
dilute the flames. These experiments are conducted at fixed thermal power
and hydrogen enrichment in the fuel blend and for different equivalence ratios.
Figures 1.3a and 1.3c show the evolution of the laminar burning velocity and
adiabatic flame temperature of H2/CH4/N2/air mixtures for increasing N2 mo-
lar fractions in the fuel Xfuel

N2
ranging from 0 to 0.8 at fixed equivalence ratios

φ = 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. These figures show that the flames with Xfuel
N2
≃ 0.60

have the same laminar burning velocity and adiabatic flame temperature as
0.3COG/0.7BFG/air (molar fractions) flames. Figures 1.3b and 1.3d show the
evolution of the laminar burning velocity and adiabatic flame temperature of
H2/CH4/CO2/air mixtures for increasing CO2 molar fractions in the fuel Xfuel

CO2

ranging from 0 to 0.8 at fixed equivalence ratios of φ = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9. These
figures show that the flames with Xfuel

CO2
≃ 0.45 have the same laminar burning

velocity and adiabatic flame temperature as 0.3COG/0.7BFG/air flames. Ta-
ble 1.4 summarizes the operating conditions chosen for the study of LCV flames.

Table 1.4: Ranges of operating conditions covered for experiments with CH4/H2/air
flames diluted by N2 or CO2.

P (kW) φ XH2
in the CH4/H2 mixture Xfuel

N2
Xfuel

CO2

4 0.7 − 0.9 0.60 0 − 0.60 0 − 0.50

1.1.2 Requirements of the experimental setup

Based on the operating conditions described in Tabs. 1.3 and 1.4, an experi-
mental apparatus dedicated to the combustion of CH4/H2/N2/CO2/air swirling
mixtures was designed and built. The different maximum flow rates of fluids
flowing through the burner are summarized in the following list:

• Air (combustion) - ≃ 200 NL ⋅min−1

• CH4 - ≤ 10 NL ⋅min−1

• H2 - ≤ 20 NL ⋅min−1

• N2 - ≤ 30 NL ⋅min−1
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Figure 1.3: Laminar burning velocity SL (a)-(b) and adiabatic flame temperature (c)-
(d) of H2/CH4/N2/air mixtures with XH2

/(XH2
+XCH4

) = 0.60 when the molar fraction

of N2 (left column) and CO2 (right column) in the fuel increases from Xfuel

diluent
= 0 to

0.8. Results are shown for three different equivalence ratios φ = 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9.
Values are superimposed to those found for 0.3COG/0.7BFG/air (molar fractions)
mixtures at the same equivalence ratios. Red crosses show the diluent molar fraction
in the fuel of the mixtures having the same laminar burning velocities or adiabatic flame
temperature as the 0.3COG/0.7BFG/air mixture. The detailed chemistry mechanism
from Lindstedt (1998) is used for calculations.
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• CO2 - ≤ 30 NL ⋅min−1

Additional air and liquid water supply lines were developed for the thermal
management of the combustor and lasers:

• Air (miscellaneous) - ≤ 100 NL ⋅min−1

• Liquid water (burner cooling) - ≤ 2 L ⋅min−1

• Liquid water (lasers cooling) - ≤ 50 L ⋅min−1

A high-voltage spark igniter (7 kV and 30 mA) is used to initiate combustion.
Figure 1.4 shows a simplified schematics of the experimental setup with the
network of fluid supply used to produce the combustible mixture with the de-
sire composition, the water cooling system, and the ignition electrodes. Pure
gaseous species (CH4, H2, N2, and CO2) and filtered air are supplied to the
experimental room by a network of pipes connected to pressurized gas cylin-
ders and an air compressor located outside. Five thermal mass flow controllers
(MFC) (see Sec. 1.1.3 for details) are used to produce the desired combustible
mixture in a mixing box. The mixture is then fed to the burner (see Sec. 1.2
for details) where a swirling flame is stabilized. Water-cooling of the burner is
used to limit the temperatures reached in the injector. The water mass flow
rate through the burner is manually adjusted to reach the desired operating
temperature of the metallic pieces. Flames are ignited by a spark generated
between two electrodes separated by a 3 mm gap and located few millimeters
above the burner exhaust. The 7 kV voltage difference between the two elec-
trodes is generated by a high voltage transformer (Siemens, ZE 30/7). A more
detailed version of the schematics describing the experimental setup is produced
in appendix A.

1.1.3 Mass-flow regulation

The mass flow rates of the different gases injected are regulated by thermal
mass flow controllers (MFC) (Bronkhorst F-Series). These MFC were care-
fully calibrated using real gases (TrigasFI GmbH) or with nitrogen. In the
latter case, correction coefficients from Bronkhorst were used. To reduce im-
precisions, MFC are used at flow rates larger than 10% of their respective full
scales. When a large range of mass flow rates is required, different MFC fea-
turing different full scales are used to inject the same gas. These precautions
lead to a relative precision of 1.5% of the set operating point for each gas mass
flow rate. In the case of CH4/H2/air combustible mixture, the composition and
mass flow rate are known with a relative precision always better than 4.5%. For
CH4/H2/N2/CO2/air mixtures, the relative precision drops to 7.5%.

For a CH4/air mixture, a thermal power P and an equivalence ratio φ are se-
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Figure 1.4: Simplified schematics of the experimental setup including the production
of the combustible mixture, the water cooling system, and the ignition electrodes.
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lected to calculate the two species mass fractions and the total mass flow rate
and, therefore, produce the mixture of interest using two MFC. To produce
CH4/H2/air mixtures, the mass flow rates of methane ṁCH4

, hydrogen ṁH2
,

and air ṁair need to be fixed. This was realized by selecting a thermal power
P , an equivalence ratio φ, and an hydrogen molar enrichment in the fuel blend
Xfuel

H2
. With these operating parameters, it is for example possible to stabilize

and compare flames featuring the same thermal power and equivalence ratio,
but different hydrogen enrichments in the fuel blend.

It is shown in chapter 4 that the laminar burning velocity SL is a key parameter
for the stabilization of swirling flames interacting with the combustor periph-
eral walls. To analyze the influence of this parameter, it is useful to stabilize
and compare flames featuring the same thermal power and laminar burning
velocity but different hydrogen enrichments in the fuel. Both equivalence ratio
and hydrogen enrichment in the fuel varies in this case.

An automated method for the control of mass flow controllers was developed.
This method allows to produce CH4/H2/N2/CO2/air mixtures while controlling
a wide range of input parameters such as the thermal power, the equivalence
ratio, the hydrogen enrichment, the fraction of diluent species, the laminar
burning velocity, the adiabatic flame temperature, etc. This method is briefly
described here. The laminar burning velocity SL and the adiabatic flame tem-
perature Tad of CH4/H2/N2/CO2/air mixtures are first computed over wide
ranges of equivalence ratio, hydrogen enrichment, nitrogen enrichment, and
carbon dioxide enrichment. This is achieved with the REGATH flame solver.
As an illustration, Fig. 1.5a shows the evolution of the adiabatic flame temper-
ature Tad for CH4/H2/N2/air mixtures with equivalence ratios ranging from
φ = 0.70 to φ = 0.94 and nitrogen enrichment in the fuel ranging form Xfuel

N2
= 0

to Xfuel
N2
= 0.8. The hydrogen enrichment is fixed to Xfuel

H2
= 0.6 in Fig. 1.5a. It

is clear that, at a fixed nitrogen enrichment, increasing the equivalence ratio
increases the adiabatic flame temperature. Conversely, at a fixed equivalence
ratio, increasing the nitrogen enrichment decreases the adiabatic flame temper-
ature. For each nitrogen enrichment in the range 0 ≤ Xfuel

N2
≤ 0.8, there is an

equivalence ratio yielding a given adiabatic flame temperature. The case where
Tad = 1900 K is selected as an example and is shown in Fig. 1.5a.

Figure 1.5b shows the evolution of the equivalence ratio of CH4/H2/N2/air
mixtures as a function of both the nitrogen enrichment and the adiabatic
flame temperature. Using these calculations, we can produce and stabilize
CH4/H2/N2/air flames featuring fixed adiabatic flame temperatures. We can
do the same for CH4/H2/N2/air flames featuring fixed laminar burning ve-
locities. When the input parameters are chosen, an home-made LabVIEW
routine, fed with all the results from the REGATH calculations, computes the
thermal power, the equivalence ratio, and the H2/N2/CO2 enrichments. This
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program then computes the corresponding species mass fractions and the op-
erating mass flow rates. Finally, these instructions are sent to the mass flow
controllers. This flexible and automated method helps to conduct parametric
analyses very rapidly with a high repeatability and precision.

1.2 Burner

When the combustible mixture of interest flows out of the mixing box, it enters
the burner. The burner drawn in Fig. 1.6 is comparable to that used by Palies
et al. (2010) and Palies et al. (2011b) for the investigation of linear and non-
linear dynamics of swirling flames submitted to acoustic forcing. This burner
is fed by mixtures of methane, hydrogen and air diluted by nitrogen or carbon
dioxide, and includes a cylindrical injection tube with a 14 mm exit diameter.
The flow is put in rotation by a radial swirling vane located upstream of the
injection tube. Details on the radial swirl vane are given in Sec. 1.3. A 6 mm
diameter central rod installed on the burner axis helps anchoring the flame
at the injection unit outlet 2 mm above the combustion chamber dump plane.
The presence of the central rod reduces the degrees of freedom of the system
because all flames stabilized with this setup feature a flame root anchored on
this element.

The mixture enters the burner through a plenum and subsequently passes
through a set of grid/honeycomb/grid arrangement before entering a water-
cooled convergent nozzle to reach a nearly uniform top hat velocity profile at
the entrance of the swirler. The flames are stabilized in the combustion chamber
which, in the schematics presented in Fig. 1.6, features four 250 mm (height) ×
92 mm (width) × 12 mm (thickness) quartz windows. We chose a combustion
chamber featuring a squared cross section for two reasons. First it is more rep-
resentative of the geometry of typical industrial furnaces such as those found
in the steel-industry. Secondly, laser-based optical diagnostics are facilitated
when the combustion chamber windows are flat. Laser reflections and light
scattering problems are limited compared to chambers equipped with cylindri-
cal windows. If required, one quartz window can be replaced by a water-cooled
stainless-steel wall. This element, presented in Fig. 1.7, is used to modify the
wall temperature of the combustion chamber by adjusting the water mass flow
rate, ṁwater, through the cooling channels. The section expansion ratio at
the injection tube outlet is quite large S1/S0 = 62.9, where S0 and S1 denote
the sections of the injection tube and the combustion chamber, respectively.
This is a deliberate choice that is again representative of the targeted indus-
trial furnaces. In this configuration, flames do not interact directly with the
combustion chamber walls as the flame tip lies far away from these walls. To
prevent ambient air intrusion at the combustor outlet a convergent exhaust is
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Figure 1.8: Schematics of the burner equipped with a 50 mm diameter cylindrical
confinement chamber. Dimensions are in mm.

added on the top of the chamber to accelerate the outgoing flow. This nozzle
features an outlet section contraction ratio of 0.45.

It is also possible to replace the squared combustion chamber by a cylindrical
quartz tube as shown in Fig. 1.8. This tube features an internal diameter of
50 mm which yields a reduced section expansion ratio of S1/S0 = 15.6 between
the injection tube and the combustion chamber. In this configuration, flames
strongly interact with the combustor peripheral wall and stabilization is al-
tered. This configuration is closer to that of combustion chambers equipping
gas turbines for energy production or aircraft engines for propulsion.

1.3 Swirlers

A swirl flow is generated to facilitate the stabilization of lean premixed flames.
Upstream the injector, the flow is put in rotation by a radial swirl vane (also
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Figure 1.9: Schematics of the radial swirl vane featuring a fixed vane angle θ = 35○
with the main dimensions.

called swirler) as the one presented in Fig. 1.9. With this device, the gaseous
flow is forced to pass through an arrangement of 12 inclined blades and stream-
lines are bent in the azimuthal direction. The resulting rotating flow is charac-
terized by the swirl number S. The largest deviation is obtained for the largest
swirl number. The swirl number depends on the swirl vane geometry (Galley
et al. (2011)):

S = 1

1 − ψ tan(θ) R
2L
[1 − (Rp

R

2)] (1.1)

where ψ is the blockage factor (Beér and Chigier (1972)), Rp denotes the ra-
dius of the central rod, R indicates the radius of the injection tube, L is the
blade span, i.e the height of the blade in the axial direction of the burner,
and θ stands for the blade angle. The two main parameters affecting the swirl
number are the blade angle θ and the blade span L. If the blade angle θ is
increased, the swirl number increases. Conversely, if the span is increased the
streamlines deviation is reduced and the swirl number decreases.

The amount of swirl that is required for flame stabilization depends on a large
number of parameters such as the composition of the combustible mixture, the
bulk flow velocity at the injection tube outlet, and the presence or absence of
a central rod. It was difficult to select a priori the swirler geometry that is
the best adapted to our needs. We decided to build an important number of
swirlers featuring different blade angles θ or blade span L. Selection of the op-
timal swirler design was made empirically by igniting flames at the operating
conditions described in Tab. 1.3 and analyzing the stabilization of the flames
for different swirler geometries. The swirler featuring a blade angle θ = 35○ and
a blade span L = 4 mm was found to be well suited for the stabilization of lean
CH4/H2/air flames at a P = 4 kW thermal power. This swirler is characterized
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by a geometric swirl number S = 0.5 calculated with Eq.(1.1).

Swirlers were executed with fast prototyping. Swirlers are made of ABS (Acry-
lonitrile butadiene styrene) and it is possible to produce more than 20 different
swirler geometries in one batch. It takes approximately one day to design and
produce a swirler with this technique. It has however few drawbacks. ABS
is a thermoplastic meaning that it is fragile and very sensitive to heat. One
flashback event in the injection tube may be sufficient to deteriorate the swirler.
After such an event, it is necessary to replace this element by a new one us-
ing the same CAO, but slight changes in the final geometry executed by the
machine may occur due to the non-perfect repeatability of the process. As an
illustration, the machine that we used features a precision of 2/10 mm. This
value must be compared to the smallest dimension of our swirler geometry
which is the blade thickness of 1 mm. The relative precision is not very good.
This can have severe consequences on the resulting swirling flow (Bourgouin
et al. (2013)). Consequently, we were very careful concerning flashback events
when using swirlers made with ABS and all experiments at fixed swirl num-
bers were conducted using the same swirlers. The study of the flow patterns
generated by the swirler as well as the determination of the swirl number S are
described in chapters 3 and 4.

Another system with movable radial blades was also used to easily change the
swirl number. Different values of swirl number S can be set using a remote step
motor controlling the trailing edge blades angle θ of the swirler with respect to
the radial direction. Figure 1.10 shows top views of the swirler for two distinct
vane angles and a schematic of the main dimensions of this device. With this
system, fully described in Durox et al. (2013), it is possible to vary contin-
uously the swirl number during experiments. This system also comes with a
serious drawback. The repeatability in the blade angle is not guaranteed due
to eventual failures of the step motor. When changes in the swirl number are
not needed, fixed radial swirl vanes were used to ensure a perfect repeatability
of the injections conditions.

Both fixed and adjustable swirl vanes can be used either with the squared or the
cylindrical combustion chamber and with the 14 mm injection tube equipped
with the central rod. When the adjustable swirl vane is used, it is also possible
to remove the central rod and decrease the injection tube diameter to 12 mm.
This is used to achieve higher swirl numbers as shown in chapter 5. In this case,
flames are no longer anchored at the central rod tip but they are aerodynam-
ically stabilized away from solid elements. This stabilization mode is possible
when the swirl number exceeds a certain threshold value associated to a vortex
breakdown of the flow along the burner axis (Gupta et al. (1984)). More details
are provided in Sec. 3. The two injector configurations are shown in Fig. 1.11.
Configuration A refers to the 14 mm annular injection tube equipped with the
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⌀12 or 14 mm

⌀25 mm

Rod

θ

Figure 1.10: Left: top views of the adjustable swirler for a blade angle θ = 23○ (top)
and θ = 61○ (bottom) (Durox et al. (2013)). The black dotted and dashed circles
represent the 14 mm (configuration A) and 12 mm (configuration B) injection tube
diameters respectively. The central hole is crossed by the rod in configuration A and
obstructed by a screw in configuration B. Right: Schematic with the main dimensions
of the swirler.

central rod. Configuration B refers to the 12 mm cylindrical injection tube
without central rod.
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(b)

Figure 1.11: (a) Injector with the central rod (configuration A). (b) Injector without
central rod (configuration B). Dimensions are in mm.





Chapter 2

Diagnostics and methods

The different diagnostics that were used in this work are described in this chap-
ter. We used Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), Hot Wire anemometry (HW),
and Particle Image Velocimery (PIV) to study the velocity field in the combus-
tor. We also used flame chemiluminescence imaging and Planar Laser-Induced
Fluorescence of the Hydroxyl radical (OH-PLIF) to analyze the topology of the
flame and of the burnt gases. Thermocouples were used to measure solid and
gas temperatures and Laser Induced Phosphorescence (LIP) of thermographic
phosphors was applied for the determination of surface temperatures.

The degree of personal implication and the additional developments of the di-
agnostics that were necessary to fulfil the scientific objectives are variable and
depend on the technique. This dictates the level of details that is given in the
different sections of this chapter. For example, we conducted LDV measure-
ments on a well known configuration and did not bring any improvement to the
initial setup. Conversely, the LIP technique was not available at EM2C and
we had to develop a LIP setup based on a detailed examination of the current
state of the art and helpful discussions with research teams outside of the lab.

2.1 Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV)

As mentioned in Sec. 1.3, the burner that is used in these studies is equipped
with a radial swirl vane in order to help the stabilization of flames. Different
swirl vanes were used. The geometry of the radial swirler has a strong influence
on the downstream flow topology that was characterized by LDV.

The LDV system is similar to the one used by Ducruix (1999), Schuller (2003),
Birbaud (2006), Noiray (2007), Palies (2010), and Boudy (2012) for the anal-
ysis of the dynamics of laminar premixed conical flames, laminar V-flames, or
swirling flames and the reader is referred to these previous studies for details
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on the setup. Only settings that are specific to our study are described in the
following. The LDV system is operated with a green CW (Continuous Wave)
argon laser (2 W at λ = 514 nm). This light is scattered by micrometric oil
droplets (D10 = 2.5 µm and D32 = 5 µm) seeded into the flow by a nebulizer
fully described by Durox et al. (1999). The scattered Mie signal is collected by
a photomultiplier with a narrow-band interference filter center on λ = 514 nm.
A frequency counter is associated to deduce the velocity from Doppler bursts.
The flow through the nebulizer is partly by-passed to ensure a data rate com-
prised between 40 kHz and 60 kHz for the injection velocities explored. The
validation rate is better than 50% for these settings. A 5 MHz Bragg frequency
shift module is used to discriminate negative and positive velocities. In our
experiments, the analog signal delivered by the frequency counter is sampled at
16384 Hz during 2 s. It has been checked that this acquisition rate and duration
yields fully converged mean and root-mean-square (rms) values for the differ-
ent components of the velocity for for the different flow operating conditions
explored.

The setup that is used allows to measure only one component of the 3-D velocity
during a given experiment. The laser optics are rotated and the photomultiplier
is realigned on the interference fringes to measure another velocity component
during a following experiment. It was then possible to measure the mean and
rms values for the axial uz, azimuthal uθ, and radial ur velocities at the injector
outlet. Due to the rotational symmetry of the injection tube, we assumed that
a complete characterization of the swirl is obtained by measuring only one 2-D
velocity profile along the radial coordinate. Measurements were conducted as
close as possible to the injector rim, 2 mm above the injection plane or 1 mm
above the central rod tip when this element is installed. The distance between
two measurement points in the radial direction is set to 0.5 mm and velocity
profiles were measured for radial distances ∣r∣ < 7.5 mm above the injection hole.
Data are recorded using an automated control for displacement and acquisition
of the signals. Velocity profiles are presented in Sec. 3.1 where the different
radial swirl vanes used are fully characterized.

(a) (b)

LDV profile
(1 mm above the rod tip)

LDV profile
(2 mm above the injector outlet)

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the injector showing the position of the LDV measurements
with the injector set in configuration A (a) and B (b).
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2.2 Hot wire anemometry (HW)

LDV measurements are limited to the regions of the flow downstream the in-
jector tube outlet within regions with optical access. Measurements of the
velocity upstream the injector, inside the injection tube, were realized with a
Hot Wire (HW). A hole of few millimeters diameter is drilled in the burner to
introduce the probe. These measurements were used to analyze the dynamics
of CH4/H2/air flames that are presented in Ch. 6.6. After a brief description
of the principle of this measurement technique, the following sections describe
the impact of the gas composition on the measurements.

2.2.1 Measurement principle

Hot wire anemometry relies on the cooling effect of a gaseous or liquid flow sur-
rounding a heated solid body. Assuming that the flow velocity is large enough,
a regime of forced convection between the gaseous flow and the solid element
may be reached (Incropera and Witt (1990)). In this case, the thermal power
extracted from the solid by forced convection and dissipated into the fluid is
a monotonous function of the fluid velocity. The higher is the fluid velocity,
the higher is the convective heat flux. Assuming that the relation between the
convective heat flux and the velocity is known with precision, it is possible to
deduce the flow velocity by measuring the convective heat flux through the
heated solid surface.

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of a HW probe and its electronics for signal con-
ditioning. The hot wire probe used here consists in a tungsten wire featuring
a large aspect ratio L/D >> 1 between its length L = 1 mm and its diame-
ter D = 5 µm. This wire is placed in the fluid of interest, where the velocity
measurement is needed. One considers a one-dimensional gaseous flow char-
acterized by a velocity u, a temperature T , a thermal conductivity k, and a
kinetic viscosity ν. The wire that features an electric resistance RHW is crossed
by a current IHW . Due to the Joule effect, the wire delivers a thermal power
P = RHW I

2

HW and heats up to a temperature THW higher than the gas temper-
ature T. Consequently, a convective heat flux Q is transferred from the wire to
the gas and at steady state one has P = Q. Therefore if the gas velocity is modi-
fied, the convective heat flux will change and the thermal equilibrium will cease.

When operated as a Constant Temperature Anemometer (CTA), the temper-
ature of the wire is maintained constant (Bruun (1995)). When Q is increased
due to a velocity increase, the temperature of the wire decreases because P < Q
and the wire resistance RHW decreases. In this case the current supplied to
the wire, which is regulated by a specific circuit, increases so that the thermal
power produced from the Joule effect rises and compensates the convective heat
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R1

R4

RHW

R2

I

HW probe

HW probe

Gas mixture
(u, T, k, ν) L = 1 mm

D = 5 μm

Figure 2.2: Schematic of a hot wire probe (top) and control electronics (bottom). The
surrounding gas mixture features a velocity u, a temperature T , a thermal conductivity
k, and a kinetic viscosity ν. The capital letters L and D respectively stand for the length
and diameter of the hot wire. In the bottom schematic, load resistors are denoted by
a capital R. E and I respectively stand for the output voltage and the current supplied
to the Wheatstone bridge.

flux. The wire temperature remains thus constant. From the Ohm’s law, one
can deduce that the voltage difference between the two extremities of the hot
wire, UHW = RHW IHW , also increases. Assuming that the output voltage of
the system E is proportional to UHW , it is possible to detect changes in the gas
velocity by monitoring the output voltage. As it is operated at a fixed temper-
ature, a CTA is not affected by the thermal inertia of the wire and features an
high frequency bandwidth. We use a CTA purchased from Dantec Dynamics
(Mini CTA 54T30 and probe 55P11) with a typical cut-off frequency higher
than 5 kHz .
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2.2.2 Theoretical elements

In a CTA, the flow velocity u is deduced from the measurement of the output
voltage E which is a monotonous function of the thermal power P produced in
the wire due to the Joule effect at thermal steady state (Bruun (1995)). There-
fore, the relation between P (which equals Q) and u is needed. The objective
of this subsection is to introduce the main equations for the determination of
this relation.

At thermal steady state, the energy balance P = Q is verified which leads to
the following expression:

U2

HW

RHW

= P = Q = hA(THW − T ) = hA∆T (2.1)

where h stands for the convective heat transfer coefficient at the wire surface and
A is the wire surface area (A = πDL). In our experiments, the wire temperature
is fixed to THW = 573 K and the gas temperature is close to T = 298 K. The
convective heat transfer coefficient h is given by the Nusselt number which is a
function of the flow Reynolds Re and Prandtl Pr numbers (Incropera and Witt
(1990)):

Nu = hD
k
= f(Re)g(Pr) (2.2)

One should note that in this equation, the mixture properties k and ν must
be evaluated at the the film temperature defined as Tf = 1

2
(THW + T ). As

an example, the empirical correlation due to Hilpert (1933) yields the Nusselt

number as Nu = CRemPr
1

3 where C and m are constants that depend on the
Reynolds number Re. For gases, the Prandtl number is a weak function of
the fluid composition and temperature and it is possible to simplify Eq. 2.2 as
follows:

Nu = hD
k
= f1(Re) = f1 (uD

ν
) (2.3)

Consequently, the following expression can be written for a fixed wire geometry:

U2

HW

RHW

= f2 (u
ν
)k∆T (2.4)

The electrical resistance of the wire RHW is only a function of its temperature
THW which is kept constant. The gas temperature is also constant in our
experiments. One can then also write:

U2

HW = f3 (uν )k (2.5)
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Finally, as the output voltage E is a known function of the voltage difference
between the two extremities of the wire UHW , one can write:

E2

k
= f4 (u

ν
) (2.6)

or for a fixed gas composition:

E2 = f5(u) (2.7)

The velocity u can thus be deduced from the voltage E if the function f4 in
Eq. 2.6 or f5 in Eq. 2.7 is known without ambiguity. Correlations for the heat
transfer coefficient are only approximates and it is difficult to determine the
degree of confidence of the measured velocity when these correlations are used.
Therefore a calibration step is required to obtain a precise relation between E
and u.

2.2.3 Calibration of hot wire probes

The calibration of hot wire probes was carried out by measuring the output
voltage E as a function of the gas velocity u in a setup where u can be varied
and is known with a precision better than 3%. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of
this setup. A laminar and one-dimensional gaseous flow is generated through a
brass converging nozzle with a contraction ratio σ = 21 and featuring a 12 mm
outside diameter. The gas composition and bulk flow velocity are adjusted
using different thermal mass-flow controllers (see Sec. 1.1.3) for air, methane,
and hydrogen. The hot wire is installed 1 mm above the nozzle outlet section
where the velocity profile is flat and the velocity u is known with a precision
better than 3%. The velocity is deduced from the indications of the mass-flow
controllers. The whole setup was calibrated with LDV measurements. At this
step, one must be careful to orientate the wire orthogonal to the flow. The hot
wire probe is inclined at 45○ with respect to the horizontal plane to minimize
perturbations from the wake of the probe.

Figure 2.4 shows the square value of output voltage E as a function of the
velocity u at the nozzle exit for 0 m ⋅ s−1 < u ≤ 10 m ⋅ s−1. One should note that
Eq. 2.7 is valid only when the Richardson number Ri of the flow surrounding
the hot wire is lower than unity. This criterion Ri << 1 corresponds to a regime
of forced convection where the relation shown in Eq. 2.2 is valid. In our exper-
iments, the Richardson number is Ri = 0.01 for a flow velocity u = 5.6 cm ⋅ s−1.
Velocities below this value u = 5.6 cm ⋅ s−1 cannot be measured precisely with
our CTA because natural convection can no longer be neglected.
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HW probe

Gas mixture
(u, k, ν, 298 K) 

CH4 H2Air
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the hot wire calibration setup.

Experiments presented in Fig. 2.4 are repeated for five mixtures of CH4/H2/air
with different compositions. In all cases, the square value of the output voltage
E increases with the incoming gas velocity u. These measurements however
also show that the function f5 in Eq. 2.7 is valid only for a fixed gas composi-
tion. Consequently, the calibration curve differs for the five mixtures of interest.
This demonstrates that one should be careful to calibrate the hot wire using
the same mixture as the mixture in which velocity measurements are needed.

It is now interesting to examine an alternative way of determining the calibra-
tion curve of the hot wire that may be used to infer the response for mixtures
with different compositions. By exploiting Eq. 2.6, it is possible to infer the
calibration curve of a different mixture if the calibration curve of a reference
mixture was previously measured. The ratio (E2/k) / (u/ν) is independent of
the mixture composition and is only a function of the incoming velocity u.
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Figure 2.4: Square values of the output voltage E as a function of the velocity u

at the convergent exit for 0 m ⋅ s−1 < u ≤ 10 m ⋅ s−1 and for five different mixtures of
CH4/H2/air.

Mejia (2014) used this technique to calibrate a hot wire with pure air mixtures
and realize experiments with CH4/air mixtures. He chose to correct hot wire
measurements for variations in the fuel-mass fraction by calculating the mixture
kinetic viscosity ν and the thermal conductivity k using the reduced form of
the calibration curved defined by Eq. 2.6. With the same technique, Hultmark
and Smits (2010) corrected hot wire measurement for gas temperature modifi-
cations. This is possible because the evolution of ν and k with temperature are
well known (Sutherland (1893), Kannuluik and Carman (1951)). Mejia (2014)
used the following simplified expressions to determine the CH4/air mixtures
kinetic viscosity and thermal conductivity:

ν = YCH4
νCH4

+Yairνair (2.8)

k = YCH4
kCH4

+Yairkair (2.9)

where Yk is the mass fraction of the kth species featuring a thermal conduc-
tivity kk and a kinetic viscosity νk. This method is also retained here and
designated by method 1. Figure 2.5a shows the evolution of E2/k as a func-
tion of u/ν for the same operating conditions as in Fig. 2.4 and using method 1
for the determination of the mixture kinetic viscosity and thermal conductivity.

One can see that the expressions used for the calculation of the mixture prop-
erties do not yield a satisfactory collapse of all the experimental data. The
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Figure 2.5: Ratio E2/k as a function of the ratio u/ν at the convergent exit for
0 m ⋅ s−1 < u ≤ 10 m ⋅ s−1 and for five different mixtures of CH4/H2/air. (a) The ther-
mal conductivity and kinetic viscosity are calculated using method 1 (Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9).
(b) The thermal conductivity and kinetic viscosity are calculated using method 2
(CHEMKIN method) with β = 1 or (c) β = 0.4.

CH4/air and air calibration curves are nearly superimposed. This is attributed
to the small mass fraction of methane in our lean CH4/air mixture but also to
the fact that the kinetic viscosity and the thermal conductivity of methane and
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air are very close (Incropera and Witt (1990)). Small differences in the deter-
minations of the mixture thermal conductivity and kinetic viscosity have a re-
duced effect. This is not the case for CH4/H2/air mixtures because the physical
properties of hydrogen strongly differ from the ones of air or CH4. As an illus-
tration, νH2

= 21.8 × 10−5 m2 ⋅ s−1 at T = 435 K while νCH4
= 3.5 × 10−5 m2 ⋅ s−1

and νair = 2.9 × 10−5 m2 ⋅ s−1 at the same temperature.

It is then necessary to come up with better expressions for the calculation of
the mixtures kinetic viscosity ν and the thermal conductivity k. We chose the
expressions used in the flame solver CHEMKIN (Kee et al. (1992)) which have
been validated by numerous comparisons with experiments. In this code, the
mixture viscosity is computed from the Wilke formula (Wilke (1950)) that is
not reproduced here. The mixture thermal conductivity is calculated using the
formula from Mathur et al. (1967):

k = 1

2
(β n∑

i=1

Xiki + (2 − β) 1

∑n
i=1 Xi/ki) (2.10)

where, the subscript i stands for species i out of n species, X represents the
molar fraction, and β is a weighting factor that is taken to β = 1 in CHEMKIN.
Figure 2.5b shows the evolution of E2/k as a function of u/ν for the same oper-
ating conditions than in Fig. 2.5b and using the same formula as in CHEMKIN
for the determination of the mixture kinetic viscosity and thermal conductiv-
ity. This method is designated as method 2. While CH4/air and air curves
are still well superimposed, results were not drastically improved. One should
note that the CH4/H2/air curves now stand below the air curve in Fig. 2.5b.
Finally, another attempt is made by changing the weighting factor to β = 0.4.
Results are presented in Fig. 2.5c. Using this new value, all data collapse on
the same curve indicating that the mixture properties are correctly evaluated.

It is however difficult to say if the value β = 0.4 will remain optimum for
mixtures not covered by the five operating conditions considered. The main
conclusion from that analysis is that it is risky to use a single calibration curve
(obtained with air for example) and use it to measure the velocity of mixtures
with hydrogen. Hot wire measurements with CH4/H2/air mixtures were thus
always calibrated with real gases in this work.

2.3 Flame chemiluminescence

Different radical species are produced or consumed during the elementary re-
actions taking place in the combustion process. Radical species feature short
life times and are generally absent or in very low concentrations in the burnt
gases, but the combustion process highly depends on these intermediate species.
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The Hydroxide radical (OH), the Methylidyne radical (CH), and the Diatomic
carbon radical (C2) are intermediate species present within the reaction front
of hydrocarbon flames. Figure. 2.6 shows the calculated normalized molar frac-
tions of OH, CH, and C2 as a function of the distance to a one-dimensional pre-
mixed laminar flame front of a CH4/H2/air mixture calculated with Xfuel

H2
= 0.60

and φ = 0.70 at Tu = 300 K and P = 101325 Pa. We used the REGATH solver
(Candel et al. (2011)) and the detailed chemistry mechanism from Lindst-
edt (1998). The OH, CH, and C2 radicals are produced at different locations.
One can see that CH and C2 radicals feature a similar but short life time in
comparison to the OH radical. The maximum concentration of these different
radicals strongly differs. The molar fraction of OH is here 5 orders of magni-
tude larger than the CH concentration which is already 7 orders of magnitude
larger than the molar fraction of C2. The conditions explored here are lean
with φ = 0.7 < 1. The C2 radical would be produced in larger quantities in rich
hydrocarbon flames. Moreover, we use large concentrations of hydrogen in our
combustible mixture (Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 in Fig. 2.6). The concentration of CH is low

in comparison to OH due to the low content of carbon atoms in the combustible
mixture.
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Figure 2.6: Normalized molar fractions of OH, CH, and C2 as a function of the
distance to a one-dimensional laminar flame front of a CH4/H2/air flame (Xfuel

H2
= 0.60

and φ = 0.70). right-axis: Evolution of the gas temperature. The REGATH solver
(Candel et al. (2011)) was used with the detailed chemistry mechanism from Lindstedt
(1998).

Figure. 2.6 also shows the evolution of the gas temperature in the flame (right
axis). The OH, CH, and C2 radicals are present in high temperature zones
where T > 1300 K. This means that a high fraction of these molecules pop-
ulate excited states (Gaydon (1957)). Excited radical are represented by the
superscript * in the following. These excited molecules emit light when they
transit back to the ground state. It is then possible to detect the presence of
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these molecules by detecting the light spontaneous emission (flame chemilumi-
nescence) and infer the presence of a reactive flame front.

Due to the discrete values of possible energy levels, radical species emit light at
specific wavelengths that depend on the molecule structure. Figure. 2.7 shows
the simulated emission spectra of OH* and CH* radicals at P = 101325 Pa
and T = 1850 K. This temperature is close to the adiabatic flame tempera-
ture Tad = 1882 K for a Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 and φ = 0.70 mixture . Simulations are

conducted using the LIFBASE software from Luque and Crosley (1999) and
spectra are here convoluted using a 1 nm coarse slit function to only retain the
main features of the emission. The maximum of emission for the OH* radical
is in the UV, at 309 nm. The maximum of emission for the CH* radical is in
the visible range, at 431 nm.
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Figure 2.7: Simulated emission spectra of OH* and CH* radicals at P = 101325 Pa
and T = 1850 K using LIFBASE (Luque and Crosley (1999)). Spectra are convoluted
using a 1 nm coarse slit function.

In the flames of interest, the light intensity spontaneously emitted by OH* is
expected to be much larger than the one emitted by CH*. In practice, due to
the reduced sensitivity of the collection optics and CCD chips of regular cam-
eras in the UV, the signal intensity collected by the measurement devices is of
the same order of magnitude for OH* and CH* and both radicals will be used
for the study of flame chemiluminescence.

2.3.1 Chemiluminescence imaging using CCD cameras

CCD cameras are used to collect the flame chemiluminescence and infer the po-
sition of the reactive region. Narrow-bandpass filters can be placed in front of
the camera to select only one radical of interest. Filters featuring a Full Width
at Half Maximum (FWHM) lower than 20 nm are used. Filters centered at
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310 nm (for example Asahi Spectra Co., ZBPA310) are used for the detection
of OH*. Filters centered at 431 nm are also used for the detection of CH*. The
broadband chemiluminescence, without filter in front of the glass lens, was also
recorded on a 752(H)x582(V) pixels2 interlaced CCD camera (Pulnix TMC-6
color) operated at a frame rate of 50 images per second. If a higher repetition
rate is required, we use a high speed CMOS camera (FASTCAM ultima APX
i2) with a glass lens that can be operated at a frame rate of few thousand images
per second. When a higher sensitivity is required, the chemiluminescence from
OH* is imaged on a 1024(H)x1024(V) pixels2 (or 512(H)x512(V)) ICCD cam-
era (Princeton Instruments, PIMax) equipped with a UV lens (UV-NIKKOR,
105 mm, f/4.5).

Figure 2.8a shows an example of the OH∗ chemiluminescence signal recorded
with the ICCD camera when Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 and φ = 0.70. To reach statistical con-

vergence of the mean image, it is generally needed that the gate of the ICCD
camera stays open during few milliseconds. The minimum integration time
needed to obtain a sufficient signal intensity for instantaneous shots depends
on the flame of interest and on the camera sensitivity and is generally close to
few hundreds of microseconds.

It is worth recalling that the chemiluminescence signal is integrated in the line
of sight. Assuming that the flame is axisymmetric in average, an Abel de-
convolution can be applied to the mean chemiluminescence images to project
the axially symmetric flame emission onto the plane of symmetry of the flame
(Poularikas (2010)). We use an home-made Matlab® routine to compute Abel
transforms. Figure 2.8b shows the Abel deconvoluted image of the mean flame
presented in Fig. 2.8a. This is the trace of the flame front in the symmetry
plane of the burner. Abel transforms can only be applied on mean chemilumi-
nescence images as instantaneous images of turbulent flames are typically three
dimensional and feature no symmetries. Figure 2.8b shows high levels of noise
along the central axis. This is due to the mathematical formalism of the Abel
transform that yields a singularity at the axis for r = 0, r being the coordinate
along the radial direction (Poularikas (2010)).

2.3.2 Chemiluminescence analysis using a PMT

Another way of taking advantage of the flame chemiluminescence is to exam-
ine its temporal evolution rather that its spatial distribution. For that, we
use photosensor modules (PMT) featuring a 20 kHz bandwidth and a strong
spectral response from 200 nm to 600 nm (Hamamatsu, H5784-06). Using an
adequate set of collimation optics, the broadband chemiluminescence emission
of OH* or CH* is integrated over the whole flame region. Its evolution can
be analyzed with a high temporal resolution. The PMT is equipped with a
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Figure 2.8: (a) Mean chemiluminescence of OH* for a flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70,

and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1. (b) Abel transform applied to the OH* chemiluminescence image
presented in (a).

10 nm bandpass filter (CVI, F10−307.1−4−25.0M) centered at 307 nm for OH*
analysis. For CH*, the PMT is equipped with a 10 nm bandpass filter (CVI,
F10−430.0−4−25.0M) centered at 430 nm.

Figure 2.9a shows the temporal evolution of the OH* chemiluminescence col-
lected with the PMT during a 4 s experiment conducted with a turbulent
CH4/H2/air flame obtained for Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1. These

data are used to calculate the Power-Spectral-Density (PSD) of this signal
and analyze the spectral response of the flame. The dynamics of CH4/H2/air
swirling flames is analyzed in chapter 6. Figure 2.9b shows the evolution of
the OH* chemiluminescence intensity collected with the PMT when the flame
shown in Fig. 2.9a is submitted to harmonic flowrate modulations at f = 160 Hz
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with a loudspeaker placed at the bottom of the burner. One can see that the
OH* chemiluminescence signal features a strong sinusoidal response at this
frequency.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Normalized intensity of the OH* chemiluminescence integrated over

the whole flame region as a function of time for Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U =

14 m ⋅ s−1. (b) Same but for the flame forced at a frequency f = 160 Hz.

2.4 Planar Hydroxyl Laser Induced Fluorescence (OH-
PLIF)

Analysis of flame stabilization processes requires information on the flame
topology. The chemiluminescence imaging technique presented in Sec. 2.3 yields
an information integrated in the line of sight. It is difficult to discriminate the
contribution of flame fronts located at different depths with this technique. A
possible way to circumvent this problem is to apply an Abel transformation
(Poularikas (2010)) but this mathematical operation is limited to axisymmetric
configurations and consequently cannot be applied to examine instantaneous
images of turbulent flames. Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) is used
for this purpose. This technique and its implementation in the present study
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are described in this section.

2.4.1 Generalities on OH-PLIF

Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) allows to detect a chemical species, that may
be an atom or a molecule, stimulated by a laser source. There are many refer-
ences where this technique is described for use as a diagnostics for combustion
analysis (see for example Daily (1997) and Eckbreth (1996)). Basics aspects
that lead to practical choices for the selection of appropriate devices and set-
tings are synthesized in the following.

LIF consists in the observation of the spontaneous emission of atoms or molecules
populating unstable states after being excited by a tuned laser radiation. Fig-
ure 2.10 shows a schematic of a simplified model describing fluorescence pro-
cesses for an atom. The two-level atom model only considers transitions be-
tween a fundamental level, Level 1, and an excited level, Level 2. In the presence
of a laser radiation tuned to the transition, atoms in the Level 1 absorb part
of the energy and transit to Level 2. The excited atoms can then leave this
unstable state following three different processes:

• Induced emission occurring in the presence of a radiation field that forces
the atoms to transit back to a lower energy state. Consequently, the
induced emission ceases when the laser radiation is turned off.

• Spontaneous emission deriving from the natural instability of excited
states.

• Quenching characterizing non-radiative relaxations of atoms by collision
processes.

Level 1 (N1)

Level 2 (N2)

Absorption
(λ1)

Induced 
emission

(λ1)

Spontaneous 
emission
(λ1 or λ2)

Quenching
(nonradiative)

Figure 2.10: Schematic of the simplified two-level atom model for fluorescence. N1

and N2 stand for the populations of Levels 1 and 2. The wavelength of the photon
emitted (or absorbed) is denoted by λ. Adapted from Daily (1997).

In a two-level description, induced and spontaneous emissions release photons
at a similar wavelength λ1 that the laser radiation. Excitation and fluores-
cence happen at the same wavelength and laser scattering can interfere with
the signal of interest. In reality, LIF processes are more complex, especially
for heavy atoms and molecules. In many cases, spontaneous emission does
take place between the excited state and the laser tuned ground state but at a
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state of lower or higher energy. This phenomenon is called direct line fluores-
cence. Other fluorescence mechanisms are described by Daily (1997). It is then
possible to isolate the collected signal using an adequate interferometric filter
to collect this spontaneous emission and remove laser interferences. Another
possibility to increase the signal to noise ratio is to temporally decorrelate the
excitation and the collection of fluorescence. Figure 2.11, adapted from Daily
(1997), shows the temporal evolutions of the populations N1 and N2, of Level
1 and Level 2, during and after a laser radiation. The simplified two-level atom
model is used here for the sake of simplicity. A pulsed laser radiation is ap-
plied to atoms initially populating Level 1. Consequently, the population N2

increases while the population N1 decreases because N1 + N2 = 1. A steady
state establishes if the duration of the laser pulse is long enough. When the
laser source ceases, unstable atom populating Level 2 relax either via sponta-
neous emission or quenching and the population N1 increases to the detriment
of the population N2. After a few tens of nanosecond equilibrium is reached
and N2 = 0. Assuming that signal collection (camera aperture) starts for t > τp,
the fluorescence signal recorded is not polluted by the laser excitation.
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Figure 2.11: Temporal evolutions of the population of Level 1 (N1) and Level 2 (N2)
after a pulsed laser radiation using the two-level atom model. The duration of the laser
pulse (τp = 5 ns which is common for Nd:YAG pumped dye lasers) is here sufficient to
reach steady state.

2.4.2 Selection of the excitation line

Regardless of the fluorescence model, the laser excitation must be tuned to
an authorized transition of the atom or molecule of interest. The hydroxyl
radical (OH) is a good fluorescent flame front marker (Cessou and Stepowski
(1996), Daily (1997), Augé (2005), Coppola et al. (2009), Stöhr et al. (2011),
Coriton et al. (2011), Chterev et al. (2014)). It was shown in Fig. 2.6 that
the OH molar fraction in the reactive layer of CH4/H2/air lean flames ex-
ceeds the molar fraction of the other radicals CH and C2 which benefits the
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intensity of the fluorescence. In many studies (Daily (1997), Augé (2005),
Sadanandan et al. (2008), Coppola et al. (2009), Stöhr et al. (2011), Coriton
et al. (2011), Coriton et al. (2013), Sainct (2014), Chterev et al. (2014)), the
following transition between two vibrational bands is used to excite the OH
molecule: (X2Π, v” = 0) → (A2Σ+, v′ = 1). This transition is usually labelled
A2Σ−X2Π(1,0). As a consequence, the emitted fluorescence signal may be col-
lected in the following vibrational bands A2Σ−X2Π(1,1) and A2Σ−X2Π(0,0).
Figure 2.12 shows the excitation and collection spectra, including every rota-
tional transitions possible for the vibrational bands considered, and convoluted
using a 1 nm coarse slit function. This figure, realized by calculating the ab-
sorption [280 nm - 290 nm] and emission [300 nm - 320 nm] spectra of the OH
radical using LIFBASE (Luque and Crosley (1999)), clearly shows that excita-
tion and collection spectra are not overlapped.
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Figure 2.12: Normalized absorption [280 nm - 290 nm] and emission [300 nm -
320 nm] spectra of the OH radical convoluted with a 1 nm coarse slit function using
LIFBASE (Luque and Crosley (1999)).

It is then necessary to select a proper rotational transition for the OH excita-
tion. There are many possibilities but all the rotational transitions do not yield
similar fluorescence properties (Daily (1997)). Figure 2.13 shows the OH ab-
sorption spectrum in the A2Σ−X2Π(1,0) band between 280 nm and 290 nm for
a simulated temperature T = 2000 K assuming a thermalized system. In these
calculations a refined 0.01 nm slit function is used to properly separate absorp-
tion lines. One can note that the two higher peaks belong to the Q branch:
the Q1(6) and Q1(9) rotational transitions at 282.93 nm and 293.93 nm respec-
tively. At 2000 K, choosing one of these two excitation line allows to maximize
the signal level. However, optimizing the signal to noise ratio is not the only
criterion for the selection of the excitation line. Croonenbroek (1996) and Augé
(2005) explain that the selected line needs to comply with the following criteria:

• Isolated line to prevent inaccurate laser selectivity.
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• Elevated absorption to increase the signal to noise ratio.
• Temperature independent population to mitigate signal variation in case

of medium temperature fluctuations.
• Excitation and emission spectrally shifted to prevent laser interferences

during collection.
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Figure 2.13: Absorption spectrum of the OH radical convoluted with a 0.01 nm slit
function using the LIFBASE software from Luque and Crosley (1999). The spectrum
is calculated assuming a thermalized system at T = 2000 K.

The spectral shift condition is automatically satisfied when exciting the A2Σ−
X2Π(1,0) band and collecting light from the A2Σ − X2Π(1,1) and A2Σ −
X2Π(0,0) bands as shown in Fig. 2.12. The Q1(6) and Q1(9) transitions yield
high absorption coefficients at T = 2000 K. It is then interesting to use one of
these line to study the fluorescence of the OH radical from CH4/H2/air flames.
However, in the case of flame/wall interaction, the burnt gas temperature dif-
fers from the flame adiabatic temperature, Tad, and reaches much lower values.
In addition, the OH radical may persist in the burnt gases as shown in Fig. 2.6.
Thus, using a line with a strong absorption coefficient at moderate temper-
atures is an interesting alternative to detect the position of burnt gases of a
flame interacting with a wall. The intensities of the Q1(1) (281.91 nm), Q1(6)
(282.93 nm), and Q1(9) (283.93 nm) are compared as a function of the tem-
perature in Fig. 2.14. The temperature T = 1882 K corresponds to a reference
flame, thoroughly examined in this study, at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, Xfuel

CH4
= 0.40 and

φ = 0.70. It is clear that the Q1(6) and Q1(9) lines are well suited for inves-
tigations at high temperatures close to the adiabatic flame temperature. For
lower temperatures when T < 1250 K, the Q1(1) line becomes interesting and
its use may be considered. The isolated line criterion is considered satisfied
for Q1(1) and Q1(6) transitions because lines are well separated. Conversely,
Q1(9) and Q2(8) lines are very close which is a possible source of imprecisions
(see Fig. 2.13). For this reason the Q1(9) line is excluded from this study as in
the previous work of Augé (2005) or Sainct (2014). As a conclusion, the Q1(6)
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line will be used here for OH-PLIF measurements as in Stepowski et al. (1994)
and Cessou et al. (2004) except in the case of strong flame/wall interactions
where the the Q1(1) line is preferred (see chapter 4).
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Figure 2.14: Evolutions of the absorption intensity ratios Q1(6)/Q1(9),
Q1(1)/Q1(9), and Q1(1)/Q1(6) for the OH radical as a function of temperature. Data
were calculated with the LIFBASE software from Luque and Crosley (1999). The tem-
perature of 1882 K corresponds to the adiabatic flame temperature of a reference case
obtained for Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, Xfuel

CH4
= 0.40 and φ = 0.70.

2.4.3 OH-PLIF setup

The OH radicals located in the flame front and burnt gases are excited using
a laser sheet that crosses the flame in the region of interest. This technique
yields information in a plane. Images were realized in longitudinal and trans-
verse planes.

2.4.3.1 OH-PLIF in longitudinal planes

Figure 2.15 shows a schematic of the OH-PLIF setup with a longitudinal plane.
The OH-PLIF system comprises a Continuum ND6000 dye laser with Rho-
damine 590 dye diluted in ethanol solvent and pumped by a Continuum Pre-
cision Nd:YAG laser cadenced at 10 Hz. The pulse has a temporal Full Width
at Half Maximum close to FWHM = 6 ns (Sainct (2014)). The diameter of the
laser beam in the UV is 5 mm approximately. The laser was tuned to excite the
Q1(6) (or Q1(1) for the investigation of flame/wall interactions) transition of
the (1,0) band of the A2Σ−X2Π(1,0) system of OH at 282.93 nm. Fluorescence
from the A2Σ−X2Π(1,1) and A2Σ−X2Π(0,0) bands was collected with a UV
lens (UV-NIKKOR, 105 mm, f/4.5) and imaged onto a 512(H)x512(V) pixels2

ICCD camera (Princeton Instruments, PIMax) equipped with a 40 nm band-
pass filter (Semrock, FF01-320/40 ) centered at 320 nm or a 10 nm bandpass
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filter (Asahi Spectra Co., ZBPA310) centered at 310 nm. Figure 2.16 shows the
transmittance spectrum of this interference filter that overlaps the OH fluores-
cence spectrum. The filter is used to avoid recording the fluorescence signals
from solid surfaces (quartz, steel,...) or the fluorescence of other molecules than
OH. The temporal shift between the laser radiation and the collection window
is small enough to reduce direct laser interferences. In addition, the very short
aperture time used (< 50 ns) is sufficient to neglect the chemiluminescence con-
tribution of radicals present in the flame front like OH*, CH* or C2*.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of the longitudinal OH-PLIF setup.

The vertical laser sheet is produced with the combination of a plano-concave
cylindrical lens (fcyl = 30 mm) and a 75 mm diameter plano-convex spherical
lens (fsph = 500 mm). The height of the laser sheet is 83 mm. This value
slightly exceeds the spherical lens diameter and a fraction of the laser light is
lost because it does not impact the lens. In practice, the vertical laser sheet
his reduced to a 50 mm height and a 0.5 mm thickness (at the burner center).
Black thermal tape is used to remove the extremities xith insufficient energy.
Due to the important volume of the laser sheet, OH-PLIF measurements are
conducted in the linear regime and the collection intensity depends on the laser
pulse energy (Daily (1997), Sainct (2014)). This is considered acceptable here
as we do not intend to infer quantitative information on OH concentration with
this technique. However, efforts are made to conduct experiments with roughly
constant energy pulses of 10 mJ.

Temporal synchronization between the laser and the ICCD camera is achieved
using a Delay - Pulse Generator (Berkeley, BNC model 555). Settings of this
device are gathered in the timetable shown in Fig. 2.17. The Flash-lamp/Q-
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Figure 2.16: Transmittance spectra of the interference filter used for OH-PLIF exper-
iments (Semrock, FF01-320/40). The transmitted zone overlaps the emission spectrum
of the OH radical convoluted with a 1 nm coarse slit function using LIFBASE (Luque
and Crosley (1999)).

switch delay for the Nd:YAG laser is fixed to 284 µs to maximize the pulse
energy while the ICCD camera gate delay and gate width are adjusted to iso-
late the OH fluorescence signal. Finally, a high cadence oscilloscope is used to
monitor the later settings during experiments.
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Figure 2.17: Timetable of the Nd:YAG laser and ICCD camera settings. Parameters
are adjusted to optimize the detection of the decaying fluorescence signal from the OH
radical.
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2.4.3.2 OH-PLIF in transverse planes

Figure 2.18 shows a schematic of the experimental setup for OH-PLIF mea-
surements in transverse planes. This setup has many similarities with the
longitudinal setup but the cylindrical lens is here rotated by a 90○ angle to gen-
erate a horizontal laser sheet. Due to the hot gases exhausting the combustion
chamber at the burner exhaust, it is not possible to place the ICCD camera
directly above the burner to detect the fluorescence signal. One possible way
would be to use a 45○ water-cooled mirror with an important reflectivity in the
UV. This solution was not retained. Instead, we decided to install the ICCD
camera obliquely away from the hot gas stream. The focus on the horizontal
laser sheet is harder because the Plane of Sharp Focus (PoSF) is perpendicular
to the ICCD lens axis. A Scheimpflug adapter is used to rotate the PoSF and
make it to coincide with the horizontal laser sheet. Figure 2.19 describes the
Scheimpflug adapter setup. The ICCD UV lens is no longer fixed to the ICCD
camera body and can be rotated. The rotation angle is adjusted until the lens
plane and the ICCD plane intercept in a line located in the PoSF.
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Figure 2.18: Schematic of the transverse OH-PLIF setup.

This operation yields geometrical distortions that need to be corrected. Fig-
ure 2.20a shows the image of a square target coinciding with the PoSF. The
dimensions of the resulting quadrangle (b/10 px ⋅mm−1 on the Y axis and
a/10 px ⋅mm−1 on the X axis) are not the same. Moreover, parallelism in the
direction X is not conserved in this projection. It is then necessary to transform
transverse OH-PLIF images to correct these geometrical distortions. We use a
Matlab® home made script for this purpose. The Matlab® script includes the
functions cpselect and cp2tform to produce the image transformation based on
the square target image shown in Fig. 2.20a. This transformation is a combina-
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Figure 2.19: Schematic of the Scheimpflug setup used to adjust the Plane of Sharp
Focus (PoSF) to the horizontal laser sheet during transverse OH-PLIF experiments.

tion of translation, rotation, and scaling. The transformation is then applied to
the raw OH-PLIF images using the function imtransform. Figure 2.20b shows
the transformed target image. After transformation, dimensions in the X and
Y directions are the same and parallelism is conserved. This transformation
is then applied on all transverse OH-PLIF images. An example is shown in
Fig. 2.20c and d for a flame.
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Figure 2.20: Raw (a) and transformed (b) calibration image used to correct geometri-
cal distortions resulting from the Scheimpflug setup for transverse OH-PLIF. Examples
of instantaneous transverse OH-PLIF image before (c) and after (d) transformation.
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2.4.3.3 Wavelength calibration

The laser source for OH-PLIF is tuned to the Q1(6) (282.93 nm) or Q1(1)
(281.91 nm) rotational bands of OH. The accurate selection of the laser output
wavelength is achieved with a step motor. However, the correspondence be-
tween the laser wavelength and motor step can be lost due to unwanted events
(shocks, vibrations, power cuts, mistaken shutdown procedure...). Accordingly,
a calibration procedure is necessary to ensure proper laser selectivity. This can
be done with a lambda-meter featuring a 1/100 nm precision to examine the
wavelength shift between the dye laser settings and the actual output wave-
length. Unfortunately, this device was not available for these experiments. We
decided to use another method that does not require additional hardware. A
fluorescence spectrum is measured, by varying the wavelength of excitation of
the OH present in a flame, and compared to a fluorescence spectrum calculated
with LIFBASE (Luque and Crosley (1999)) under similar conditions. The ex-
perimental spectrum is produced by plotting the mean fluorescence intensity
detected over a predefined Region of Interest (RoI) of the ICCD chip as a func-
tion of the excitation wavelength. We chose to use the Inner Recirculation
Zone (IRZ) which is detected on all transverse OH-PLIF images as it is only
composed of burnt gases. Fluctuations due to turbulence and/or laser pulse
energy variations are mitigated by averaging the measurements over 50 images.
Examples of calibration spectra are presented in Fig. 2.21a and b for the Q1(1)
and Q1(6) bands respectively. In both cases, measured and calculated spec-
tra are normalized and base lines are artificially superimposed. The measured
spectrum is horizontally shifted with respect to the wavelength indicated on
the Dye laser software to optimize the fit. It was necessary to select an hor-
izontal shift of 1.10 nm to tune the laser wavelength to the line Q1(1) and a
0.02 nm shift was needed for Q1(6). The difference between these two values
may be linked to the multiple laser displacements between experiments using
Q1(1) and Q1(6) as excitation bands.

The peaks relative intensities, that are reasonably well captured for Q1(6) but
not for Q1(1), are not important here. The wavelength distribution of a group of
five or six peaks is sufficient to deduce the corresponding band with confidence.

2.4.3.4 Typical OH-PLIF results and post-processing

After proper hardware adjustment and calibration, it is possible to obtain in-
stantaneous OH-PLIF images in longitudinal or transverse planes at different
locations in the burner. Figure 2.22 shows examples of results. These images
are used to delineate the flame front position and help understanding flame
stabilization mechanisms.

Images describing the mean structure of the flow are also constructed by de-
termining the probability of being in the burnt gases. We do not calculate the
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Figure 2.21: Measured (red) and calculated (black) fluorescence spectra centered at
the Q1(1) (a) and Q1(6) (b) rotational bands. Measured spectra are obtained by av-
eraging the fluorescence intensity in the IRZ and over 50 images. Calculations are
performed with LIFBASE (Luque and Crosley (1999)) and convoluted with a 0.01 nm
slit function for a temperature T = 1882 K.
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Figure 2.22: Typical instantaneous OH-PLIF images in a longitudinal (a) plane and
transverse planes located at two different heights (b) = 5 mm and (c) = 25 mm above
the central rod tip.

mean OH molar fraction at a given location but the probability to see OH i.e
burnt gases at this location. The method used for the calculation of probability
for OH detection is described in Fig. 2.23. Instantaneous snapshots are first
binarized to separate zones filled with hot burnt gases from cooler regions of the
flow. Due to noise and external perturbations, regions without OH may feature
a background signal. An intensity threshold is applied to remove these pixels
as described in Fig. 2.23b. The probability of OH presence at each location is
obtained by summing N n ×m pixels2 binarized OH-PLIF images and finally
dividing each pixel value by N. The resulting image is a n ×m pixels2 binary
image where a pixel value of 1 means that the corresponding region is always
filled with burnt gases. A value of 0 indicates a region filled with fresh reac-
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tants. Results are presented in terms of a percentage as shown in Fig. 2.23c.
To achieve a satisfying convergence of the probabilities, N is always larger than
400 in these experiments.
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Figure 2.23: (a): Typical instantaneous transverse OH-PLIF image. (b): Binarized
image using a fixed threshold (12% of the image maximum pixel intensity). (c): Aver-
age over 500 binarized images giving the probability (between 0 and 100) to have burnt
gases.

Figure 2.24a shows another example of instantaneous OH-PLIF image. A 1-D
profile of the normalized pixel intensity is plotted along the red dashed line in
Fig. 2.24b (black dashed curve). The region between x = −2 mm and x = 2 mm
features a strong OH-PLIF signal. The pixel intensity along the red dashed line
is also plotted for the corresponding images binarized with intensity thresholds
fixed to 10% (black), 12% (red), 14% (green), and 16% (blue). The threshold
level intensity is defined with respect to the maximum intensity in the image to
account for possible laser energy fluctuations. The region featuring a delectable
OH-PLIF signal is satisfyingly captured using these different threshold values.
With an intensity threshold at fixed 10% of the maximum pixel intensity, the
flame front is positioned at x = 2.05 mm. With an intensity threshold at 16%,
it is positioned at x = 1.9 mm. As long as the intensity threshold is comprised
between 10% and 16%, the error in the detection of the OH-PLIF signal position
is lower than 0.2 mm.

2.5 Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV)

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is used to provide instantaneous 2-D velocity
fields in a plane. PIV is widely used in combustion and the basics of this tech-
nique are not described in this document. A comprehensive description of this
technique can be found for example in Raffel et al. (2007). Only the specific
settings of our setup are described here.

2.5.1 PIV setup

The PIV setup is presented in Fig. 2.25 in a configuration where two compo-
nents of the velocity are measured in a central longitudinal plane.
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Figure 2.24: (a) Typical instantaneous transverse OH-PLIF image. (b) Normalized
pixel intensity plotted along the red dashed line for the raw OH-PLIF image (black
dashed line) and the corresponding image binarized with an intensity threshold of 10%
(black), 12% (red), 14% (green), and 16% (blue) of the maximum pixel intensity.

The PIV apparatus features a 2 × 400 mJ Nd:YAG laser doubled at 532 nm
operated at 10 Hz (Continuum, Powerlite SL3-PIV) and a 1600(H)x1200(V)-
pixels2 dual-shot CCD camera (Dantec Dynamics, Flow Sense). To reduce
interfering reflections from the laser light, the flame chemiluminescence, or the
ambient light, a 10 nm bandpass filter centered at 532 nm was placed in front
of the camera lens. The laser sheet produced a vertical plane has a 50 mm
height and a relatively wide thickness of 2 mm to minimize out of sheet par-
ticle displacements of the swirling flow between the two laser pulses separated
by a time duration ∆t. The optimal duration ∆t depends on the maximum
velocity that one wishes to measure (Raffel et al. (2007)) and ranges from
5 µs ≤ ∆t ≤ 40 µs in our experiments. This delay is adapted to obtain a max-
imum particle displacement in the images comprised between 6 and 8 pixels.
We used the Dantec Dynamics software for images acquisition and images cor-
relations. A three passes window deformation technique comprising 128 × 128,
64×64 and finally 32×32pixels2 interrogation areas, is applied for correlations
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Figure 2.25: Schematic of the longitudinal PIV setup.

of the images. This leads to a vector spacing of a few hundreds of µm in both
directions. PIV algorithms account for the subpixel displacement of particles.
The typical precision is 0.1 pixel, which corresponds to a maximum precision
on velocity measurements of 0.25 m ⋅ s−1.

2.5.2 Seeding of the flow

PIV relies on the detection of the Mie scattering of light due to the presence
of small particles seeded into the flow. Therefore, PIV measures the velocity
of these particles which is close to the fluid velocity if the Stokes number Stk
of the particles is small. The Stokes number Stk depends on a wide range of
parameters, but it mainly depends on the characteristic size of the particles and
the density of the material used. Small particles are convected at a velocity
close to the flow velocity (Stk << 1) but sufficiently large particles are required
to obtain sufficient Mie signal intensity. The selection of the particles is a mat-
ter of compromise. Based on these considerations, the typical characteristic
size of the particles used in our experiment is of few micrometers.

PIV measurements are conducted in the combustion chamber under non-reactive
and reactive conditions. Measurements require a sufficient particle density in
the whole measurement domain. This means that under reactive conditions
particles should resist to high temperatures. Liquid particles can only be used
to infer the flow velocity field in regions of temperature lower than the vapor-
ization temperature of the liquid. For that reason, solid particles are preferred
under reactive conditions.
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PIV in flames if often achieved with TiO2 (Titanium dioxide) or ZrO2 (Zirco-
nium dioxide) particles. Titanium dioxide particles melt at 2128 K while ZrO2

particles melt at 2988 K. These values are larger than the adiabatic flame
temperatures of interest. We chose to use ZrO2 particles (Fisher Scientific Zir-
conium (IV) oxyde, Z/1850/50). With solid seeding, it is difficult to obtain an
homogeneous particles distribution. Particles also often deposit in the inner
parts of the burner and feeding lines. It is necessary to regularly clean and/or
change pieces after PIV campaigns conducted under reactive conditions. For
that reason and when only non-reactive conditions are studied, liquid droplets
are preferred.

In non-reactive cases the flow is seeded with the same oil particles as the ones
that were used for LDV measurements (see Sec.2.1). Under reactive conditions,
seeding is achieved using an home made cyclonic chamber where solid particles
are advected in the injected air flow. The cyclonic chamber is partially by-
passed to adjust the air flow injected in this device and optimize the quantity
of particles transported by the flow. This is necessary to obtain a satisfying
particle density in the combustion chamber for a wide range of operating con-
ditions.

2.5.3 PIV in transverse planes

PIV measurements were also conducted in transverse planes. The PIV setup
for experiments in transverse planes is similar to the one presented in Fig. 2.25.
The main difference is that the cylindrical and spherical lenses forming the laser
sheet are rotated by 90○ to obtain a horizontal laser sheet. As for OH-PLIF
experiments, the plane of sharp focus of the CCD chip must coincide with the
laser sheet. Under non-reactive conditions, we used a mirror, installed above
the combustion chamber and oriented with a 45○ angle with respect to the
horizontal plane. The CCD camera is installed horizontally. The angle of the
mirror needs to be close to 45○ to prevent geometrical distortions of the Mie
images.

For measurements with combustion, we use the same technique as for trans-
verse OH-PLIF experiments (see Sec. 2.4.3.2). The camera is installed with a
45○ angle with respect to the horizontal axis. The rotation needed for precise
sharp focused image acquisition is achieved using a Scheimpflug adapter.

Unfortunately, PIV post-processing is more complicated when the CCD array
is not parallel to the laser sheet. Figure 2.26 shows a diagram of a particle
displacement in the laser sheet between the two laser pulses and its image on
the CCD chip. At a given time t, a particle is at position A which yields an
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Figure 2.26: Schematic for transverse plane measurements.

image at a position A’ on the CCD chip. If during a time step ∆t the particle
moves along the Y axis, i.e. an axis parallel to the rotation axis of the camera
and lens, to a new position B1, a non ambiguous image B’1 is produced on the
CCD chip. But if during the same time step ∆t the particle moves along the
X axis orthogonal to the Y axis to a new position B2, an ambiguous image B’2
is produced on the CCD chip. The same image B’2 could be obtained on the
CCD chip with another displacement of the particle from A to position B3. In
this case, the displacement along the X axis is shorter but there is an additional
short displacement along the Z axis in Fig. 2.26. It is worth noting that this
particle would still be illuminated by the laser and detected by the CCD due
to the finite thickness of the laser sheet. The motion A-B2 and A-B3 would
output a similar velocity magnitude along the X coordinate while, in fact, the
displacement of the particle differs along this axis.

A possible way to remove this ambiguity is to use an additional PIV camera
imaging the same region and located at a different position. This technique
called Stereo-PIV (Raffel et al. (2007)) yields the three velocity components
at each measurement point in the laser sheet. This technique is more diffi-
cult to settle. Most of the PIV experiments were conducted here in parallel to
OH-PLIF experiments (see Sec. 2.5.5) leading to a relatively heavy setup. For
these reasons, no additional PIV camera was used in our experiments and only
the velocity component along the Y axis, i.e the axis parallel to the rotation
axis of the mirror, is measured during transverse PIV experiments conducted
in transverse planes. The velocity along the X axis and in the symmetry plane
of the combustor is determined by longitudinal PIV. Therefore the loss of in-
formation is limited to a fraction of the combustor which is of limited interest
for the purpose of these investigations.
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The combustor was mounted on a two-dimensional mechanical translation sys-
tem. It was then possible to independently move the combustor along the X
and Z directions and conduct PIV measurements in longitudinal planes at dif-
ferent positions and in transverse planes at different heights above the injection
tube outlet.

2.5.4 Examples of Mie scattering images

A few examples of Mie scattering images obtained with the PIV setup in the
longitudinal and transverse configurations are presented. Figure 2.27 shows
examples of Mie scattering images obtained under non-reactive conditions and
using oil as seeding. Under these conditions, it is possible to achieve a very
satisfying seeding with a sufficient particle density and a good homogeneity of
the particle distribution within the different regions of the flow. Moreover, the
particle size distribution obtained with this nebulizer is narrow (Durox et al.
(1999)). However, important perturbations due to laser reflections on the com-
bustor walls are visible in transverse images (Fig. 2.27b). A background sub-
traction method is then applied to increase the signal to noise ratio (Fig. 2.27c).

Figure 2.28a shows an example of a Mie scattering image obtained under non-
reactive conditions but using ZrO2 particles as seeding. This figure shows that
while the seeding is still dense and homogeneous, the particle size distribution
widens. One can observe small white dots, corresponding to small particles, but
also bigger spots that are due to bigger particles and to agglomerates of parti-
cles. A wider size distribution does not raises difficulties for image correlations
but it implies that a fraction of the particles may not follow the gaseous flow if
the condition Stk << 1 is not satisfied. It is possible to reduce the fraction of
big spots by drying and stirring the ZrO2 mixture.

Figure 2.28b shows an example of a Mie scattering image obtained under reac-
tive conditions and using ZrO2 particles as seeding. In this picture, the seeding
quality is considered good as the particles density is sufficient and not a lot
of big spots are detectable. However, the seeding density is not homogeneous.
This is attributed to the non-uniformity of the temperature field in the combus-
tion chamber due to the flame. The jet of fresh gases features a high density of
particles while the Inner Recirculation Zone (IRZ) filled with burnt gases shows
a reduced density. In a first approximation, the particle density ratio across
the flame is equal to the gas density ratio which is itself inversely proportional
to the gas temperature ratio. The seeding density is reduced in the hot regions
of the flow, i.e. in the Inner Recirculation Zone and Outer Recirculation Zone,
due to the gas thermal expansion. This is a problem as it is difficult to obtain
a good seeding for images post-processing in the hot regions of the flow for
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Figure 2.27: Examples of Mie scattering images obtained under non-reactive condi-
tions and using oil as a seeding agent in a longitudinal (a) or a transverse plane (b)
and (c). A background subtraction is applied on (c). See the electronic version of this
document for a better image definition.
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Figure 2.28: Examples of Mie scattering images obtained under non-reactive (a) and
reactive ((b)-(d)) conditions and using ZrO2 as seeding in a longitudinal or a transverse
plane. See the electronic version of this document for a better image definition.

certain flow operating conditions.

Figure 2.28c shows another example of a Mie scattering image obtained un-
der reactive conditions and using ZrO2 particles as seeding. In this image, the
seeding quality is not sufficient and the IRZ is nearly empty of particles. Im-
ages correlation does not yield the correct velocity in this region. The difficulty
to seed the IRZ is enhanced by the fact that this region cannot be directly
seeded due to the presence of the central rod tip. Particles featuring too high
Stokes numbers cannot follow the rapid deviation of the streamlines through
the flame and do not penetrate the IRZ. The seeding quality is also emphasized
by Fig 2.28d where large holes without seeding are visible in these transverse
planes. Ensuring a sufficient seeding quality was the main challenge of the re-
active PIV experiments presented in this work.
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2.5.5 Synchronized OH-PLIF/PIV setup

In numerous cases, the simultaneous knowledge of the flame front position
and the corresponding velocity field is needed. Therefore, PIV experiments
and OH-PLIF experiments were conducted simultaneously as often as possible.
Synchronized OH-PLIF/PIV experiments numerous equipments, great care in
laser alignment, and generate a lot of exploitable data. The synchronized OH-
PLIF/PIV setup, methods, and post-processing conducted in this work are now
described. Figure 2.29 shows a schematic of this setup. The PIV and OH-PLIF
apparatus are similar to the ones used for separate OH-PLIF and PIV exper-
iments. A beam splitter (CVI, BSR-25-1025) has been added in the setup to
superimpose PIV and OH-PLIF laser lines before the optics producing the laser
sheets. In addition, the OH-PLIF ICCD camera and the PIV CCD camera are
installed on each side of the burner and are facing each other.
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Figure 2.29: Schematic of the synchronized OH-PLIF/PIV setup.

2.5.5.1 Temporal synchronization

In the synchronized setup, lasers and cameras are triggered with the same ma-
terial. The synchronization chart of each device is not reproduced here. When
PIV and OH-PLIF measurements are conducted simultaneously, one must be
careful that the velocity field obtained by PIV corresponds to the OH distri-
bution obtained by OH-PLIF. The PIV and OH-PLIF lasers sheets must be
superimposed and lasers pulses must be triggered at similar times. Figure 2.30
shows a chronograph for the synchronization of PIV and OH-PLIF laser pulses.
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Figure 2.30: Chronograph of the temporal synchronization of the PIV and OH-PLIF
lasers Q-switches.

In our experiments, the two Q-switch to Flash lamp delays of the two cavities of
the PIV Nd:YAG laser are adjusted to obtain sufficient and equivalent energy
for the two consecutive laser pulses. Triggering of the two Flash lamps is then
adjusted to obtain a time interval ∆t between the two laser pulses adapted to
the flow velocity. The Q-switch to Flash lamp delay of the OH-PLIF Nd:YAG
laser is adjusted for maximum pulse energy. Finally, the delay between the
trigger of the Flash lamp of the OH-PLIF laser and the trigger of the Flash
lamp of the first PIV cavity is adjusted so that the OH-PLIF laser fires at a
time ∆t/2 after the first PIV laser. This means that the LIF image is taken
between the two PIV shots.

2.5.5.2 Spatial synchronization

As shown by Fig. 2.29, the two cameras are not located at the same posi-
tion. Moreover, they are not equipped with the same lenses and feature two
different magnifications. Finally, the PIV camera has a 1600(H)x1200(V)-
pixels2 CCD array while the OH-PLIF camera has a 512(H)x512(V)-pixels2

or a 1024(H)x1024(V)-pixels2 ICCD array. The field of view of the PIV CCD
camera is 51 × 38 mm2 and the field of view of the OH-PLIF ICCD camera is
46 × 46 mm2. Therefore, PIV/OH-PLIF images are post-processed to super-
impose the velocity field and the OH field. The OH-PLIF images are flipped
horizontally as both cameras are facing each other. Then the OH-PLIF images
are cropped and resized to generate a 1600(H)x1200(V)-pixels2 image. The
operation that allows to superimpose the modified OH-PLIF images and the
PIV images is a combination of translation, rotation, and scaling. However, it
is very difficult to obtain an analytical expression of this transformation due to
the relative positions of the cameras and lenses settings. We use an empirical
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method for the determination of this transformation.

The objective is to image a non-ambiguous pattern on both CCD and ICCD
chips at the same time. For that, we remove the combustion chamber and inject
ZrO2 particles in a pure air stream at the burner outlet. The triggering signal
of the ICCD camera used for OH-PLIF experiments is adjusted so that the
ICCD camera gate opens at exactly the same time as the first PIV shot. Thus,
the image of the light scattered by the particles at 532 nm is visible on both
PIV CCD and OH-PLIF ICCD cameras. Both cameras see the same particles,
at the same instant. To do so, the bandpass filter equipping the OH-PLIF cam-
era is removed and the PIV laser pulse energy is lowered. Figure 2.31 shows
examples of raw Mie scattering images captured on the CCD and ICCD chips.
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Figure 2.31: (a) Mie scattering image of ZrO2 particles imaged onto the PIV CCD
under-non-reactive conditions. (b) Image of the same particles with the OH-PLIF
ICCD at the same instant. (c) Corrected OH-PLIF image. See the electronic version
of this document for a better image definition.

The Mie signal captured by the PIV CCD camera is shown in Fig. 2.31a. Fig-
ure 2.31b shows the image captured by the OH-PLIF camera. The PIV image
stands as the reference image. The OH-PLIF image is the target image. It
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is possible to select control points on the reference image and seek for their
correspondence on the target image. Selecting control points featuring high
intensities (ZrO2 particles) is very handy. Figures 2.31a and 2.31b show that it
is possible to select two control/target point pairs without ambiguity. As the
images are only distorted by a combination of translation, rotation, and scaling
between the two cameras, two pairs are sufficient to determine the transforma-
tion for OH-PLIF images correction. This operation is realized with Matlab®

using the cp2tform function fed by the control and target images as well as the
two or more control/target points pairs obtained with the cpselect function.

It is finally possible to apply the correction on the raw OH-PLIF image (tar-
get image) with the imtransform function and verify that the target points
on the corrected images coincide with the control points. Figure 2.31c shows
the resulting OH-PLIF image after post-processing with Matlab®. One can
see that the result is very satisfying when comparing Figs. 2.31a and 2.31c.
The accuracy in the positioning of the corrected target point is always bet-
ter than 2 pixels. This is acceptable because the spacing of the PIV vectors
grid is 16 pixels. This operation can then be generalized on OH-PLIF images
obtained in experiments under reactive conditions. We assume that the com-
bustion chamber walls and the bandpass filters have negligible effects on the
quality of the images correction. Figure 2.32 shows an example of OH-PLIF
image before and after correction.
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Figure 2.32: Raw and corrected typical OH-PLIF images obtained under reactive
conditions.

2.6 Laser Induced Phosphorescence (LIP)

In many applications it is useful to know the combustor wall temperatures.
These walls are subjected to convective and radiative heat fluxes from the
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flame and hot gases. Depending on heat-losses, the wall temperatures take
values ranging from the ambient temperature to the adiabatic temperature of
the flame stabilized in the combustor. In many cases a fraction of the heat
stored in the burnt gases is used to heat a solid load like steel or glass. Too
high temperatures may damage the installations. A precise target temperature
of the load may also be needed to optimize the process. The thermal state of
the combustor can also affect flame stabilization.

While techniques dedicated to gas temperature measurements are numerous
(thermocouples (Francois et al. (1997) and Hindasageri et al. (2013)), emis-
sion (Gaydon (1957), Lo et al. (2014)), absorption (Arroyo and Hanson (1993)),
Raman spectroscopy (Lo et al. (2014)) or Laser Induced Fluorescence of species
(Cattolica (1981), Eckbreth (1996), Devillers et al. (2008), Strozzi et al. (2009),
and Tea et al. (2011))), the technologies dedicated to the measurement of
surface temperatures are relatively limited. The easiest way is to equip the
combustor walls with thermocouples. Thermocouples are cheap and yield a
very satisfying precision. However, thermocouple positions must be planned
during the combustor design and it is not possible to use thermocouples in the
transparent and fragile quartz walls that are used for direct visualization of
the flame and laser diagnostics. Another well known possibility is to measure
the surface temperature using infrared pyrometry. This technique relies on the
detection of the radiative flux emitted in the infrared by a hot surface. Us-
ing the Stefan-Boltzmann law one can deduce the surface temperature (Cetas
(1978)). However, the precision of this technique depends on the precision on
the knowledge of the surface material emissivity. When surfaces with different
materials are used or when the surface properties varies with time (metal corro-
sion, particle deposition...), this emissivity is difficult to determine. Moreover,
for transparent or semi-transparent materials interferences may arise from the
infrared emission of gaseous species present in the burnt gases of the flames
(H2O for example, Gaydon (1957)). Consequently, we decided to use another
diagnostic to measure the temperatures reached at the wall surfaces of our com-
bustor: the Laser Induced Phosphorescence (LIP). The objective of this section
is to describe how we applied LIP in a small scale non-adiabatic combustor.

2.6.1 Generalities on LIP

LIP is based on the use of thermographic phosphors that are mainly composed
of ceramic materials doped with rare earth elements or transition metals. These
materials are luminescent as they have the property to emit visible light af-
ter being excited with short wavelength light, usually ultraviolet. The energy
absorbed by the thermographic phosphors during excitation must be released.
Return to the ground state takes place by radiative and non-radiative transfers.
The radiative transfer is related to the spontaneous emission of photons (gener-
ally visible light) while non-radiative processes depend only on internal energy
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transfers. The LIP for surface temperature measurement relies on the fact that
non-radiative transfers in thermographic phosphors are temperature dependent
(Brübach et al. (2013)). Internal energy transfers are enhanced when the tem-
perature is increased. This phenomenon is called thermal quenching. Thus, the
fraction of energy remaining available for radiative transfers is reduced at high
temperatures.

If a thermographic phosphor layer is deposited on a surface of interest and
excited with an ultraviolet light source, collecting the subsequent visible lumi-
nescence provides an information on the surface temperature. More details on
fundamental properties of phosphors are provided by Shionoya et al. (2012) and
Brübach et al. (2013). They use the following simplified model for the lumines-
cence of thermographic phosphors. If t = 0 corresponds to the end of the light
excitation, the subsequent luminescence intensity I(t) decays exponentially:

I(t) = I0exp(− t
τ
) (2.11)

where I0 is the light intensity at t = 0 and τ stands for the lifetime of the
phosphorescence signal also called decay time. An evaluation of τ can be derived
from the differential equation describing the population of the excited state
N∗(t):

dN∗(t)
dt

= −(RR +RNR)N∗(t) (2.12)

where RR and RNR denote the rates of radiative and non-radiative transfer
processes. The solution of this equation is:

N∗(t) = N∗0 exp(−(RR +RNR)t) (2.13)

where N∗
0

stands for the excited population at t = 0. Assuming that the emitted
light is proportional to the excited population, one deduces the decay time τ :

τ = 1

RR +RNR

(2.14)

The decay time depends on the radiative and non-radiative energy transfer rates
and consequently also on temperature. Figure 2.33 shows examples of normal-
ized phosphorescence signals collected with a photomultiplier tube (PMT) for
the Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn thermographic phosphor at different temperatures. In all
cases the luminescence signal decays exponentially with time and the decay
time strongly decreases when temperature increases.
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Figure 2.33: Examples of time resolved phosphorescence signals obtained after exci-
tation of Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn using a 266 nm pulsed laser. Results are shown for different
temperatures. The light emission decay is collected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT)
equipped with a 10 nm bandpass interferometric filter centered at 660 nm.

In most cases, a given thermographic phosphor emits visible light at different
wavelengths. For that reason, a temperature/decay time couple is valid at a
very specific wavelength. Figure 2.34, taken from Allison and Gillies (1997),
shows two examples of emission spectra for the La2O2S:Eu phosphor at 4.5 ○C
and 36 ○C. These spectra feature multiple emission lines with different inten-
sities. Moreover, intensity ratios of certain line pairs are drastically altered by
temperature (see the pair 468.4 nm/538.2 nm for example). It is then also pos-
sible to deduce the temperature using the intensity ratio of properly selected
emission lines.

2.6.2 Measurement strategies

Two different techniques were developed for measurements of surface tempera-
tures with thermographic phosphors. The first one exploits the lifetime of the
signal and the second one uses the intensity ratio of different emission bands.
The objective of this section is to provide information to help the selection
of the method best suited to our case. For this purpose, we will focus on a
single phosphor, Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn, and compare both methods using the data
available in the literature. Figure 2.35, reproduced from Brübach et al. (2013),
shows the evolution of the lifetime and the intensity ratio (633 nm/660 nm)
as a function of the temperature for the Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn phosphor. In the
following, we will call this type of curve "calibration curve". Fig. 2.35 shows
that both calibration curves vary monotonously with the temperature. Thus,
the temperature can be obtained with both methods. The sensitivity of the
measurement is a function of the stiffness of the curves as small variations of
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Figure 2.34: Emission spectra of La2O2S:Eu at 4.5 ○C and 36 ○C showing the effect
of temperature. From Allison and Gillies (1997).

temperatures yield strong variations of the measured value (lifetime or inten-
sity ratio) in regions where the slope is high. Consequently, the lifetime method
features a poor sensitivity for temperatures T = 300 K − 650 K but a very high
sensitivity for temperatures comprised between T = 650 K and T = 900 K. In
contrast, the intensity ration method has a good sensitivity if T < 600 K.

Figure 2.36a and b, also from Brübach et al. (2013), plot the normalized
temporal and spatial standard deviations of the mean measurements shown in
Fig. 2.35 as a function of temperature for both methods. It is shown than the
lifetime method is better if T > 500 K. This is emphasized when comparing
the spatial standard deviation only, where the lifetime method yields better
results in the whole temperature range. This behavior can be attributed to
the higher number of parameters that affect the spectral transfer function of
the detection system in comparison to the temporal transfer function. As an
example, the spectral transfer function strongly depends on the quality of the
optical alignment of the system. Using Figs. 2.35 and 2.36, one may conclude
that the lifetime method is more appropriate if Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn phosphor is
used, especially when T > 650 K. However, if the surfaces of interest are in
movement, the lifetime method will lead to important errors due to the in-
creased difficulty of tracking the emitting source. The intensity ratio method
would yield better results in this case as variations due to the motion of the
surface can be attenuated using the quotient of the two wavelength intensities
(Khalid et al. (2010)). As we did not intend to measure surface temperatures
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Figure 2.35: Lifetime and intensity ratio as a function of the temperature for
Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn obtained using CMOS high speed cameras. From Fuhrmann et al.
(2013).

of movable objects, we decided to use the lifetime method in our studies.

2.6.3 Choice of the phosphor

In the previous section, the Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn phosphor served as a reference ma-
terial. However, there is an important number of different phosphors described
in the literature that may be interesting for our purpose. The objective of this
section is to list the parameters altering the phosphor selection and justify the
selected materials. Figure 2.37, from Brübach et al. (2013) combined with
data from Allison and Gillies (1997), shows the calibration curves of numerous
usual phosphors usually selected for combustion applications. Each phosphor
has a specific range of measurable temperatures. It is then necessary to know
approximately the temperature of the surface of interest before choosing a phos-
phor. To illustrate this, a surface temperature T = 1200 K can in principle be
measured with Y2O3:Eu, YAG:Eu, and LuPO4:Dy phosphors. However, using
the LuPO4:Dy is not advisable as the sensitivity is very weak around this tem-
perature. It is also interesting to notice that some phosphors feature very high
sensitivities over a wide range of temperatures like LaO2S2:Eu and they can be
used at different collection wavelengths. Finally, at a given temperature, dif-
ferent phosphors have lifetimes varying from a few milliseconds to a few tens of
nanoseconds. While recording a luminescent signal of few tens of nanoseconds
requires very specific hardware, lifetimes of the order of a millisecond imply
that the measurement repetition rate cannot exceed the kHz. High frequency
measurements require high repetition rate laser sources for phosphor excitation
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.36: Normalized temporal (a) and spatial (b) standard deviations of the mea-
sured temperatures for Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn within an isothermal calibration environment.
These data are associated to the data shown in Fig. 2.35. From Fuhrmann et al.
(2013).

and were not planed in our studies. Many LIP setups use detectors enable to
resolve phosphorescent decay times down to a few microseconds.

Based on these observations, LaO2S2:Eu, Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn, and Y2O3:Eu phos-
phors are well suited materials. Nevertheless, LaO2S2:Eu does not sustain tem-
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Figure 2.37: Temperature lifetime characteristics of numerous thermographic phos-
phors from Brübach et al. (2013) using data of Allison and Gillies (1997).

peratures exceeding 600 K and must be restricted to very specific cases. The
phosphor Y2O3:Eu is not easy to use when in contact with burnt gases. Indeed,
Fig. 2.38, from Brübach et al. (2007), shows the effect of the composition of
the gas surrounding the phosphor on the calibration curve. It is demonstrated
that there is a very strong impact of the oxygen concentration on the phos-
phor lifetime. In a configuration where fresh and burnt gases featuring very
different oxygen concentrations can interact with the phosphor, the precision
of the temperature measurements is expected to drop severely. For this rea-
son, we decided not to use Y2O3:Eu even if the high sensitivity temperature
range is very attractive. According to Brübach et al. (2007), LaO2S2:Eu and
Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn phosphors are not affected by the gaseous environment. Con-
sequently, all experiments realized in our studies use Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn. This
material is well suited for surface temperature measurements ranging from
T = 300 K to T = 1000 K in a combustion chamber with a high precision.

2.6.4 Film preparation and deposition

The Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn phosphor used in this study was produced by Phosphor
Technology Ltd and has the reference EQD25/N-U1. It comes in the form of
a micrometric powder (D50 = 8 µm), and is therefore not ready to use. The
powder must be mixed with a binder to be able to bond the thermographic
phosphor to the surface of interest. We use a UV transparent liquid binder
(ZYP-HPC) that resists temperatures up to 1773 K. The objective of this
section is to present the protocol required to produce a satisfying phosphores-
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Figure 2.38: Temperature lifetime characteristics within a reference atmosphere (air)
compared to measurements obtained in different mixtures of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon
dioxide and methane for Y2O3:Eu. From Brübach et al. (2007).

cent mixture and bond it to the surface where temperature measurements are
needed.

Various methods for mixture preparation and bonding exist (Brübach et al.
(2013)) but we chose the method that required the minimum investment in
terms of purchases and skills development. Therefore, we focused on an air-
spraying technique that is suitable for many phosphors and only requires an
airbrush (AEROGRAPHE Services, Utopia C05) and few painting skills. The
main challenge is then to prepare a mixture that contains a sufficient concen-
tration of phosphor powder (to ensure sufficient luminescence) but a not too
high viscosity so that air-spraying is possible. After tests, we fixed the volume
ratios of phosphor, binder and dilution water producing a satisfying mixture.
We used a dilution water volume corresponding to 10% of the binder volume.
Another difficulty concerns the ability to stick this mixture to the surface of
interest with good resistance properties to heat transfer and to shear due to the
flow. When the mixture must be sprayed on a metallic surface, it is possible
to sand blast the surface to improve the grip. However this is not possible
on transparent quartz windows that must remain intact after the experiments
and after removal of the phosphorescent mixture. The painting procedure is as
follows: we first apply a very thin layer of paint using the airbrush and then
wait for it to dry. It takes a few minutes at ambient air conditions or few tens
of seconds using a hot air blowing device. Next, a second layer is applied and
dried. We repeat this procedure until the thickness of the phosphorescent film
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is satisfying. The thicker is the film, the higher is the signal intensity. However,
this additional painting layer can alter the properties of the surface (emissivity,
thermal resistance...), and it is advisable to reduce its thickness as much as
possible. In all cases, we tried not to exceed a 100 µm thickness.

2.6.5 LIP setup

The phosphorescent mixture is now laid on the surfaces where temperature
measurements are needed. The hardware equipments and the post-processing
developments that were realized to measure surface temperatures are described.

2.6.5.1 Hardware

Figure 2.39 shows the absorption and emission spectra of Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn.
Absorptivity is high in the UV (A-B) and violet region. It is then possible to
excite the phosphor with the third (355 nm) or the fourth (266 nm) harmonic
of a Nd:YAG laser. We used a Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, Minilite ML II) op-
erated at 10 Hz for LIP experiments. Figure 2.39 also shows that the maximum
phosphorescence intensity is emitted at 660 nm. This wavelength is then used
to collect the luminescence signal. A schematic of the LIP setup is presented
in Fig. 2.40. The UV laser is focused on the surface of interest using a UV mir-
ror (Melles-Griot, Y4-1025-45P) and a UV spherical lens (Thorlabs, LA4663,
f = 1000 mm). These optics are needed to produce a sub-millimeter laser im-
pact on the phosphorescent paint and increase the spatial resolution of the
method. The resulting phosphorescent signal is collected by a photomultiplier
tube, PMT, (Hamamatsu, R9880U-20) that features a maximum sensibility at
630 nm and has a 0.57 ns typical rise time on a 50 Ω load.
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Figure 2.39: Absorption (dashed line) and emission (solid line) spectra of
Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn powders (Phosphor Technology Ltd).

To prevent interferences from the laser source, a 550 nm longpass filter (Thor-
labs, FEL0550) is placed in front of the PMT. A 10 nm bandpass filter centered
at 660 nm is put in front of the PMT to select the only wavelength of interest
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Figure 2.40: Schematic of the LIP setup used for temperature measurements of the
solid surfaces of the combustor.

of the luminescent signal. Phosphorescence is isotropic and it is not necessary
to collect the signal along the surface normal. However, a set of two spheri-
cal lenses (Thorlabs, LA1740-A) was first used to focus the PMT on the laser
impact to increase the signal to noise ratio. The output PMT signal is pro-
portional to the number of photons collected and gives a very weak current
(maximum 0.1 mA). It is then necessary to amplify/convert this current to a
sufficiently large voltage (minimum 100 mV). One possible way is to use a high
frequency amplifier that provides sufficient output voltage and preserves the
PMT rise time. However, the different models tested produced strong electri-
cal noises that degraded the signal too much. Consequently, we settled for a
second method based on the use of a passive load resistor. The load is plugged
between the PMT output and the ground as shown in Fig. 2.40 and the voltage
drop through the load is recorded. This voltage is proportional to the PMT
output current and to the resistance of the load. The signal voltage can be
increased by increasing the load without additional electrical noise. However,
a strong drawback of this method is that the PMT rise time is drasticcaly de-
graded when the load is increased above 50 Ω. The choice of the optimal load
is justified in section 2.6.5.4.

2.6.5.2 Post-processing

When the signal is properly conditioned, it can be recorded and post-processed.
The different treatments that were realized are described. The phosphorescent
signals are recorded on a computer using a fast acquisition board (National In-
struments, PCI-6111, 4 MHz) piloted by the software LabVIEW. Signals were
acquired and processed in "real-time" to determine a phosphorescent decay
time after each laser pulse, every 100 ms.
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Figure 2.41 shows an example of signal acquisition and processing at T = 290 K.
Figure 2.41a plots the normalized signal intensity as a function of time where
t = 0 corresponds to the beginning of the laser pulse. Pulses have a temporal Full
Width at Half Maximum close to FWHM = 5 ns. The intensity monotonously
decays and drops to zero far from the laser pulse. An adjustable low-pass filter
is applied on the signal to reduce noise. The phosphorescence signal follows
an exponential decay after the laser pulse. However, to prevent eventual dis-
turbances from the laser pulse or from residual light (producing a non-zero
baseline) only a fraction of the decaying signal is selected for further analysis.
LabVIEW routines were developed to independently select a starting and an
ending point for the interrogation window. These boundaries are indicated by
percentages of the maximum signal intensity (see Fig. 2.41b). Once an interro-
gation window is selected, an exponential fit is applied to the signal obeying to
Eq. (2.11): I(t) = I0exp(−t/τ). The value of I0 is not of interest here as signals
are normalized by their maximum value but the decay time τ is easily obtained.
To illustrate this procedure, the signal presented in Fig. 2.41c corresponds to
an exponential fit with a decay time τ = 2.80 ms. The validity of this regression
is evaluated by its coefficient of determination R2. In the case presented here,
the uncertainty on the calculated decay time is better than 0.04%.

2.6.5.3 Effect of the interrogation window

The quality of the fit depends on many parameters. The objective of the follow-
ing sections is to give example of settings that need to be carefully adjusted for
accurate temperature measurements. As explained previously, it is important
to select an appropriate time window for regression of the data. Effects of the
width of the interrogation window are shown in Fig. 2.42 for the case presented
in Fig. 2.41 corresponding to a decay time τ = 2.80 ms. The beginning of the in-
terrogation window was fixed here to 50% of the maximum intensity. The best
fit is obtained in this case using a 6 ms interrogation duration while too nar-
row or too large windows lead to larger errors. The best width approximately
corresponds to twice the decay time. This value is retained as a reference for
further investigations.

The impact of the starting point is now examined. Figure 2.43 shows the
evolution of the calculated decay time τ and its corresponding coefficient of
determination R2 as a function of the starting point of the window, in per-
centage of the maximum signal intensity. Again, this parameter has a strong
influence on the decay time and it is important to choose it carefully. The
best fit is obtained here if the window starts at a time corresponding to 60%
of the maximum signal intensity. It is then possible to choose the appropriate
ending point (also in percentage of the maximum intensity) that would lead
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Figure 2.41: (a) Typical temporally decaying phosphorescent signal at 660 nm for
Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn at T = 290 K. The effect of a low-pass filter applied to the signal is
also visible. (b) A fraction of the raw signal is extracted to reduce interferences from
the laser source and background light. The time window used for data reduction can be
modified. (c) Exponential regression of the windowed signal and calculation of a decay
time τ and a coefficient of determination R2 indicating the quality of the fit.
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to a window width equal to twice the decay time (see Fig. 2.42a and b). One
finds 8.1% of the maximum intensity for a starting point at 60%. These results
were used to select the characteristics of the time windows that will be used for
the regression of the phosphorescent signals in all our LIP experiments. This
adaptive method has the advantage to be valid on a wide range of decay times
and signal intensities because it uses dimensionless values.

2.6.5.4 Effect of the resistor load

As mentioned earlier, we decided to use a passive load resistor to convert the
PMT signal to a measurable voltage. However, the optimal PMT rise time is
obtained at a Rload = 50 Ω load. It is then interesting to study effects of the
load on the PMT rise time. Figure 2.44 shows examples of normalized phospho-
rescence decay signals for Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn at T = 290 K. In these experiments,
all parameters remained constant except the resistance of the load that was
varied from Rload = 100 Ω to Rload = 34.8 kΩ. In all cases, the pulse temporal
Full Width at Half Maximum is FWHM = 5 ns and the emitted intensity rise
time is of the order of a nanosecond and should in principle be independent
on the measurement chain. Here the rise time is defined by the time needed
to increase from 10% to 90% of the signal maximum intensity. It is clear that
increasing Rload has a strong impact on the [10% - 90%] rise time has it takes
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Figure 2.44: Normalized phosphorescent signals obtained using different load resistors
for for Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn at T = 290 K. Effects of the load resistor connected to the
detector on its rise time is emphasized.

a value higher than 100 µs if Rload = 34.8 kΩ. Figure 2.45 shows that the rise
time linearly increases with the load.

Figure 2.44 also indicates that the signal to noise ratio drasticcaly increases
with the load. The reason for that can be found in Fig. 2.46 where it is shown
that the output voltage also linearly increases with the load. This is due to
Ohm’s law: V = Rload × I where V is the potential difference across the load
and I is the current through this element. The objective is then to select the
highest load that satisfies the following rise time criterion. The rise time must
be small compared to the decay time of the phosphorescent signal. In our case,
we used a load resistance always lower than 10 kΩ which allows temperature
measurements up to T = 750 K using Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn phosphor (Fig. 2.37).

2.6.5.5 Effect of the PMT gain

Another possibility to adjust the signal level is to change the voltage supplied
to the PMT, i.e the gain. Increasing the gain increases the sensibility of the
PMT and increases the signal level, but it also increases the noise level. Thus,
this parameter has a strong impact on the calculated decay time and on the
temperature measurements. Figure 2.47 shows the evolution of the calculated
decay time as a function of the PMT gain. It is demonstrated that modifying
the gain alters the decay time. This parameter must be modified carefully dur-
ing experiments.

Figures 2.42, 2.43, and 2.47 show that the determination of decay times, which
are used to deduce temperatures, are a function of numerous parameters. It
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is not recommended to use a calibration curve τ = f(T ) as the ones shown for
examples by Fuhrmann et al. (2013) in Fig. 2.35. For that reason, a calibra-
tion using the same devices and settings as for temperature measurements in
the combustor is necessary before or after experiments within the combustor.
The calibration procedure developed in this work is described in the following
section.

2.6.6 Calibration

2.6.6.1 LIP calibration procedure

Figure 2.48 shows a schematic of the setup used to calibrate LIP measure-
ments. As explained previously, the devices, settings, and methods used for
the calibration should be similar to the ones used for measurements within the
combustor. Consequently, the setups in Fig. 2.40 (combustor measurements)
and in Fig. 2.48 (calibration) are identical at the exception of one point. For
the calibration, the combustor is replaced by a thermocouple (Type K, diam-
eter D = 1 mm) and an adjustable heating device. The heating device is used
to vary the temperature of the air surrounding the thermocouple that con-
sequently changes its surface temperature. In our case, the thermocouple is
painted with the same phosphorescent mixture as the one used in the combus-
tor to determine surface temperatures reachable by the heating device, from
300 K to 850 K.

The calibration curve is obtained as follows. The heating device is set to
its maximum temperature and the thermocouple measures approximately T =
850 K. Then LIP measurements are started at a repetition rate of 10 Hz and the
calculated decay times are stored with the temperatures measured by the ther-
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Figure 2.48: Schematic of the LIP setup used for the calibration of the technique.

mocouple. Next the temperature of the heating device is progressively reduced
to T = 300 K and LIP measurements are continuously repeated at a repetition
rate of 10 Hz. At the end, thousands of data pairs (temperature/decay time)
are obtained and can be plotted to produce a calibration curve. Figure 2.49
shows an example of one result for Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn at 660 nm and using a
10 kΩ load resistance. This curve is close to the ones found by Fuhrmann et al.
(2013) (see Fig. 2.35) and by Allison and Gillies (1997) (see Fig. 2.37). How-
ever, it corresponds exactly to the settings that will be used for measurements
conducted in the combustor. Slight differences may be observed for T > 750 K
where the rise time of the PMT at a 10 kΩ load is too close to the measured
decay times (see Fig. 2.45). For that reason, this calibration curve will not be
used to measure temperatures higher than T = 750 K.

The calibration procedure used here differs from the one generally used. In
many cases, the calibration surface (painted with phosphor) is placed in an
oven, featuring an optical access for excitation and collection, where temper-
ature is well stabilized and precisely known at steady state. One advantage
of this method is that it may be possible to calibrate directly on the object
of interest (combustor wall, injector...) as long as it fits in the oven. More-
over, this method is very precise as the temperature within the oven can be
controlled with a precision close to one Kelvin. But this method has also two
serious drawbacks. First it takes a lot of time as it is necessary to wait for the
stabilization of the oven temperature. Secondly, it might be difficult to apply
this method without modifying the optical alignment of the setup as the oven
cannot always be placed at the same location as the combustor. It is here easier
to place a thermocouple where LIP measurements are needed by slightly mov-
ing the combustor away. Another advantage is that this alternative method is
less time consuming as the thermocouple time response to temperature changes
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is lower than in an oven. However, the temperature is never perfectly stabilized
because the thermocouple temperature continuously decreases until it reaches
T = 300 K.

2.6.6.2 Effect of the cooling rate

It is then necessary to verify that the temperature measured by the thermo-
couple corresponds to the one reached at its surface, where LIP measurements
are conducted. The cooling rate, expressed in K ⋅ s−1, must be sufficiently
small compared to the inverse of the thermocouple response time that can also
be expressed in K ⋅ s−1. As it is difficult to determine precisely this response
time, we decided to validate our calibration method by verifying that it is in-
dependent of the cooling rate of the thermocouple. Figure 2.50a shows two
different calibration curves (between 700 K and 800 K) obtained using two dif-
ferent cooling rates. The first one in black was obtained for a slow cooling rate
and the second one plotted in blue was obtained for a fast cooling rate. Fig-
ure 2.50b plots the cooling rates as a function of temperature. In the slow case,
the thermocouple looses 2 K ⋅ s−1. It looses 7 K ⋅ s−1 in the fast case. In both
cases, calibration curves in Fig. 2.50a collapse on the same curve meaning that
they are independent of the cooling rate as long as it does not exceed 7 K ⋅ s−1.

2.6.7 Estimation of errors

There is an important number of contributions that affect the uncertainties on
surface temperature measurements by LIP. As LIP relies on a calibration step,
the accuracy of the technique depends on the care taken during this step. It
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was already shown in Sec. 2.6.6.2 that one must be careful to use the calibration
thermocouple only close to thermal steady-state. An unavoidable source of in-
accuracy comes from the static error of the thermocouple measurements. This
contribution depends on the thermocouple type and on the temperature range.
In our case, the static error for a type K thermocouple is 2.2 K at T = 300 K
and 6.0 K at T = 800 K. We consider the inaccuracy due to the reading of the
calibration thermocouple acceptable.

The quality of the surface temperature measurement also depends on the preci-
sion of the hardware setup. To the leading order, the precision of the technique
is directly related to shot-to-shot variations of the measured decay times at a
fixed temperature. Values of shot-to-shot fluctuations can be deduced from the
calibration curve shown in Fig. 2.49. These values are obtained by measuring
the deviation ∆T in Kelvin of the calibration curve for a fixed operating tem-
perature. Values of shot-to-shot fluctuations depend on the temperature range
and reach ∆T = 14 K at T = 300 K and ∆T = 3 K at T = 750 K.

By cumulating the contribution of inaccuracies and imprecisions, we evaluated
the uncertainties on surface temperature measurements by LIP to ∆T = 17 K
at T = 300 K and ∆T = 9 K at T = 750 K. Taking into account a moder-
ate safety coefficient, we say that our setup for LIP using Mg3.5FGeO5:Mn
phosphors yields surface temperature measurements with a confidence interval
of ∆T = 25 K if 300 K < T < 700 K and with a confidence of ∆T = 13 K if
700 K < T < 800 K.

2.7 Thermocouple measurements (TC)

Temperatures reached by the surfaces of the combustor are measured by LIP.
Laser Induced Phosphorescence is an advanced laser-based diagnostics and
should be used only if simpler techniques are not suitable. When possible,
measurements with thermocouples are preferred. They yield a better precision
with a simpler hardware and a reduced effort. In our studies, thermocouples
were used, for example, to infer the temperature reached at the surface of one
of the four steel bar holding the quartz windows. Type K thermocouples were
introduced within these solid elements. Thermocouples are also used for gas
temperature measurements. Thermocouples should be used with care to in-
fer the temperature within high-temperature turbulent gaseous flows. They
generally have the following disadvantages. They are intrusive, have limited
temporal resolution, and are subjected to radiative losses when immersed in
high temperature flows.

The wake created behind thermocouples is not an issue in our experiments
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because compact thermocouples with a characteristic size of few tens of mi-
crometers are used away from the flame. This value should be compared to
the characteristic size of the combustor that is generally larger than tens of
centimeters.

The voltage difference between the two wires of a thermocouple is related to the
temperature at the wires junction, generally a spherical bead produced when
the two wires are welded. Therefore, the temperature measured by the thermo-
couple is not exactly the gas temperature. Gas and bead temperatures can be
safely considered very close under the following conditions. The thermocouple
bead needs to be at thermal steady state and it must not exchange heat with
distant surfaces through radiative heat transfers.

These two conditions imply that the convective heat flux taking place between
the thermocouple bead and the surrounding gas is nul and that the gas and
bead temperatures are equal. The objective of this section is to verify under
which circumstances thermocouples may be safely used and eventually propose
adapted corrections to infer the gas temperature.

2.7.1 The response time of thermocouples

Figure 2.51 shows a simplified model of a spherical thermocouple of diameter
D immersed in the burnt gases of a lean CH4/H2/air flame. In the case of a
spatially isothermal spherical bead and if radiative heat transfers at the bead
surface as well as conduction through the wires are neglected, the following
expression gives the temperature Tb(t) of a bead immersed in a hot stream of
gases as a function of time:

Tb(t) − T
Tb(0) − T = exp(−

hS

ρbV Cb
p

t) (2.15)

where, T is the gas temperature, Tb(0) stands for the bead temperature at
initial time t = 0, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient at the bead sur-
face, V and S respectively represent the bead volume and surface area, ρb is
the bead density, Cb

p stands for the bead specific heat capacity, and kb is the
thermal conductivity of the bead. The properties of the bead (ρb, Cb

p, kb)
are supposed to be constant and equal to their value at Tb(0) = 300 K. The
thermocouple is immersed in a gas stream of fixed composition represented by
the molar fractions Xk of the different species and featuring a velocity u far
from the thermocouple. In the following analysis, the gas properties (ther-
mal conductivity k, kinetic viscosity ν, and Prandtl number Pr) are mixture
average properties evaluated at the film temperature defined as Tf = (T +Tb)/2.
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Figure 2.51: Schematic of a spherical thermocouple of diameter D immersed in a
gaseous non-stagnant flow composed of the burnt gases of a lean CH4/H2/air flame.

The characteristic time tr in Eq. (2.15) takes the following expression:

tr = ρbV C
b
p

hS
= ρbCb

pD

6h
(2.16)

We will refer to this time tr as the thermocouple response time in the following.
To the leading order, the thermocouple response time depends on its diameter,
its composition, and on the convective heat transfer coefficient. It is then
necessary to evaluate this coefficient. The convective heat transfer coefficient
h is given by:

h = Nuk/D (2.17)

where Nu is the Nusselt number. The Nusselt number depends on the flow
Reynolds number Re and the mixture Prandtl number Pr and is generally
evaluated using empirical correlations (Incropera and Witt (1990)). In the case
of a sphere immersed in a flow where Re < 200 and Pr < 250, the correlation
from Ranz and Marshall (1952) may be used:

Nu = 2 + 0.6Re
1

2 Pr
1

3 (2.18)

where Re= uD/ν. It is then necessary to calculate the thermal conductivity k,
the kinetic viscosity ν, and the Prandtl number Pr that are a function of the
film temperature Tf and mixture composition. As in Sec. 2.2, mixture proper-
ties are calculated with the same expressions as in the CHEMKIN flame solver
(Kee et al. (1992)).

The thermocouple response time depends on the surrounding gas properties
and is not an intrinsic property of the device. For that reason, we need to
consider the type of gaseous mixtures and flows where the thermocouple will
be immersed. Figure 2.52 shows a schematic of our combustion chamber that
describes the different zones filled with burnt gases with varying properties.
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Figure 2.52: Schematic of the combustion chamber with a flame. This figure describes
the different zones filled with burnt gases and featuring different flow velocities and
temperatures.

Closely downstream the flame, the burnt gases are close to the adiabatic flame
temperature (T ≃ 2000 K) and feature high velocities due to the jet and thermal
expansion (u ≃ 15 m ⋅ s−1). Far downstream, heat losses to the combustor pe-
ripheral walls cool the burnt gases to a lower value T ≃ 1500 K. The velocity is
also reduced to u ≃ 10 m ⋅ s−1. Burnt gases in the ORZ (Zone III) recirculate at
a lower velocity u ≃ 1 m ⋅ s−1 leading to a long residence time of the flow in the
vicinity of cold boundaries. The hot flow in this region features thus a lower gas
temperature T ≃ 1000 K. These values are only rough estimates and depend
on the operating conditions. Selected values will be justified in Secs. 3.1 and 3.3.

As an illustration, we calculated the response time of a thermocouple immersed
in the burnt gases of a reference CH4/H2/air flame with a thermal power
P = 4 kW, hydrogen enrichment Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, and equivalence ratio φ = 0.7. The

burnt gases composition is computed using the REGATH flame solver (Candel
et al. (2011)). The response time is calculated for bead diameters ranging from
D = 10 µm to D = 1 mm. These values roughly correspond to unsheathed fine
gage thermocouples available from OMEGA. We use the physical properties of
Type R thermocouples (Pt/13%/Rh-Pt, OMEGA, series P13R-00X) that are
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mainly composed of platinum. We conducted two sets of calculations. The
first set is carried out with a fixed gas temperature T = 1000 K but for differ-
ent velocities ranging from u = 0.5 m s−1 to u = 16 m s−1. A second series of
calculations is conducted with a fixed velocity u = 4 m s−1 but for different gas
temperatures ranging from T = 500 K to T = 2000 K.

Figure 2.53a shows in a log/log plot the evolution of the thermocouple response
time tr as a function of its bead diameter D at T = 1000 K and for different gas
velocities. For a fixed velocity, one can notice that the response time increases
rapidly with the bead diameter. A multiplication of the bead diameter by a
factor of 10 roughly increases the response time by a factor of 44. There is also
an effect of the gas velocity but it is less important. When the gas velocity
increases by a factor of 8 the response time only decreases by a factor of 1 to 3
depending on the bead diameter. Figure 2.53b shows in a similar log/log plot
the evolution of the convective heat transfer coefficient h as a function of its
bead diameter D at T = 1000 K and for different gas velocities. Increasing the
bead diameter rapidly reduces h, while increasing the velocity slowly increases
h.

Figures 2.54a and 2.54b respectively show in a log/log plot the evolution of
tr and h as a function of the bead diameter D when the velocity is fixed to
u = 4 m ⋅ s−1 and for different gas temperatures. Increasing the gas temperature
increases the convective heat transfer coefficient and shortens the thermocouple
response time. To sum up, a given thermocouple immersed in the Zone I in
Fig. 2.52 features a response time shorter than if immersed in Zone II. The dif-
ference will be even higher in Zone III. In the following, different references of
thermocouples from OMEGA featuring different bead diameters are used. For
example, we use thermocouples with bead diameters of D ≃ 50 µm (Thermo-
couple 1) and up to D ≃ 1 mm (Thermocouple 2). In zone I, Thermocouple 1
features a response time close to tr = 4 ms while Thermocouple 2 features a
response time close tr = 0.7 s. These durations increase to tr = 9 ms for Ther-
mocouple 1 and to tr = 2.2 s for Thermocouple 2 placed in Zone III. As an
illustration, Thermocouple 1 may be used to resolve temporal fluctuations of
the temperature in the combustor up to 250 Hz while Thermocouple 2 should
be limited to mean value measurements in the gas or measurements in solids
where temperature fluctuations have slower time sclaes.

Calculations were based on the hypothesis that the thermocouple has a spatially
isothermal spherical bead. The isothermal hypothesis is verified under the
condition that the Biot number of the bead is small Bi << 1. The Biot number
is a dimensionless quantity that compares the heat transfer resistance inside an
object to the heat transfer resistance at the object surface. It is defined by the
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Figure 2.53: (a) Log/log plot of the evolution of the thermocouple response time tr
as a function of its bead diameter D at T = 1000 K and for different gas velocities. (b)
Evolution of the convective heat transfer coefficient h.
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following expression:

Bi = hV
kbA

= hD
6kb

(2.19)

The maximum Biot number obtained for the response time calculations pre-
sented in Figs. 2.53 and 2.54 is Bi = 0.015 << 1. The thermocouple bead can
thus be considered spatially isothermal.

The global response time of a temperature measure with a thermocouple also
depends on the quality of the signal amplification electronics. Conditioning of
the thermocouple signal is realized with a fast (500 Hz bandwidth at −3 dB)
voltage amplifier (Meiri, ME26C-TC-ISO), allowing to resolve temporal fluctu-
ations up to 250 Hz. This corresponds to a period of 4 ms which is compatible
with the response time of Thermocouple 1 in zone I.

2.7.2 Correction to radiance at the thermocouple surface

Another well known drawback of thermocouples is that measurement must be
carefully corrected to radiance when the thermocouple bead is immersed in
a high temperature flow. The influence of radiance at the bead surface on
the measured temperatures is calculated and it is verified under which circum-
stances our thermocouple measurements should be corrected to radiance.

At steady state, radiative heat losses from the thermocouple spherical bead are
compensated by the convective heat flux from the hot flow around the bead. By
assuming that conduction in the thermocouple arms may be neglected, which
is in general the case for small wire diameter thermocouples as the ones used
in this study (Hindasageri et al. (2013)), one has for steady operation:

Φr +Φc = 0 (2.20)

where, Φr and Φc respectively stand for the radiative and convective heat fluxes
through the spherical surface of the thermocouple bead. The temperature of the
thermocouple bead is lower than the gas temperature of interest. To precisely
infer the gas temperature, radiative and convective heat fluxes through this
surface need to be taken into account. The convective heat flux is given by:

Φc = hS(T − Tb) (2.21)

where, h stands for the convective heat transfer coefficient, S denotes the sur-
face area of the spherical bead, and T and Tb respectively denote the gas and
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bead temperatures. The heat transfer coefficient is deduced from the empiri-
cal correlation due to Ranz and Marshall (1952) as discussed in Sec. 2.7. The
radiative heat flux component is given by Incropera and Witt (1990):

Φr = Φa
1 −Φl

1 (2.22)

where Φa
1

and Φl
1

respectively stand for the arriving and leaving radiative heat
fluxes of the bead. These two fluxes need to be determined. The arriving
radiative heat flux Φa

1
is given by:

Φa
1 =

n∑
k=1

Fk1Φ
l
k (2.23)

In this expression, the subscripts k refer to the n different objects that exchange
heat with the bead through radiance and the subscript 1 stands for the bead
surface. The coefficient Fk1 is the shape factor between the surface Ak of the
object k and the thermocouple bead surface A1 = S. All necessary shape factors
can be derived from geometric calculations and depend on the thermocouple
position with respect to the setup. The leaving radiative heat flux Φl

k from the
object k is given by:

Φl
k = AkǫkσT

4

k + (1 − ǫk)Φa
k (2.24)

where ǫk represents the emissivity of the surface of the object k and σ stands
for the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For the wavelengths of interest, the trans-
missivity of the burnt gases surrounding the thermocouple bead is assumed
to be close to unity and is therefore neglected in the expressions yielding the
radiative heat flux. The emissivity ǫ1 of the thermocouple bead at the tempera-
ture T = T1 is calculated using the expression proposed by Davisson and Weeks
(1924). The other emissivities depend on the temperature and properties of
surface k. The gas temperature T is finally deduced from the linear system
formed by Eqs. (2.20)-(2.24).

The temperature drop ∆T = T −Tb van be calculated as a function of the bead
diameter D and for different gas velocities u and temperatures T . This analysis
is analogue to the one conducted in Sec. 2.7 and is used here to analyze the
impact of radiative heat losses at the thermocouple bead at steady state as a
function of the zone of interest within the flow (see Fig. 2.52). In this analysis, it
is considered that the thermocouple exchanges heat through radiance only with
the laboratory walls at T2 = 300 K. This is a strong simplification that leads to
an over-estimation of the temperature drop as other eventual heat exchanging
objects, like the confinement chamber walls or the injection dump plane, feature
higher surface temperatures. It corresponds to the worse case scenario. The
wall emissivity is taken equal to ǫ2 = 0.8, a value which corresponds to usual
building materials at T2 = 300 K. Considering only two exchanging objects
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(thermocouple bead and laboratory walls), the radiative heat flux Φr takes the
following expression:

Φr = − ǫ1ǫ2S

1 − (1 − ǫ1 S
A2
) (1 − ǫ2) + ǫ1ǫ2 F11

F12

σ(T 4

b − T 4

2 ) (2.25)

As the bead is a spherical convex surface, the form factor F11 = 0. Moreover, it is
safe to assume that the surface area ratio between the bead and the laboratory
walls is very small, S/A2 << 1. The radiative heat flux Φr can be therefore
reduced to:

Φr = −ǫ1Sσ(T 4

b − T 4

2 ) (2.26)

Equations (2.20), (2.21) and (2.26) are used to calculate the temperature drop
∆T = T − Tb:

∆T = ǫ1σ
h
(T 4

b − T 4

2 ) (2.27)

As the bead temperature is initially unknown, the film temperature Tf is also
unknown, but this quantity is needed for the calculation of the gas proper-
ties. The bead temperature is then deduced using an iterative process where
Eqs. (2.20), (2.21) and (2.26) are solved until the value for Tb converges. Fig-
ure 2.55a shows in a log/log plot the evolution of the thermocouple temperature
drop ∆T as a function of its bead diameter D when u = 4 m s−1 and for differ-
ent gas temperatures. This figure indicates that increasing the bead diameter
increases the temperature difference between the bead and the hot gas indepen-
dently of the gas temperature. For example, increasing the bead diameter by a
factor of 10 roughly increases the temperature drop by a factor of 5. One should
note that the bead diameter only alters the convective heat transfer coefficient
h in Eq. (2.27). Figure 2.55b also shows that the convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient decreases with the bead diameter as already found in Figs 2.53b and 2.54b.

Figure 2.55a also shows that the temperature drop increases very rapidly with
the gas temperature. For example, doubling the temperature from 1000 K to
2000 K roughly increases the temperature drop by a factor of 11. This is due
to the radiative flux that scales with the bead temperature at the power of 4.
When immersed in a high temperature fluid, it is advisable to use thermocou-
ples as small as possible to limit perturbations due to radiance.

Figures 2.56a and b show in a log/log plot the evolution of the thermocouple
temperature drop ∆T and convective heat transfer coefficient h as a function
of the bead diameter D when the gas temperature is fixed to T = 2000 K and
for different gas velocities. It is clear that the gas velocity has a smaller influ-
ence on the temperature drop than the gas temperature. Doubling the velocity
roughly decreases the temperature drop by only 10%. The gas temperature
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and bead diameter are the main parameters controlling the temperature drop
for a thermocouple immersed in a high temperature low Mach flow.

As explained in Sec. 2.7.1, we use thermocouples with bead diameters of D ≃
50 µm (Thermocouple 1) and up to D ≃ 1 mm (Thermocouple 2). In zone
I in Fig. 2.52, Thermocouple 1 features a temperature drop due to radiance
of ∆T = 20 K while Thermocouple 2 features a larger temperature drop of
∆T = 155 K. These temperature drops are reduced to ∆T = 8 K for Thermo-
couple 1 and to ∆T = 64 K for Thermocouple 2 in Zone III. These temperature
drops are further reduced to ∆T = 2 K for Thermocouple 1 and to ∆T = 25 K
for Thermocouple 2 in Zone III. Thermocouple 1 may be used to measure the
gas temperature in zones II and III without accounting for radiance. Thermo-
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couple 2 can be used within zones featuring a temperature lower than T = 800 K
where the temperature drop is lower than an acceptable value of ∆T = 10 K
over a wide range of gas velocities. Outside these zones, thermocouples may be
used but a radiance correction must be applied to the measured temperature
values. It is however advisable to use a more detailed geometrical model includ-
ing more elements of the combustor and the injector if accurate temperature
measurements are required.

Conclusion

The different diagnostics used in this work were presented. It includes:
• Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV)
• Hot Wire anemometry (HW)
• Flame chemiluminescence
• Planar Hydroxyl Laser Induced Fluorescence (OH-PLIF)
• Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV)
• Laser Induced Phosphorescence (LIP)
• Thermocouple measurements (TC)

Several hardware and post-processing developments were analyzed for mea-
surements based on OH-PLIF and LIP. These different diagnostics are used in
the following chapters to probe the flow velocity, the gas and combustor wall
temperatures, and the flame topology to analyze the stabilization of premixed
CH4/H2/air swirling flames.





Chapter 3

Experimental setup
characterization

The flow in the combustor under non-reactive and reactive conditions is ana-
lyzed for one operating condition in order to obtain a deep understanding of its
behavior. The flow through the swirlers is analyzed in the first section. In a sec-
ond stage, the flow within the combustion chamber operated under non-reactive
conditions is analyzed using PIV. These characterizations are used to initialize
the simulations conducted in a companion work (Mercier (2014)). The thermal
behavior of the combustor is analysed by LIP and thermocouple measurements
conducted during the thermal transient after ignition and at steady-state. Fi-
nally, a reference flame is defined for which detailed measurements were carried
out by chemiluminescence, PIV, and OH-PLIF.

3.1 Swirlers characterization

Swirl flows are characterized by a swirl number (Syred and Beér (1974)). For
a given injector this number determines the structure of the flow issued from
the injector. It is important to know its value. Swirl numbers S presented in
this document were determined without considering pressure effects using the
following expression (Gupta et al. (1984)):

S = ∫ Ri

0
vθvzr

2dr

Ri ∫ Ri

0
v2zrdr

(3.1)

where Ri = Di/2 denotes the injection tube radius, r represents the radial dis-
tance to the injector axis and vz and vθ respectively stand for the mean axial
and azimuthal velocities. The axial and azimuthal velocity profiles needed for
the determination of the swirl number can be measured by PIV or LDV and are
determined here under non-reactive conditions. Figure 3.1 shows the radial pro-
file of vz and vθ 2 mm above the rod tip for a bulk flow velocity U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1
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Figure 3.1: Axial (a) and azimuthal (b) mean velocity components of the swirling
jet as a function of the radial distance to the burner axis for a bulk flow velocity
U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1 and with the radial swirler featuring a fixed blade angle θ = 35○. Mea-
surements were realized by LDV under non-reactive conditions and without quartz tube
to confine the flow at 1 mm above the central rod tip. The injector set in configuration
A (see Fig. 1.11) is represented in gray to ease visualization.

when the swirl vane featuring a fixed blade angle of θ = 35○ is installed (see
Fig. 1.9 in Chapter 2). In this case LDV was used. The axial velocity profile
takes high values in the jet (3 mm < ∣r∣ < 7 mm). This profile is slightly asym-
metric due to the difficulty to place the vertical rod precisely on the axis of the
injector. For ∣r∣ > 7 mm, the axial velocity is close to zero due to the proximity
of the dump plane. For 1 mm < ∣r∣ < 2.5 mm, the rod tip generates a small
recirculation of the flow yielding negative values of the mean axial velocity in
this region. The azimuthal velocity profile in the jet between 3 mm < ∣r∣ < 7 mm
is roughly flat.

These profiles are used to determine the swirl number with Eq. 3.1. One finds,
S = 0.4 for the fixed blade angle θ = 35○. Figures 3.2a and b show the mean
axial and azimuthal velocity profiles for the swirl vane featuring blades with
an adjustable angle and with the injector set in configuration A. The bulk flow
velocity is fixed here to U = 13.3 m ⋅ s−1 and results for different blade angles,
θ1 = 29○, θ2 = 30○, θ3 = 32○, θ4 = 35○, and θ5 = 38○ are plotted. The axial
velocity is not affected by the blade angle and increasing the blade angle in-
creases the magnitude of the azimuthal velocity. This leads to an increase in
the swirl number S (Eq. 3.1). Table 3.1 summarizes the different swirl numbers
obtained by varying the blades angle with the injector set in configuration A.
These value range from S = 0.3 to S = 0.4.
Values or the swirl number are not large enough to generate a vortex break-
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Figure 3.2: Axial (a) and azimuthal (b) mean velocity components of the swirling
jet as a function of the radial distance to the burner axis for a bulk flow velocity
U = 13.3 m ⋅ s−1 and different blade angles θ1 = 29○ ×, θ2 = 30○ ○, θ3 = 32○ ⊲, θ4 = 35○ ◻
and θ5 = 38○ ⊳. Measurements were realized by LDV under non-reactive conditions and
without quartz tube to confine the flow at 1 mm above the central rod tip. The injector
set in configuration A (see Fig. 1.11) is represented in gray to ease visualization.
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Table 3.1: Swirl numbers S measured at the injection tube outlet by varying the blade
angle θ and the geometrical configuration of the injector.

k 1 2 3 4 5 6
Sk 0.30 0.32 0.35 0.37 0.40 0.68
θk 29○ 30○ 32○ 35○ 38○ 61○

Di (mm) 14 14 14 14 14 12
Dr (mm) 6 6 6 6 6 0

down of the flow along the burner axis (Gupta et al. (1984)). Although the
apparition of this hydrodynamic instability slightly depends on the flow and
injector configurations (Syred and Beér (1974)), it is generally admitted that
vortex breakdown occurs for flows featuring swirl numbers larger than S = 0.6
(Gupta et al. (1984)). Consequently, we use a central rod, that acts as a bluff
body and generates a flow recirculation. This low velocity region helps to stabi-
lize the flames. We say that the flames are rod-stabilized as they are anchored
by the central rod tip.

When the central rod is removed, it is necessary to increase the swirl number
to S > 0.6 to stabilize the flames aerodynamically. This is achieved by increas-
ing the blades angle. Figure 3.3 shows the mean axial and azimuthal velocity
profiles at the injector outlet for the swirl vane with a blade angle θ6 = 61○ and
with the injector set in configuration B (Tab. 3.1). In this configuration the
central rod is removed but a quartz tube of diameter D = 50 mm is also added
to confine the flow. In this case, vortex breakdown takes place and an IRZ is
created without the help of a bluff-body. The axial velocity measured 2 mm
above the injection outlet takes negative values within a recirculating flow when∣r∣ ≤ 2 mm. The highest axial jet velocities are reached at the extremities of the
injection tube. In the jet, the mean azimuthal velocity profile features a solid
body rotation. The highest azimuthal velocities are reached for ∣r∣ ≃ 5.5 mm
and the azimuthal velocity nearly linearly decreases with the radial distance
and reaches zero for r = 0. For this high swirl number, the flames are stabilized
aerodynamically.

3.2 Flow field measurements under non-reactive con-
ditions

The velocity field in the combustion chamber is characterized under non-reactive
condition for a reference operating condition. These data are used to validate
LES calculations carried out in a companion study (Mercier (2014)).

We used PIV to measure the velocity field in the combustion chamber. In this
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Figure 3.3: Mean axial ◯ and azimuthal ◻ velocity components as a function of the
radial distance to the burner axis for a swirl number S6 = 0.68 (θ6 = 61○) and a bulk
flow velocity U = 11.0 m ⋅ s−1. Reproduced from Durox et al. (2013). Measurements
were realized by LDV under non-reactive conditions with a 50 mm diameter quartz tube
to confine the flow at z = 2 mm above the injection nozzle outlet. The injector set in
configuration B (see Fig. 1.11) is shown in gray to ease visualization.

analysis, the combustor is equipped with a square confinement chamber (see
Chapter 1). The swirl vane is operated with a fixed blade angle of θ = 38○

and a central rod (see Sec. 3.1). Air is injected at a fixed bulk flow velocity
U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1 yielding a swirl number S = 0.4 measured 2 mm above the rod
tip (Fig. 3.1). Oil droplets were used as a seeding agent. Measurements were
conducted in 18 longitudinal and 13 transverse planes as shown in Fig. 3.4.
This database is then used to infer the 3-D velocity field in a large fraction
of the combustion chamber by interpolating the data between different planes.
Details on the PIV setup and methods are described in Sec. 2.5.

Figure 3.5 (left column) shows the measured mean axial velocity field in dif-
ferent parallel (X,Z) planes for different positions along the Y axis (Fig. 3.4).
Figure 3.5a shows results in the central longitudinal plane when y = 0. One
can clearly identify the jet of high velocities, the IRZ, and the ORZ. One can
also see the radial expansion of the jet due to the swirl imparted to the flow.
Mercier (2014) conducted LES simulations of these experiments. Results from
these calculations are presented in the right column in Fig. 3.5. The simulations
capture well the mean flow topology qualitatively and quantitatively. In par-
ticular the correct location and angle of the internal recirculating bubble is well
predicted in Figs. 3.5a-b near z = 6 mm. The flow field structure at z = 40 mm
is also well captured except that the swirling jet arms feature a slightly wider
angle in the experiments.
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Figure 3.4: Position of the longitudinal (left) and transverse (right) laser sheets for
the PIV experiments conducted under non-reactive conditions.

It is useful to compare calculated and measured 1-D velocity profiles. Figure 3.6
shows the mean axial velocity in the central longitudinal plane y = 0 mm and
at different heights z above the rod tip. LES calculations capture well the axial
velocity up to z = 20 mm. The maximum axial velocity is located in the jet at∣r∣ = 5 mm and is Uz ≃ 15 m ⋅ s−1. Above z = 20 mm, the agreement remains ac-
ceptable but the radial expansion of the flow is slightly underestimated by LES.
Further comparisons are conducted by examining the root-mean-square (r.m.s)
values of this flow field. These quantities are generally more difficult to capture
by LES. Figure 3.7 shows the r.m.s axial velocity corresponding to the mean
data plotted in Fig. 3.6. The measured r.m.s fluctuations feature high values for∣z∣ ≃ 3 mm and ∣z∣ ≃ 7 mm that correspond to the positions of the ISL and OSL.
The maximum value of the axial r.m.s velocity fluctuations is U rms

z ≃ 5 m ⋅ s−1,
which corresponds to 36% of the bulk flow velocity U = 14 m ⋅ s−1. LES pre-
dicts the position of these shear layers and the amplitude of the fluctuations.
Discrepancies between measurements and simulations increase for z > 20 mm
where the r.m.s fluctuations are underestimated for ∣z∣ > 10 mm.

Comparisons are now carried out for the transverse planes. Figure 3.8 shows
the mean velocity component Uy in different transverse (X,Y) planes located at
different heights z above the rod tip. We see that simulations reasonably cap-
ture the velocity profiles of Uy for distances above the rod tip up to z = 15 mm.
Above this value, simulations overestimate the velocity.

The results presented above were averaged over a large number of realizations.
Figure 3.9 (top) shows the evolution of the measured mean and r.m.s axial
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(a) PIV - Uz [m.s−1] - Plane Y = 0 mm (b) LES - Ũz [m.s−1] - Plane Y = 0 mm

(c) PIV - Uz [m.s−1] - Plane Y = 4 mm (d) LES - Ũz [m.s−1] - Plane Y = 4 mm

(e) PIV - Uz [m.s−1] - Plane Y = 7 mm (f) LES - Ũz [m.s−1] - Plane Y = 7 mm

Figure 3.5: 2-D cuts of the mean axial velocity Uz in different longitudinal planes
from PIV experiments (left) and LES calculations (right) under non-reactive condi-
tions.
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Figure 3.6: 1-D radial mean profiles of the axial velocity component Uz at different
heights z above the bluff-body surface in the longitudinal plane Y = 0 mm. Red lines
and black symbols respectively correspond to LES calculations and PIV measurements.
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Figure 3.7: 1-D radial r.m.s profiles of the axial velocity component Uz at different
heights z above the bluff-body surface in the longitudinal plane Y = 0 mm. Red lines
and black symbols respectively correspond to LES calculations and PIV measurements.
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Figure 3.8: 1-D radial mean profiles of the orthoradial velocity component Uy at dif-
ferent heights z above the bluff-body surface in the longitudinal plane Y = 0 mm. Red
lines and black symbols respectively correspond to LES calculations and PIV measure-
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velocity at a given position in the ISL as a function of the number of PIV im-
ages used to obtain the average mean and r.m.s values for Uz. The statistical
convergence of the mean velocity is achieved very rapidly. A 10% accuracy is
obtained using less than 50 images. However it takes approximately 400 images
to achieve a 10% accuracy on r.m.s values. We used a total of 818 PIV images
to obtain the data plotted in Fig. 3.7. This number is large enough to ensure
statistical convergence of the mean and r.m.s data in the ISL of the flow. Fig-
ure 3.9 (bottom) shows a similar analysis conducted in the OSL of the flow.
In this case, 818 PIV images are also sufficient to obtain average quantities
which are independent of the number of samples. The ISL and OSL being the
two regions featuring the largest velocity fluctuations, it is assumed that the
statistical convergence of these quantities is reached in the whole combustor
using 818 images.

3.3 Thermal characterization of the combustor

3.3.1 From ignition to steady-state

The topology of swirling flames depends on the thermal state of the combustor
that controls the temperature field and heat-fluxes to the boundaries. It is
therefore necessary to control or to be able to characterize the thermal state of
the combustor before conducting experiments in reacting conditions.

Four different phases may be defined for the operation of a combustor. First,
the combustor is not in use and all components feature a temperature close
to the ambient temperature. Then comes the ignition of the flame that is fol-
lowed by a thermal transient during which the different parts of the combustor
warm up. After a sufficient time and if operating conditions are unchanged,
the temperatures of these different parts reach stable values. This is the steady
state. Finally, the flame is blown away and the combustor cools until it reaches
the ambient temperature again. During the combustor thermal transient, the
temperature field within the chamber and heat fluxes to the boundaries change
with time. This may in turn affect flame stabilization. It is then necessary
to wait for a sufficient time to reach thermal steady-state before conducting
experiments for steady flow operating conditions so that mean and r.m.s values
of velocity, temperature, and species concentrations reach their steady state
values.

The duration of this thermal transient depends on the combustor geometry and
materials and operating conditions. To the leading order, it depends on the
mass and heat capacity of the combustor material, the thermal power, and the
flame temperature. It is not easy to precisely estimate the time that we must
wait after ignition before running experiments. This duration was obtained
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Figure 3.9: Top: Evolution of the measured mean and r.m.s axial velocities at a
given position in the ISL (top) and OSL (bottom) as a function of the number of PIV
images used to obtain the average values.

by recording the temporal evolution of the temperature at different locations
within the combustor after ignition. The positions of the different temperature
measurements are shown in Fig. 3.10. Temperatures close to the injector rim
LIP1 and on a quartz windows LIP2 are measured by LIP. Two thermocouples
TC1 and TC2 are installed at two different heights within a vertical steel bar
holding the quartz windows. The gas temperature TC3 in the ORZ and TC4

at the outlet of the combustion chamber convergent exhaust are measured by
thermocouples.

Figure 3.11 shows the temporal evolution of the temperature reached at dif-
ferent locations in the combustion chamber as a function of time. The instant
t = 0 min corresponds to the ignition time of a CH4/H2/air flame at P = 4 kW,
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H2
= 0.70, and φ = 0.7.

Xfuel
H2
= 0.70, and φ = 0.7. The surface temperatures increase with time and

reach stable values approximately 45 min after ignition. The surface tempera-
tures at steady state depend on the position of the measurement, but they are
always much lower than the adiabatic flame temperature Tad = 1897 K. The gas
temperatures in the ORZ and in the convergent exhaust also increase with time
and they stabilize to constant values 45 min after ignition. It is then necessary
to wait for at least 45 min after the ignition to start experiments at thermal
steady state of the combustor.

The temperature TC4 within the burnt gases exhausting the combustor is al-
ways lower than the adiabatic flame temperature Tad = 1897 K. This is due to
the heat transfers from the hot gases to the combustor walls and to the am-
bient air surrounding the combustor. It is possible to determine the thermal
efficiency of the combustor η using the following expression:

η = TC4 − Tu
Tad − Tu (3.2)

where Tu ≃ 300 K is the temperature of the fresh gases at injection. This ef-
ficiency η is a function of time and increases during the thermal transient. It
reaches a stable value of η ≃ 0.56 at steady state after 45 min. This empha-
sizes the importance of heat losses in our combustor that cannot be considered
adiabatic. This expression for η considers that cooled burnt gases have the
exact same composition that the equilibrium composition of burnt gases at
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H2
= 0.60, and φ = 0.7.

Tad = 1897 K. It is therefore a rough approximation of the real thermal effi-
ciency of the combustor.

3.3.2 Characterization at steady-state

Heat losses strongly alter the temperature field in the burnt gases and they
are suspected to modify the behaviour of the flames. A deeper analysis of the
thermal boundary conditions at steady-state is then conducted. Figure 3.12
shows the position of the temperature measurement points at different com-
bustor wall surfaces and within the burnt gases. Thermal boundary conditions
were carefully measured for the CH4/H2/air flames at P = 4 kW and φ = 0.7
and for two different hydrogen enrichments Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 and Xfuel

H2
= 0.70. We

did not notice large differences for these two flames and only results for the
flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 are presented in this document.
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H2
= 0.60, and φ = 0.7.

The axial temperature profile at the surface of one of the four vertical steel
bars of the combustion chamber is shown in Fig. 3.13. The temperature is only
a weak function of the height but it increases nearly linearly from T = 593 K
at z = 16 mm to T = 637 K at z = 56 mm with the distance to the dump plate.
Figure 3.14 shows the measured radial profile of the temperature at the surface
of the injector and along the dump plane. These data were obtained by LIP
measurements. The temperature linearly increases with the radial distance for
r > 7 mm and ranges from T = 435 K at r = 7 mm to T = 516 K at z = 25 mm.
The temperature on the rod tip surface is close to T = 500 K ± 50 K. This em-
phasizes the heat transfer taking place between the flame and the burnt gases
filling the IRZ and the central rod tip that is cooled by the high velocity jet
of fresh gases. The large uncertainty interval around T = 500 K is due to the
large temperature gradient at the tip of the central rod.

Laser Induced Phosphorescence (LIP) was also used to measure the temper-
ature at different positions on the surface of a quartz window. Figure. 3.15a
shows the temperature for 30 measurement points regularly distributed over
this surface. The wall temperature increases with the distance to the injector
and is minimum close to the vertical steel bars featuring lower temperatures.
Temperature differences along the X axis can reach ∆T = 27 K. Temperature
differences along the Z axis can reach ∆T = 140 K. This figure also shows that
the quartz window temperature is not uniform along the X and Z directions.
A linear interpolation of these data shows that the temperature field is not
perfectly symmetric with respect to the vertical symmetry axis of the window.
This is attributed to the swirl motion of the flow. The swirling flow has an
azimuthal velocity altering heat transfers to the walls. This analysis demon-
strates the impact of swirl on the thermal state of the combustor walls.
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H2
= 0.60, and φ = 0.7.

These data were used by Mercier (2014) to compare with RANS and LES sim-
ulations. The temperatures in regions where temperatures were not measured
are deduced by linear interpolation between the available data. Figure 3.16
shows the thermal boundary conditions that were retained for the simulations.
For the sake of simplicity, effects of swirl on thermal boundary conditions (see
Fig. 3.15b) were not considered in the simulations. The next step is to verify
that the simulations including these thermal boundary conditions yield accurate
burnt gas temperatures in the combustion chamber. The burnt gas tempera-
tures measured in the ORZ with six small thermocouples penetrating through a
steel bar of the combustion chamber (Fig. 3.12) are compared to calculated tem-
peratures at the same positions in Fig. 3.17 with RANS calculations (ANSYS®

Fluent®). RANS was used in this case to obtain rapidly a result and these nu-
merical data were used to initiate more detailed LES calculations. Figure 3.17
shows that the non-adiabatic RANS simulations fed with measured thermal
boundary conditions yield the correct temperature field in the ORZ. This al-
lows more sophisticated calculations for the prediction of the flame behavior
using LES.

3.4 Measurements on a reference flame

The above thermal analysis was used to infer the thermal behavior of the com-
bustor during the thermal transient and at steady-state. It is now interesting
to analyze the flow field of the flame of interest more specifically. Figure 3.18
shows an image of the mean chemiluminescence of the CH4/H2/air flame at
P = 4 kW, Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, and φ = 0.7 after Abel inversion. This flame is sta-
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Figure 3.15: Top: Temperature, measured by LIP at the inner surface of a quartz
window of the combustion chamber, of a CH4/H2/air flame at P = 4 kW, Xfuel

H2
= 0.60,

and φ = 0.7. Bottom: Linear interpolation of the data presented above.
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Figure 3.17: Left: Temperature reached in the burnt gases located in the ORZ, mea-
sured by six movable thermocouples. CH4/H2/air flame at P = 4 kW, Xfuel

H2
= 0.60,

and φ = 0.7. Right: Temperature calculated by RANS at the same positions and for
the same operating conditions.
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10
 m

m

Figure 3.18: Abel deconvoluted image of the mean OH* chemiluminescence intensity
of a CH4/H2 flame at Xf

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1. Injector set in

configuration A.

bilized within the square combustion chamber when U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1 and the
injector set in configuration A. The swirl vane has a fixed angle θ = 35○. The
swirl number of this flow was measured at the injector outlet without combus-
tion chamber to confine the flow and is S = 0.4. In this case the flame has a V
shape and is anchored at the tip of the central rod.

Figure 3.19 shows the radial profiles of mean axial, radial, and azimuthal veloc-
ity components measured by PIV when the reacting flow is seeded with solid
particles. Axial and radial velocities are shown at different heights above the
rod tip z = 2, 6, 10, 16, and 20 mm. Azimuthal velocities were measured at
z = 6 mm and 16 mm in transverse planes. For z < 6 mm, the flow features a
jet of high velocities (3 mm < ∣r∣ < 7 mm) where vmax

z = 16.1 m ⋅ s−1 and an IRZ
filled with burnt gases featuring negative axial velocities (∣r∣ < 2 mm) down to
vz = −2.2 m ⋅ s−1. Above z = 10 mm, the IRZ of burnt gases ceases as the flow
expands in the radial direction. Due to the thermal expansion of the gases, the
magnitude of the axial velocity does not decrease when the distance to the rod
tip increases. In the same time, the azimuthal velocity decreases with z and
the swirl intensity decays with the distance to the rod tip. This phenomenom
is well described by Syred and Beér (1974), Gupta et al. (1984), and Ishizuka
(1990) and is due to dissipation effects.

OH-PLIF experiments were also carried out in the central (X,Z) longitudinal
plane when y = 0. The instantaneous OH-PLIF images shown in Fig. 3.20 in-
dicate that the flame is V shaped. There is no burnt gases signature in the
OSL. Instantaneous images are averaged over 1425 shots and the probability
of presence of burnt gases is deduced using the method described in Sec. 2.4.
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Figure 3.19: (a)-(e) Mean axial and radial velocities in the longitudinal central plane
and at different heights measured by PIV. The azimuthal velocity component, measured
by PIV in transverse planes located 6 mm and 16 mm above the central rod tip, is also
shown in (b) and (d).
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Figure 3.20: Typical instantaneous OH-PLIF images. CH4/H2 flame at Xf

H2
= 0.60,

φ = 0.70, U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1, and S = 0.4. Injector set in configuration A.

The results, shown in Fig. 3.21, also indicate that the flame is V shaped in
average. The burnt gases probability is 1 in the IRZ and fluctuates between
0 and 1 in the region surrounding the ISL. This is due to the fluctuation of
the position of the flame front with time as shown in Fig. 3.20. This region
featuring a burnt gases probability comprised between 0 and 1 represents the
flame brush and is located at the same position as the high intensity region
visible in the flame chemiluminescence image shown in Fig. 3.18. The burnt
gases probability deduced from Fig. 3.21 is 0 in the ORZ.

This artefact can be explained a follows. Streamlines deduced from PIV mea-
surements are superimposed on this image. These flow patterns clearly show
that burnt gases are trapped within the flame brush and are then transported in
the ORZ. As a consequence the ORZ must be filled with burnt gases and should
therefore yield a probability of 1. This is also confirmed by previous measure-
ments of the temperature taken by the gases within the ORZ (Sec. 3.3). This
region is thus filled with burnt gases that are cooled due to heat losses. Fig-
ure 3.17 shows that the temperature of the gases in this region is lower than
1100 K. The chemical equilibrium of burnt gases is shifted towards H2O due to
the drop of enthalpy and the OH concentration is drastically reduced (Davidson
et al. (1989) and Lam et al. (2013)). The burnt gases probability deduced from
OH-PLIF images is falsely attributed to a zero value. Therefore, experiments
based on OH-PLIF yield the probability of presence of burnt gases only when
they are sufficiently hot.

In this section, the reference flame (CH4/H2/air flame at P = 4 kW, Xfuel
H2
= 0.60,

and φ = 0.7) was used to characterize the combustor in terms of thermal bound-
ary conditions and give examples of results that may be obtained using PIV
and OH-PLIF. These results can now be used to analyse the stabilization of
CH4/H2/air flames diluted with N2 or CO2 in more details.
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Figure 3.21: Probability to find hot burnt gases for a CH4/H2 flame at Xf

H2
= 0.60,

φ = 0.70, U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1, and S = 0.4. Injector set in configuration A. Three iso-
contours (5%, 50%, and 100%) of the hot burnt gases probability are shown to ease
visualization. Sample streamlines, obtained from PIV measurements in the central lon-
gitudinal plane, are also shown on the left side of the image. Streamlines are colored
in blue, gray, and orange in the fresh gases, hot burnt gases, and cooled burnt gases.

The swirl was characterized for two injector configurations A (14 mm annular
injector with a 6 mm central rod) and B (12 mm cylindrical injector without the
central rod). In configuration A, adjustable blade angles ranging from θ = 29○
to θ = 38○ were used, yielding swirl numbers varying from S = 0.3 to S = 0.4.
In the same configuration, a fixed blade angle θ = 35○ was also used, yielding a
swirl number S = 0.4. In configuration B, a swirl number S = 0.68 was obtained
with a blade angle of θ = 61○.
A reference flame was then analyzed when the injector is set in configuration A
with θ = 35○ and S = 0.4 for a CH4/H2/air mixture with Xf

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70,

and U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1.
The flow field in the absence of combustion was characterized by PIV yielding
mean and r.m.s values of the 3-D velocity components. Then thermal boundary
conditions were characterized during a thermal transient and at steady state by
thermocouples and LIP measurements. These data were used to initiate LES
calculations of this reference flame in a companion study (Mercier (2014)). The
flow field with combustion was also characterized by PIV and radial profiles of
mean axial, radial, and azimuthal velocity components were presented. Finally,
images of the flame were captured by chemiluminescence and OH-PLIF mea-
surements. These images indicate that the reference flame is V shaped.
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of swirled flames interacting
with the combustor peripheral
wall

The focus of the present chapter is to analyze topological bifurcations of swirled
premixed flames impinging the combustion chamber peripheral wall.

Mechanisms controlling flashback of flames along a solid wall are rapidly re-
viewed in section 4.1. The experimental setup and the diagnostics used to ex-
amine V/M flame topology transitions are presented in section 4.2. Structures
of V and M stable flames are described in section 4.3 for two configurations of
the injector. A typical intermittent regime is also studied at the end of this
section where the flame switches alternatively between V and M shapes. A
model for delineating the boundary of V to M flame topology bifurcation is
proposed in section 4.4. Predictions are compared to measurements in section
4.5 for two different injection systems by varying the swirling rate, combustible
mixture injection velocity, equivalence ratio and hydrogen enrichment in the
combustible mixture. Results are analyzed in terms of dimensionless products.

4.1 Flashback in the boundary layer of swirled flames

Flashback of laminar flames propagating in tubes is a well characterized phe-
nomenon (Lewis and Von Elbe (1987)). It has been shown that flashback of
the flame tip takes place in the boundary layer along a combustor wall when
the axial velocity gradient at the wall g = ∂u/∂y becomes lower than a critical
value of the order of SL/δb, where u(y) is the velocity component parallel to
the wall, y denotes the normal distance to the wall, SL indicates the laminar
burning velocity and δb stands for the quenching distance between the flame tip
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and the wall. This model has been extensively used in laminar flows and was
also generalized to turbulent configurations by replacing the laminar burning
velocity SL with different expressions for the turbulent flame speed ST (see for
example Khitrin et al. (1965), Syred et al. (2012), Eichler and Sattelmayer
(2011)). Recent experiments of Eichler and Sattelmayer (2011) have revealed
the strong sensitivity of flashback to the external pressure gradient for flames
stabilized in turbulent boundary layers. Direct simulations also indicate that
gas expansion strongly modifies the structure of the turbulent boundary layer
ahead of the flame front and the shape of turbulent premixed flames in wall
boundary layers (Gruber et al. (2012), Gruber et al. (2014)). In many situa-
tions, it is however possible to analyze this transition by examining a Karlovitz
number Ka= gδb/SL (Karlovitz et al. (1953)) based on the velocity gradient at
the wall g and the quenching distance δb. When Ka < Kac, where Kac denotes
a critical value, flashback occurs and the leading edge front of the flame prop-
agates upstream in the boundary layer.

Kurdyumov et al. (2000) and Kurdyumov et al. (2007) analyzed numerically
and experimentally transitions to flashback in laminar channel flows for isother-
mal and adiabatic wall conditions. They showed that in both cases the critical
value Kac strongly depends on the Lewis number Le of the reactive mixture.
Flashback is highly promoted for mixtures featuring small values of the Lewis
number as in the case of use of hydrogen. Based on this observation, Syred
et al. (2012) recently suggested different solutions to minimize flashback in
swirling injectors for burners operated with a range of hydrogen fuel blends.
Different mechanisms leading to flashback were identified in turbulent swirling
flows. Sommerer et al. (2004) list five possibilities: flashback by autoignition,
flashback in the boundary layer, turbulent flame propagation in the core flow,
combustion instabilities leading to flashback and flashback induced by vortex
breakdown. While flashback along the boundary layer is not the predominant
mechanism observed in premixed swirling combustors (Plee and Mellor (1978)),
it appears that there are yet no systematic study of effects of swirl on this phe-
nomenon. It also worth noting that studies on flashback generally deal with the
flashback of the swirling flame root, i.e the leading edge flame element within
the swirling flow. The problem which is addressed here is the flashback of the
swirling flame tip along the boundary layer of a wall, i.e the rear edge of the
flame.

For a swirled flame tip impinging a wall, it is reasonable to assume that flash-
back is a priori a function of the combustible mixture Lewis number as for
laminar flames and of the swirling rate because it is known that the flame dis-
placement speed in a vortex core strongly depends on the azimuthal velocity
component (Ishizuka (2002)). In the experiments conducted in this study, these
problems are considered by varying the combustible mixture Lewis number and
swirl number.
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Figure 4.1: Schematics of the burner equipped with a 50 mm diameter cylindrical
confinement chamber. Dimensions are in mm.

4.2 Experimental setup

The test rig used in this chapter is presented in Fig. 4.1. The flames are confined
by a quartz tube of 50 mm internal diameter and 250 mm height exhausting
to the atmosphere. The flow is put in rotation by the radial swirling vane
with movable blades installed at the bottom of the injection tube and shown in
Fig. 4.2. A central rod of Dr = 6 mm diameter crossing the swirler helps stabi-
lizing the flames at the injection tube outlet 2 mm above the injection plane.
This central element can also be removed to analyze swirled flames stabilized
aerodynamically. A schematic of the injection units with (configuration A) and
without the central rod (configuration B) is presented in Fig. 1.11. Without
central rod, the combustible mixture injection tube is slightly smaller and has
a diameter Di = 12 mm.

Different values of swirl number S can be set using the remote step motor
controlling the trailing edge blades angle θ of the swirler. Experiments are con-
ducted for six values of the swirl numbers S corresponding to different blade
angles θ presented in Tab. 4.1. For the highest swirling rate, when S6 = 0.68, it
was necessary to remove the central rod and reduce the injection tube diameter
to Di = 12 mm to observe V to M flame shape bifurcations. The flame is in this
case aerodynamically stabilized above the injection nozzle. For all other cases,
when the swirl number is reduced, the injector was set in configuration A and
flames remained anchored on the tip of the central rod.

The hydrogen enrichment in the combustible mixture is expressed by the molar
fraction of hydrogen Xfuel

H2
in the CH4/H2 fuel mixture. The Lewis number Le

of this mixture is used to characterize effects of fuel composition. V to M flame
topology transitions are detected by imaging the flame chemiluminescence with
a Pulnix TMC-6 color 752(H)x582(V)-pixels2 CCD camera operating at a frame
rate of 50 images per second without specific interference filters in front of the
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Rod

θ

Figure 4.2: Left: top views of the adjustable swirler for a blade angle θ = 23○ (top)
and θ = 61○ (bottom) (Durox et al. (2013)). The black dotted and dashed circles
represent the 14 mm (configuration A) and 12 mm (configuration B) injection tube
diameters respectively. The central hole is crossed by the rod in configuration A and
obstructed by a screw in configuration B. Right: Schematic with the main dimensions
of the swirler.

Table 4.1: Swirl numbers S measured at the injection tube outlet by varying the blade
angle θ and the geometrical configuration of the injector.

k 1 2 3 4 5 6
Sk 0.30 0.32 0.35 0.37 0.40 0.68
θk 29○ 30○ 32○ 35○ 38○ 61○

Di (mm) 14 14 14 14 14 12
Dr (mm) 6 6 6 6 6 0

glass lens of the camera. An additional high speed CMOS camera (FASTCAM
ultima APX i2) is also used for a few operating conditions to characterize in-
termittent transitions between the flame shapes.

In the absence of combustion and without flame tube, velocity profiles at the
outlet of the injection tube were measured by LDV (see Sec. 2.1) for the differ-
ent swirl numbers indicated in Tab. 4.1 and over a wide range of bulk injection
velocities 7 m ⋅ s−1 < U < 25 m ⋅ s−1. A PIV system (see Sec. 2.5) is also used
to examine the velocity field in an axial plane along the burner symmetry axis
with combustion when the flame tube is set in place. Due to the cylindrical
flame tube, laser reflections are numerous and disturb visualizations, partic-
ularly close to the quartz tube boundaries. It was thus difficult to collect
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workable information over the entire flame region. In particular, it was not
possible to measure the velocity near the quartz wall.

These measurements are completed by OH-PLIF (see Sec. 2.4) conducted in
the same vertical plane to infer the location of the flame and burnt gases in the
Outer Recirculation Zone of the flow (ORZ). The laser is tuned to the Q1(1)
transition of the (1,0) band of the A2Σ - X2Π system of OH at 281.91 nm. This
line features a strong fluorescence signal for the temperatures of the flames
of interest as well as for the lower temperatures reached by the burnt gases
in the ORZ. Fluorescence is imaged onto a 512(H)x512(V)-pixels2 intensified
CCD camera (ICCD, Princeton Instruments PIMax) equipped with a 10-nm
bandpass filter (2BPA313-88SA-02 Asahi Spectra Co.) centered on 313 nm in
addition to a 40-nm bandpass filter (FF01-320/40 Semrock) centered on 320
nm. These filters were used to reduce interferences with the fluorescence signal
from the solid surfaces, i.e the quartz tube, located close to the flame region.
This difficulty cumulated with the numerous laser reflections in the cylindrical
cavity led to setting with an important reduction of the available laser energy
for OH excitation.

4.3 Structure of V and M flames

The scope of this section is to describe the aerodynamics and flame topologies
of typical V and M flames stabilized in the setup with the different injectors.
A regime featuring intermittent V and M states is then described using fast
imaging.

4.3.1 Swirled flames stabilized by the central rod

Figure 4.3 shows inverse Abel deconvoluted images of typical V and M flames
with the injector set in configuration A. These images were obtained by record-
ing the broadband chemiluminescence of the flame with the CCD camera and
were averaged over 120 instantaneous snapshots. The hydrogen enrichment
Xfuel

H2
= 0.22 in the CH4/H2/air combustible mixture, swirl number S5 = 0.40

and bulk flow velocity U = 24.5 m ⋅ s−1 are the same, but the V flame is obtained
for an equivalence ratio φ = 0.58 and the M flame is observed for φ = 0.79.
The V flame is anchored on the central rod tip and features a flame front in
the Inner Shear Layer (ISL) between the swirling jet of reactants and the Inner
Recirculation Zone (IRZ) filled with burnt gases. The region delineated by the
white dashed triangle in the left image in Fig. 4.3 indicates that there is no
strong interaction of this V flame with the ORZ. The M flame in the right
image in Fig. 4.3 is also stabilized in the wake of the bluff-body, but features
a supplemental reaction layer in the Outer Shear Layer (OSL) penetrating the
ORZ. As a consequence, the M flame is more compact than the V flame and
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V-shape M-shape

10 mm 10 mm

Figure 4.3: Inverse Abel transformed images of swirled flames stabilized by the central
rod (injector in configuration A). Swirl number S5 = 0.40, hydrogen enrichment Xfuel

H2
=

0.22 and injection bulk velocity U = 24.5 m ⋅ s−1. Left : V flame at φ = 0.58. Right : M
flame at φ = 0.79.

features a wider IRZ but a shorter ORZ as already observed by Wicksall et al.
(2005). The flame angle of the reaction layer in the ISL increases thus dras-
tically (with respect to the main flow direction) in the case of an M flame.
This observation slightly differs with the simulations presented by Huang and
Yang (2004) where the flame angle decreased during the transition from a V to
an M flame and also with the simulations presented by Tay Wo Chong et al.
(2009) where the transition had no influence on the flame angle in the ISL. It
is however worth noting that the geometrical and flow configurations simulated
in these studies are also quite different from those investigated here.

The velocity field associated to V to M swirled flames anchored on the cen-
tral rod is now examined. Figures 4.4a and 4.4b show the trace of the mean
velocity field in the axial plane of the burner obtained by averaging over 200
instantaneous PIV measurements conducted under reacting conditions. The
conditions explored correspond to a swirl number S5 = 0.40, a hydrogen enrich-
ment Xfuel

H2
= 0.09, and a bulk injection velocity U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1. The flow field

in Fig. 4.4a is associated to a V flame obtained for φ = 0.60. Figure 4.4b shows
drastic changes of this flow field when the equivalence ratio is slightly increased
to φ = 0.64, all other conditions remaining identical. The flame has in this case
an M shape. These operating conditions are different than those presented in
Fig. 4.3 to highlight that V and M flame topologies can be found for a wide
range of operating conditions.

The different regions of the flow in Fig. 4.4 are indicated by overlaid color
contour plots of the velocity. The red contours indicate the structure of the
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Figure 4.4: Velocity fields of swirled flames anchored on the central bluff body (in-

jector in configuration A). Swirl number S5 = 0.40, hydrogen enrichment Xfuel

H2
= 0.09,

injection bulk velocity U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1. (a) V flame at φ = 0.60. (b) M flame at
φ = 0.64. Different regions of the flow are colored: jet of reactants (blue), IRZ (green),
and ORZ (red). Vector spacing is artificially increased to 1.27 mm to clarify the plots.
Left and right image boundaries delineate the flame tube made of quartz.
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V-shape M-shape

10 mm 10 mm

Figure 4.5: Inverse Abel transformed images of swirled flames stabilized aerody-
namically (injector in configuration B). Swirl number S6 = 0.68, hydrogen enrichment

Xfuel

H2
= 0, injection bulk velocity U = 13.7 m ⋅ s−1. Left : V flame at φ = 0.53. Right :

M flame at φ = 0.60. The left and right image boundaries correspond to the flame tube
in quartz.

velocity in the ORZ, the blue color is associated to velocity contours of the
swirling jet of reactants and the green color shows the structure of the mean
flow in the IRZ. Note that these contours do not correspond to streamlines
due to the strong azimuthal component of the flow imparted by the swirler.
The V and M flames feature both a jet of high velocity, an IRZ, and an ORZ.
The shape of the flame strongly modifies the size of the IRZ for about the
same flow injection conditions. Its width increases largely in the case of an
M flame. The ORZ, that includes two counter-rotating vortices in both cases
explored, is also modified and is shortened for the M flame. In both cases, the
jet impinges the combustor peripheral wall with relatively high velocities. This
is an important feature of the V and M swirled flames investigated in this study.
V to M topological transitions of the flame tip will be shown to be controlled
by flashback of the flame tip along the boundary layer of the quartz tube.
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4.3.2 Swirled flames stabilized aerodynamically

At higher swirling rates, flames can be stabilized aerodynamically away from
solid elements of the injector without the help of a central bluff body. This sta-
bilization mode is possible when the swirl number exceeds a certain threshold
value associated to a vortex breakdown of the flow along the burner axis (Gupta
et al. (1984)). Although the apparition of this hydrodynamic instability slightly
depends on the flow and injector configurations (Syred and Beér (1974)), it is
generally admitted that flows with swirl numbers larger than S = 0.6 feature
an IRZ that is favorable to stabilize flames aerodynamically.

Figure 4.5 shows the same type of flame images as in Fig. 4.3 but for the
injector set in configuration B. Images have been averaged here over 275 snap-
shots. These CH4/air flames are aerodynamically stabilized for a swirl number
S6 = 0.68 and a bulk injection velocity U = 13.7 m ⋅ s−1. The leanest flame
φ = 0.53 has a V shape and the slightly richer flame at φ = 0.60 takes an M
shape as already observed in Fig. 4.3 for another combustible mixture, swirling
rate, injector configuration, and bulk flow velocity. The velocity field is not pre-
sented for these aerodynamically stabilized swirling flames, but Fig. 4.5 clearly
indicates that the swirling jet exhausting the injector impinges the quartz tube
with relatively high velocities in both V and M flame cases.

This hierarchy between lean V and M flame topologies is always observed for all
geometrical configurations of the injector, combustible mixtures and injection
conditions explored. The probability of stabilizing an M flame always increases
for lean flames with equivalence ratios closer to unity. Note however that the
focus was set in this study on lean flame topologies relatively away from sto-
ichiometry and a systematic study was not carried out for lean flames with
equivalence ratios very close to unity or sligthly rich flames.

4.3.3 Flame stabilization in the OSL

Conditions for the stabilization of a reaction layer in the OSL are now exam-
ined in more details. Figure 4.6a and b show two examples of instantaneous
OH-PLIF images for the M flame described in Fig. 4.4b. The image on the
right of the axis in Fig. 4.6b does not correspond to the same instant as the
image on the left of the axis in Fig. 4.6a. One notices a strong fluorescence
signal close to the region where the high velocity jet interacts with the quartz
wall indicating that a flame front is hosted in this region. This reaction layer
also extends in the OSL and progresses upstream along the swirling jet of re-
actants towards the external rim of the injector nozzle. In some cases, this
supplemental reaction layer lies very close to the injection rim as in Fig. 4.6b.
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Figure 4.6: (a)-(b) Examples of instantaneous OH-PLIF images for the M flame
described in Fig. 4.4b (injector in configuration A). The image on the right of the
axis does not correspond to the same instant as the image on the left of the axis . (c)
Average image over 200 binarized OH-PLIF shots yielding the probability of presence of
burnt gases. Swirl number S5 = 0.40, hydrogen enrichment Xfuel

H2
= 0.09, bulk injection

velocity U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1 and equivalence ratio φ = 0.64.
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The OH fluorescence signal gives an indication on the flame front location and
the burnt gases location at elevated temperatures (Sadanandan et al. (2008),
Stöhr et al. (2011)). After binarization of 200 instantaneous OH-PLIF shots,
an average image yielding the probability of presence of burnt gases is plotted
in Fig. 4.6c. This image clearly highlights the M shape statistically taken by
the flame that stabilizes both in the ISL and OSL. One should also note that
the zone delimited by the dashed triangle in Figs. 4.6b and 4.6c is filled with
burnt gases even if the probability of presence of burnt gases deduced from the
exploitation of OH-PLIF images yields a low value. In this zone, the burnt gases
recirculate close to the combustor walls as shown in Fig. 4.4 and are cooled due
to heat losses. The chemical equilibrium of burnt gases is shifted towards H2O
due to the drop of enthalpy and the OH concentration is drastically reduced
(Davidson et al. (1989) and Lam et al. (2013)). Consequently, the OH-PLIF
signal drops rapidly, yielding an incorrect indication of the burnt gases proba-
bility. Another possible explanation is that the equilibrium is shifted towards
H2O due to heat losses in this region where the residence time of burnt gases
is high and the OH concentration is reduced. This phenomenon also yields a
lower OH-PLIF signal.

It is difficult to interpret the signal near the flame tip in the instantaneous
images in Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b and identify topology transitions with these diag-
nostics at a limited repetition rate. These transitions are detected using high
speed visualizations of the flame chemiluminescence with a high speed CMOS
camera. Figure 4.7 shows a typical sequence of the flame topology during the
transition from an initially V shape state to a final M shape flame. The condi-
tions explored correspond to a swirl number S5 = 0.40, an hydrogen enrichment
Xfuel

H2
= 0.28, a bulk injection velocity U = 18 m ⋅ s−1, and an equivalence ratio

φ = 0.54. For these flow conditions, the flame takes intermittently V and M
shapes without never lasting more than 0.1 s in a specific state.

The region delineated by the white triangle superimposed to the first and last
images in Fig. 4.7 represents the boundary of the ORZ for a V shaped flame.
This interrogation region is used to easily identify the shape taken by the flame.
During the transition, the flame shortens and penetrates within the ORZ in less
than 20 ms. At t = 0, the flame has a V shape and the reaction takes place
outside the region delimited by the triangle. The flame then protrudes progres-
sively within the OSL and reaches its maximum penetration in the OSL after
t = 16 ms. At t = 26 ms, the flame is still well established in the OSL and has
an M shape. This situation ceases after a certain duration t > 26 ms and the
flame takes back its initial V shape. These intermittent transitions take place
randomly with time.

These transitions observed for different flow injection conditions, combustible
mixtures and swirling rates are analyzed in the next sections with the help of a
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Figure 4.7: V to M shape transition captured with a high speed CMOS camera.
The white triangle delineates approximatively the ORZ boundaries and defines the
interrogation zone used in Fig. 4.9. The left and right boundaries in these images
respectively correspond to the burner axis and to the quartz tube wall. Swirl number
S5 = 0.40, hydrogen enrichment Xfuel

H2
= 0.28, bulk injection velocity U = 18 m ⋅ s−1 and

equivalence ratio φ = 0.54. Injector set in configuration A.

scenario based on the flashback of the flame tip protruding along the boundary
layer of the peripheral combustion chamber wall.

4.4 Flame topology transition model

It was shown in section 4.1, that the flashback of a flame along a boundary
layer may be described by a critical Karlovitz number, which is itself a function
of the Lewis number of the combustible mixture. The flashback propensity of a
laminar flame in the boundary layer of a wall increases when the Lewis number
is reduced as for example when hydrogen is used. It is conjectured here that the
transition between V and M flame topologies along the combustor peripheral
wall may be described in terms of a critical Karlovitz number Kac, function of
the mixture Lewis number Le, below which this topological bifurcation takes
place. These dimensionless numbers cannot be easily defined in the turbulent
flows considered. The objective of this section is to develop a reasonable model
to calculate these products.

For inclined laminar flames interacting with a wall, the following expression of
the Karlovitz number is retained (Kurdyumov et al. (2000)):

KaL = gδb/SL = αg/S2

L (4.1)

where g is the axial velocity gradient at the wall, SL indicates the laminar
burning velocity and δb stands for the quenching distance that can be replaced
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Figure 4.8: Schematics of the combustion chamber showing the main dimensions of
the jet, IRZ, and ORZ. The confinement ratio between the injection tube and com-
bustion chamber cross sections is denoted c. T1 and T2 respectively stand for the
temperature of fresh gases and burnt gases.

by the preheat flame thickness δb ≃ δ = α/SL where α is the thermal diffusivity
of the mixture. This expression may be used as the starting point to build a
Karlovitz number for turbulent swirled flames stabilized above the dump plane
of the combustor and interacting with the combustion chamber peripheral wall.
As already mentioned, it was not possible to measure the velocity field near the
wall with PIV. The velocity gradient g at the wall needs thus to be inferred
indirectly. This is realized with a global mass balance between the injection
tube and the flow in the combustion chamber. The following approximation is
used to estimate the velocity gradient g at the flame wall impingement location
(see Fig. 4.8):

g = U(1 − c)/B (4.2)

In this expression, U denotes the bulk flow velocity in the injection tube, c
corresponds to the confinement ratio between the injection tube and combustion
chamber cross sections and B indicates the width of the backward step. The
velocity gradient g at the combustor wall vanishes for very small and large steps
( lim
B→∞

g = 0 and lim
B→0

g = 0). In this study, these parameters take the following

values, c = 0.064 and B = 18 mm for injector A, and c = 0.058 and B = 19 mm
for injector B. The Karlovitz number takes then the form:

KaL = U(1 − c)
B

δb

SL
(4.3)
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Effects of turbulence were not included in this expression. In the present in-
vestigation, the flow rate and swirling strength are varied, so that a turbulent
burning rate needs to be considered as well. Assuming that the quenching dis-
tance is not drastically altered by turbulence (Poinsot et al. (1993), Bruneaux
et al. (1996)), the following expression for the turbulent Karlovitz number KaT

is retained:

KaT = U(1 − c)
B

δb

ST
= U(1 − c)

B

α

SLST
= g α

SLST
(4.4)

where ST is a turbulent flame speed.

Due to difficulties in measuring turbulent flame speeds close to walls, values
of ST are evaluated here from empirical correlations. This quantity is often
linked to velocity fluctuations due to the increase in the turbulent diffusivity
and flame surface density (Wenzel and Peters (2000), Poinsot and Veynante
(2005)). Bradley et al. (1992) have shown that for turbulent flames propa-
gating in closed vessels or for jet flames stabilized on unconfined burners, the
turbulent burning velocity S′T scales as S0.6

L v′0.4, where v′ stands for the root-
mean-square (rms) value of velocity fluctuations. One may find many other
correlations linking the turbulent flame speed to turbulent flow properties (Li-
patnikov and Chomiak (2005), Driscoll (2008)). These expressions however do
not account for the particular structure of swirling flows. It is thus worth ex-
amining an alternative correlation taking into account the rotation of the flow.

This problem was examined by Ishizuka (2002) for flames propagating along a
vortex axis within cylindrical tubes. He showed that in this case, the turbulent
flame speed is mainly a function of the laminar burning velocity and of the
azimuthal velocity of the rotating flow Sθ

T = [(ρu/ρb)S2

L + vwθmax
2]1/2, where ρb

and ρu respectively represent the burnt and unburnt gas densities and vwθmax

denotes the maximum azimuthal velocity reached by the vortical flow. This
expression clearly shows that a turbulent flame in a rotating flow has a flame
speed that increases with the azimuthal velocity. This is an important feature
that is also observed for swirling flows stabilized at the dump plate of a com-
bustor. When the swirl number increases, the flame generally protrudes deeper
upstream within the flow. This alternative correlation for the turbulent flame
speed will thus also be used in the next section to analyze the data.

In these expressions, the value used for the thermal diffusivity α is calculated
for the mixture composition at the adiabatic flame temperature. The laminar
burning velocity SL is determined by direct simulations of freely propagating
adiabatic planar flames with the detailed chemistry mechanism due to Lindst-
edt (1998) and the internally developed REGATH solver (Candel et al. (2011)).
Root-mean-square velocity fluctuations v′, needed for the calculations of S′T ,
and the maximum azimuthal velocities vwθmax, needed for the calculation of Sθ

T ,
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are deduced from LDV measurements at the injection tube outlet under non-
reactive conditions and without quartz tube to confine the flow.

As only lean combustible mixtures are considered in this study, with equivalence
ratios φ ranging from 0.5 to 1.0, the effective Lewis number Le of the mixture
is equal to that of the CH4/H2 blend, Le = Lefuel, which has been modeled by
Dinkelacker et al. (2011):

1

Lefuel = X
fuel
CH4

LeCH4

+ X fuel
H2

LeH2

(4.5)

where LeCH4
and LeH2

are the methane and hydrogen Lewis numbers in the
mixture and Xfuel

CH4
and Xfuel

H2
denote the molar fractions of methane and hydro-

gen in the fuel mixture. Values of the mixture Lewis number were determined
with a relative accuracy of 5% corresponding to the accuracy of the mixture
preparation with the mass flow controllers. The Karlovitz numbers calculated in
this study feature larger uncertainties because of the cumulation of inaccuracies
on calculations of the flame speed, thermal diffusivity and velocity gradient g
at the wall. The relative accuracy on the Karlovitz numbers determined in this
study is better than 10%. To further reduce inaccuracies, all experimental data
presented in this study were averaged over three reproducible measurements.

4.5 Analysis of flame shape transitions

4.5.1 Methodology

To simplify comparisons between experiments and model predictions, all critical
Karlovitz values Kac presented in the following are normalized by the critical
value calculated for a reference case defined by a swirl number S2 = 0.32, a
Lewis number Le = 0.75 and a velocity gradient g = 689 s−1 with the injector
set in configuration A. It is thus worth keeping in mind that the values of the
critical Karlovitz numbers presented in the following are relative with respect
to this reference case. Table 4.2 shows the operating conditions achievable with
the experimental setup.

As the Lewis number Le, the Karlovitz number Ka, and the velocity gradient
g at the wall are the main parameters that were identified in this study, it has
been decided to use these parameters for the combustible mixture preparation
and to operate the test rig. This means that the experiments presented below
were realized by changing directly the Lewis number Le at fixed Karlovitz Ka
number and velocity gradient g, or by changing Ka at fixed Le and g or by
changing g at fixed Le and Ka. This method significantly eased the detection
of flame topology transitions. When the Lewis number Le, the Karlovitz num-
ber Ka and the velocity gradient g of interest are chosen, the mass flow rates
of the different species injected are deduced and these data are used to trigger
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Table 4.2: Ranges of explored operating conditions.

Parameters of interest

Le Ka g ( s−1)
Min 0.55 0.05 350

Max 0.97 2.5 1300

Usual parameters

Xfuel
H2

φ U (m ⋅ s−1)
Min 0 0.5 7

Max 0.37 0.9 25

the mass flow controllers. The values for the equivalence ratio φ, the hydrogen
molar fraction in the fuel Xfuel

H2
and the bulk injection velocity U are finally

automatically reconstructed.

Flame topology charts are presented below. Results are first examined to reveal
effects of the Lewis number. Effects of the velocity gradient at the wall and of
the swirl number are discussed next.

4.5.2 Effects of the Lewis number

Figure 4.9a shows a typical chart of the flame topologies obtained for the ref-
erence swirl number S2 = 0.32 and the reference velocity gradient g = 689 s−1

when the Lewis number is varied. Shape transitions are found by setting the
Karlovitz number to an initial high value and this number is then progressively
reduced for a fixed mixture Lewis number. The definition retained for the
Karlovitz number is here given by Eq. 4.1. The critical Karlovitz number KaLc ,
which yields the transition from a V to an M flame, is reached for the flow
conditions corresponding to the first flashback event of a flame protruding in
the OSL detected by the CCD camera (Fig. 4.7). These experiments are then
repeated for combustible mixtures at different Lewis numbers. This yields the
upper transition curve with square symbols in Fig. 4.9a. The critical Karlovitz
numbers corresponding to an M to V shape transition are also found by repeat-
ing the experiments with small initial values of the Karlovitz number, which
are then progressively increased for fixed combustible mixture Lewis numbers.
This yields the bottom transition curve with circle symbols in Fig. 4.9a. It is
worth noting that the mixture equivalence ratio varies between φ = 0.53 and
φ = 0.69 to cover the regions plotted in Fig. 4.9a.

This figure shows that the propensity of topology bifurcation increases when
the Lewis number of the combustible mixture decreases. It also shows that
the Lewis number is an appropriate dimensionless number to examine these
transitions. This observation is fully consistent with results obtained for flash-
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ϕ = 0.53

ϕ = 0.55

ϕ = 0.69

ϕ = 0.64

Figure 4.9: (a) Critical KaLc as a function of Le for g = 689 s−1 and S2 = 0.32 with
the injector set in configuration A. V to M shape transitions (square symbols). M to
V shape transitions (circle symbols). Blue and red stars indicate operating conditions
corresponding to the chronographs presented in (b) and (c) plotting the mean normal-
ized pixel intensity (red dots) in the interrogation zone defined in Fig. 4.7. These
graphs give an indication on the shape taken by the flame as a function of time. (b)
Results for the blue star operating conditions Le = 0.70, KaL = 1.12 in (a). (c) Results
for the red star operating conditions Le = 0.75, KaL = 0.84 in (a).
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back of laminar flames along the boundary layer of a wall (Kurdyumov et al.
(2000)) and confirms similarities between the topological transitions observed
in this study and the flashback of flames along a wall. One can already conclude
that the critical Karlovitz number is a function of the mixture Lewis number :
KaLc =KaLc (Le).

For a given Lewis number, a zone separates regions with well defined flame
shapes in Fig. 4.9a. V flames are found for large Karlovitz numbers. M flames
are found for small Karlovitz numbers. In between these regions, the flame
takes intermittently a V or an M shape. This zone is delimited by the two
critical Karlovitz boundaries corresponding to V to M shape and M to V shape
transitions. Figure 4.9b shows a plot indicating the shape taken by the flame as
a function of time for Le= 0.70 and a Karlovitz number slightly below the V to
M critical transition value for this combustible mixture (blue star in Fig. 4.9a).
The indicator retained to identify the flame shape is the normalized average
pixel intensity integrated over the triangle region shown in Figs. 4.3 or 4.7. This
flame stabilizes mainly with a V shape, but different flashback events along the
peripheral combustion chamber wall occur yielding an M flame state, as for
example around times t = 5 s, t = 12 s or t = 25 s. During these short periods,
the flame is protruding in the OSL but cannot be stabilized with an M shape
for a long duration and transits back to its initial V shape.

Figure 4.9c shows a similar plot for Le = 0.75 and a value of the Karlovitz
number lying close to the center of the intermittent zone where the flame state
is not well defined (red star in Fig. 4.9a). In this case, the probability to find a
V or an M flame is close to 0.5. This value is in agreement with the separation
distance between the M to V shape and V to M shape boundaries. In the
following, only transitions from V to M flame topologies are characterized.

4.5.3 Effects of the velocity gradient

Experiments at the reference swirl number S2 = 0.32 are now conducted by
varying the injection bulk velocity from U = 8.8 to 19.1 m ⋅ s−1 to analyze effects
of the velocity gradient g on the previous results. Measurements are carried
out for different hydrogen enrichments in the combustible mixture featuring
decreasing Lewis numbers Le=0.80, 0.70, 0.60 and for a combustible mixture
with pure methane having a Lewis number Le = 0.97. Values of the critical
velocity gradient g, corresponding to flow conditions where the V to M flame
transition takes place, are plotted as a function of S2

L/α in Fig. 4.10a for the four
combustible mixtures explored. It is first interesting to note that the different
curves do not correspond to straight lines. This is in contrast with predictions
from Eq. (4.1) that is reproduced here:

g = KaLc (Le) × S
2

L

α
(4.6)
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Figure 4.10: Velocity gradient g at bifurcation as a function of (a) S2

L/α, (b) S′TSL/α
and (c) Sθ

TSL/α for four different Lewis numbers Le = 0.60 △, 0.70 ×, 0.80 ◻, and
0.97 ○ with a swirl number S2 = 0.32 (injector set in configuration A). Dashed lines
show linear regressions of the data. Blue error bars give an indication of uncertainties.
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Figure 4.11: Axial (a), azimuthal (b), and radial (c) mean velocities as a function
of the radial distance to the burner axis for a swirl number S2 = 0.32 (θ2 = 30○) and
for different values of velocity gradients g= 457 ○, 545 ⊲, 644 ◻, 734 ⊳, 827 ×, 920
▽, and 994 △ s−1. Measurements were realized by LDV at 1 mm above the central
rod tip under non-reactive conditions and without quartz tube to confine the flow. The
injector set in configuration A is represented in gray to ease reading.
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Figure 4.12: Axial (a), azimuthal (b), and radial (c) rms velocity fluctuations as a
function of the radial distance to the burner axis for a swirl number S2 = 0.32 (θ2 = 30○)
and for different values of velocity gradients g= 457 ○, 545 ⊲, 644 ◻, 734 ⊳, 827 ×,
920 ▽, and 994 △ s−1. Measurements were realized by LDV at 1 mm above the central
rod tip under non-reactive conditions and without quartz tube to confine the flow. The
injector set in configuration A is represented in gray to ease reading.
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This expression indicates that KaLc should be invariant for a fixed Lewis num-
ber Le. Linear regressions of the experimental data intercept the Y-axis in
Fig. 4.10a at negative values. The mean value for the four configurations inves-
tigated yields g0 = −584 s−1 when S2

L/α = 0. The regression correlation factor
R2 of the different linear fits are relatively good (R2 = 0.963 in average), but
these results indicate that estimates of the critical transition Karlovitz number
based only on laminar flow properties cannot fully capture the V to M flame
topology bifurcations observed here at different bulk flow injection conditions.

The swirling flow being turbulent, the flame speed differs from the laminar
burning velocity SL. A correlation for the turbulent flame speed ST may then
be used to replace SL and estimate the corresponding critical Karlovitz number
KaTc where V to M shape transition takes place. As already mentioned, the
thermal flame thickness SL/α is less modified by turbulence (Bruneaux et al.
(1996)), it is thus natural to examine results obtained for the critical velocity
gradient g as a function of STSL/α (see Eq. (4.4)).

The first type of correlation tested for the turbulent flame speed assumes a link
with turbulent fluctuations of the flow field. The one tested here is S′T = S0.6

L v′0.4

(Bradley et al. (1992)). To use this correlation, the root-mean-square (rms)
velocity fluctuation level v′ needs to be determined. The axial, azimuthal, and
radial velocity components were thus measured by LDV at the injection nozzle
outlet, 1 mm above the rod tip. Data for the mean quantities are presented in
Fig. 4.11 as a function of the radial distance r to the burner axis. Mean axial
velocity profiles show a weak IRZ (for ∣r∣ < 3 mm) in the wake of the central
bluff-body. The swirling rate S2 = 0.32 is here insufficient to induce vortex
breakdown (S2 < 0.60). Due to the difficulty to align the central rod exactly on
the axis of the injection tube, velocity profiles feature small asymmetries. It
was checked that these asymmetries have a negligible impact on the observed
flame transitions. The axial rms velocity profiles plotted in Fig. 4.12a take
high values in the ISL and OSL, but feature roughly constant levels in the jet
of reactants and in the IRZ. Fluctuations increase in the IRZ at low injection
velocities. This phenomenon is emphasized for azimuthal rms velocities shown
in Fig. 4.12b.

The rms velocity data in the different directions are now used to calculate the
velocity fluctuation v′ = [v′z2 + v′θ2 + v′r2]1/2 needed to estimate the turbulent
flame speed S′T , where the axial v′z, azimuthal v′θ, and radial v′r rms velocity fluc-
tuations are first averaged over the injection section between 3 mm < ∣r∣ < 7 mm.
Results shown in Fig. 4.13a indicate that the axial v′z and radial v′r velocity
fluctuations averaged over the jet cross section both linearly increase with the
velocity gradient g, or equivalently with the injection bulk velocity U . The
situation is reversed for the azimuthal velocity fluctuation v′θ averaged over the
injection cross section that decreases linearly with g. As a consequence, the
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Figure 4.13: (a) Axial ◯, azimuthal ◻, and radial △ rms velocity fluctuations av-
eraged over the jet cross section as a function of the velocity gradient g (injector set
in configuration A). Black cross symbols × stand for the rms velocity fluctuation level

v′ = [v′2z + v′2θ + v′2r]1/2. (b) Maximum axial ◯, azimuthal ◻, and radial △ mean veloc-
ities as a function of g. Absolute values of azimuthal and radial velocities are plotted
to ease comparisons.
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resulting rms value v′ only slightly increases with g.

Values for v′ can now be used to calculate S′T = S0.6
L v′0.4 and analyze effects of

the velocity gradient g = U(1− c)/B on flame topology transitions. Results are
plotted in Fig. 4.10b as a function of S′TSL/α. Linear regressions of the data do
not improve compared to results presented in Fig. 4.10a as a function of S2

L/α
obtained by considering a laminar burning velocity. Tests were also conducted
for S′2T /α and yielded no improvement. One may thus safely conclude that tur-
bulent velocity fluctuations do not participate, at least to the leading order, to
the transition of the flame topologies observed along the peripheral combustion
chamber wall when the injection velocity U is varied.

Reduction of the data is now attempted with the model proposed by Ishizuka
(2002) for the turbulent flame speed Sθ

T = [(ρu/ρb)S2

L + vwθmax
2]1/2. In this ex-

pression, vwθmax is the maximum azimuthal velocity of the swirling flow at the
location of the flame/wall interaction. As already mentioned, it was not possi-
ble to measure the azimuthal velocity component of the swirling flow near the
cylindrical tube where the flame tip impinges the wall due to strong reflections
of the laser sheet on the quartz tube. Values for vwθmax in the flame tube are
deduced here from measurements made at the injection tube outlet. The main
difference is due to the expansion of the swirling flow between the injection
tube and the flame tube cross sections. The maximum azimuthal velocity at
the combustor peripheral wall vwθmax, where the flame tip impinges the quartz
tube, is here deduced from the maximum azimuthal velocity vθmax reached by
the flow at the injection tube outlet assuming a solid body rotation (Gupta
et al. (1984)): vwθmaxRc = vθmaxRi, where Ri and Rc stand for the radius of the
injection tube and flame tube respectively. This model is admittedly a rough
approximation of reality, but it will be shown to capture the main physics of
the problem considered. These data are deduced from the azimuthal velocity
profiles plotted in Fig. 4.11b.

The evolution of this maximum azimuthal velocity vθmax at the injector tube
outlet is presented in Fig. 4.13b in addition to the evolution of the maximal
axial vzmax and radial vrmax velocity components. The measured critical ve-
locity gradient g is plotted as a function of Sθ

TSL/α in Fig. 4.10c. In contrast
to the previous correlations tested, the critical velocity gradient g now linearly
increases with Sθ

TSL/α for the four mixture Lewis numbers tested. The linear
regression correlation factor R2 is now very close to unity (R2 = 0.9992 in av-
erage). Data also intercept the Y-axis in Fig. 4.10c with positive values. The
mean value g0 = 122 s−1 is closer to the origin compared to that found with the
previous correlations. These results are also consistent with those presented in
Fig. 4.9a as the slope of the linear regressions increases when the Lewis number
of the mixture decreases.
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Figure 4.14: Abel deconvoluted averaged images of the flame chemiluminescence for
different swirl numbers S for g = 689 s−1 (U = 13.3 m ⋅ s−1), Le = 0.75 and KaL = 1.31
(injector set in configuration A). The white horizontal dashed lines indicate the flame
height on the central axis.

These results indicate that the azimuthal velocity component of the swirling
flow is an important element that needs to be considered to analyze flame tip
topology bifurcations, and in particular the transition from V to M swirling
flames interacting with the combustor peripheral wall. The model proposed
relying on a turbulent flame speed correlated to the azimuthal velocity yields
the best agreement with experiments. V to M shape transitions occur in this
combustor when:

Kaθ ≤ Kaθc = (g − g0) α

SLS
θ
T

(4.7)

where g0 denotes the mean value of the velocity gradient when Sθ
T vanishes.

This value should be theoretically equal to zero, but experiments yield a small
bias g0 = 122 s−1. Further experiments also show that this residual velocity
gradient g0 slightly depends on the combustible mixture Lewis number and on
the swirling rate, but these effects are not taken into account in the following
and g0 will be considered equal to zero. To further challenge the proposed
model, the bifurcation propensity of these swirling flames is examined in the
next section by varying the rotation rate imparted to the flow.

4.6 Effects of swirl

Effects of swirl on the flame topology are first examined for low swirl numbers
when the flame is anchored on the central rod (configuration A in Fig. 1.11b).
The case of aerodynamically stabilized flames with a higher swirl number is
then examined (configuration B in Fig. 1.11b).
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Figure 4.15: Critical Karlovitz number calculated with (a) laminar flow quantities
KaLc and with (b) Eq. (4.7) Kaθc as a function of the combustible mixture Lewis number
Le when g = 689 s−1 and for different swirl numbers S1 = 0.30 ⋆, S2 = 0.32 ◻, S3 = 0.35○, S4 = 0.37 △ and S5 = 0.40 ×. The green star indicates operating conditions for the
flame images presented in Fig. 4.14. The injector is set in configuration A.
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4.6.1 Swirled flames anchored on the central rod

Figure 4.14 shows images of the flame chemiluminescence recorded with the
CCD camera averaged over 170 snapshots when the swirl number S is varied
for a fixed CH4/H2/air combustible mixture composition and a fixed velocity
gradient g = 689 s−1 corresponding to a bulk injection velocity U = 13.3 m ⋅ s−1.
The corresponding Lewis and Karlovitz numbers are equal to Le = 0.75 and
KaL = 1.31. This figure clearly indicates that the swirl has a strong impact
on the flame topology. For swirl numbers S < S4 = 0.37, the flame features a
V shape and takes an M shape for values higher than S ≥ S5 = 0.40. In the
case of V shaped flames, the IRZ bubble width increases and the flame height
measured on the burner axis decreases when the swirl number S increases. For
a swirl number S4 = 0.37, the flame lies in the intermittent regime where the
shape is not well defined, but with a predominant V shape state. The corre-
sponding mean image results mainly from an accumulation of snapshots where
the flame features a V shape, but it also includes several snapshots where the
flame has an M shape. This results in a blurred image close to the peripheral
wall where it is difficult to precisely determine the boundaries of the flame close
to the ORZ. Figure 4.14 confirms that swirl needs to be taken into account to
characterize V to M flame topology bifurcations of swirl flames featuring the
same combustible mixture and injection conditions.

Figure 4.15a shows the evolution of the critical Karlovitz number KaLc cal-
culated with laminar flow quantities when V to M flame shape transitions
take place. This quantity is plotted as a function of the Lewis number of
the combustible mixture for different swirl numbers. As already observed in
Fig. 4.14, the bifurcation from a V to M flame is promoted when the swirl
number increases. This observation holds for a wide range of Lewis numbers
in Fig. 4.15a. A family of transition curves is obtained for the different swirl
numbers explored. They all follow the same evolution, but the different data
do not collapse on the same curve in Fig. 4.15a.

The same data are now plotted in Fig. 4.15b as a function of the critical
Karlovitz number Kaθc calculated with Eq. (4.7), where g0 was set to zero to
simplify the problem. The maximum azimuthal velocity vwθmax needed for the
calculation of Kaθc is deduced from the velocity profiles plotted in Fig. 4.16 as-
suming a solid body rotation vwθmaxRc = vθmaxRi. Raising the swirl number from
S1 = 0.30 to S5 = 0.40 increases the maximum azimuthal velocity reached by the
flow at the injection tube outlet from vθmax = 6.2 m ⋅ s−1 to vθmax = 8.3 m ⋅ s−1
for the same bulk injection velocity U = 13.3 m ⋅ s−1. The axial velocity is not
affected by the swirl intensity. Using values deduced for vwθmax in Eq. (4.7),
the data now fall roughly on the same curve in Fig. 4.15b with a relatively
limited dispersion. The model Eq. (4.7) yields thus a reasonable collapse of
data gathered for the different swirl numbers explored. This indicates that the
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Figure 4.16: Axial (a) and azimuthal (b) mean velocity components of the swirling
jet of reactants as a function of the radial distance to the burner axis for a velocity
gradient g = 689 s−1 (U = 13.3 m ⋅ s−1) and different swirl numbers S1 = 0.30 ×, S2 = 0.32
○, S3 = 0.35 ⊲, S4 = 0.37 ◻ and S5 = 0.40 ⊳. Measurements were realized by LDV at
1 mm above the central rod tip under non-reactive conditions and without quartz tube
to confine the flow. The injector set in configuration A is represented in gray to ease
reading.
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Figure 4.17: Mean axial ○ and azimuthal ◻ velocity components as a function of
the radial distance to the burner axis for a swirl number S6 = 0.68 (θ6 = 61○) and a
velocity gradient g = 545 s−1 (U = 11.0 m ⋅ s−1). Reproduced from Durox et al. (2013).
Measurements were realized by LDV at z = 2 mm above the injection nozzle outlet
under non-reactive conditions with a 50 mm diameter quartz tube to confine the flow.
The injector set in configuration B is shown in gray to ease reading.

correlation of Ishizuka (2002) for the turbulent flame speed Sθ
T of vortical flows

captures relatively well the physics associated to the stabilization of swirling
flames at low to moderate swirl numbers when S ≤ 0.40.
These experiments further confirm the flashback mechanism taking place along
the peripheral wall of the combustor and controlling V to M flame topology
transitions. The proposed criterion Eq. (4.7) allows to reproduce the topo-
logical bifurcations observed in the setup when the bulk injection velocity is
doubled from U = 8.8 to 19.1 m ⋅ s−1 and for combustible mixtures featuring
Lewis numbers within 0.55 ≤ Le ≤ 1. In these experiments, the swirl number
featured only limited variations by about 33% from S = 0.30 to 0.40 in a config-
uration where the flame is anchored on a central bluff body when the injector
is set in configuration A. The swirling rate is in theses cases relatively low, and
it is interesting to examine a situation with a higher swirl.

4.6.2 Swirled flames stabilized aerodynamically

When the swirl number increases and exceeds the value above which vortex
breakdown takes place, swirled flames can be stabilized aerodynamically with-
out central bluff body. V to M flame topology transitions are studied in this
case when the injector is set in configuration B. This configuration is explored
for CH4/air mixtures at a swirl number S6 = 0.68 (Fig. 4.5).

The velocity vwθmax is now deduced from LDV measurements plotted in Fig. 4.17.
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It is then possible to plot the critical velocity gradient g corresponding to V to
M shape transitions as a function of Sθ

TSL/α for the aerodynamically stabilized
swirled flames at S6 = 0.68 and compare the results to those obtained for the
reference swirled flames stabilized by a central rod and featuring a lower swirl
number S2 = 0.32. Data obtained for the two swirled flames are not super-
imposed in Fig. 4.18 (S2 = 0.32 and S6 = 0.68 - no dissipation data points).
However, experiments conducted at S6 = 0.68 also yield a linear evolution of
the critical velocity gradient. A linear regression of these data intercepts the Y-
axis with a similar value as in the case where S2 = 0.32. The difference between
the transition curves for rod stabilized and aerodynamically stabilized swirled
flames may be reduced by accounting for dissipation of swirl in the flame tube
(Syred and Beér (1974), Gupta et al. (1984)).

In the experiments presented, the swirling jet of the aerodynamically stabilized
V flames impinges the combustor peripheral wall at a much higher distance
above the injection plane in Fig. 4.5 than the swirled flames stabilized on the
central rod presented in Fig. 4.3. This position is located 61 mm above the
dump plane in Fig. 4.3 for a rod stabilized swirled V flame and at 90 mm in
Fig. 4.5 for the aerodynamically stabilized swirled flame. It is known that
the azimuthal velocity of a swirling jet decays with the axial distance to the
burner. This is mainly due to dissipation effects. It is generally found that
the maximum azimuthal velocity vθmax decays as z−β (Syred and Beér (1974),
Gupta et al. (1984), Ishizuka (1990)), where z denotes the axial distance to
the injection plane and β is a positive number. This coefficient depends on the
flow topology. It takes values ranging between β = 0.5 for a rotating flame in
a cylindrical tube (Ishizuka (1990)) and β = 2 for a swirled free jet (Syred and
Beér (1974)). In our case, this value is taken equal to unity β = 1 as in Gupta
et al. (1984).

With this correction, the azimuthal velocity is reduced by about 32% for a
swirled jet impinging the combustor peripheral wall at z = 90 mm compared
to a situation where it would impinge the wall at z = 61 mm for the same
injection bulk velocity. This difference is taken into account in the calculation
of the maximum azimuthal velocity vwθmax needed to estimate an appropriate
value for Sθ

T at the swirled flame tip impingement location. It allows to directly
compare results obtained for the swirled flames stabilized aerodynamically and
those found for swirled flames stabilized by a central rod that do not impinge
the combustor peripheral wall at the same location.

Using this correction for the maximum azimuthal velocity vwθmax, data obtained
for aerodynamically stabilized swirled flames at S6 = 0.68 are now superimposed
in Fig. 4.18 to the data obtained for rod stabilized swirled flames at S2 = 0.32.
This indicates that the model Eq. (4.7) captures well V to M shape transitions
for both swirled flames provided that the value of vwθmax at the V flame tip im-
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Figure 4.18: Velocity gradient g corresponding to V to M bifurcations as a function
of Sθ

TSL/α for the aerodynamically stabilized flames (Le = 0.97, injector set in con-
figuration B, S6 = 0.68) with (black body triangles) and without (hollow body triangles)
accounting for dissipation effects in the flame tube. Values for rod stabilized flames
(Le = 0.97, injector set in configuration A, S2 = 0.32) are represented by black circles.
Dashed lines show linear regressions of the data. The blue error bars give an indication
of uncertainties.

pinging the peripheral wall may be estimated adequately. This demonstrates
that the model built to characterize shape bifurcations of swirled flames stabi-
lized by a central bluff body with moderate swirl numbers 0.3 ≤ S ≤ 0.4 yields
also reasonable results for swirl numbers up to S = 0.68 and for aerodynamically
stabilized flames.

These results suggest that the mechanisms controlling flame shape transitions
are similar for rod stabilized and aerodynamically stabilized swirled flames. For
the same operating conditions that the ones investigated in this work, Moeck
et al. (2012) reported the presence of a PVC for the aerodynamically stabilized
flames with S = 0.68. Rod stabilized flames with S ≤ 0.4 do not feature a PVC.
This demonstrates that the PVC does not influence flame topology bifurcations,
at least to the leading order. These results contrast with the observations of
Steinberg et al. (2013) and Terhaar et al. (2014). They reported that the
sudden V to M shape transition of premixed swirled flames was triggered by
the formation of PVC.

4.7 Conclusion

An experimental analysis of V/M flame topology transitions has been carried
out for swirled flames interacting with the combustion chamber peripheral wall.
It has been demonstrated that the stabilization regimes of V and M flames can
be delineated by considering a flashback mechanism of the V flame tip along
the boundary layer of the combustor peripheral wall. These different flame
topologies are well delimited by considering a diagram of the Karlovitz number
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plotted as a function of the combustible Lewis mixture, which is often used to
delineate flashback of laminar flames along walls. Transitions between V to M
flame topologies take place when the Karlovitz number drops below a critical
value Kac.

Transition curves between V to M flame topologies and transition curves be-
tween M to V flame topologies do not collapse in this diagram and feature an
intermediate zone where the mean shape of the flame is not well defined and
switches between these two intermittent states. In this region, the probability
for a swirled flame to take a V or an M shape increases when the operating
conditions are closer to the stable V shape flame region or to the stable M
shape flame region respectively.

For a fixed Lewis number of the combustible mixture, the critical Karlovitz
number where the V to M flame shape bifurcation takes place was shown to be
a function of the swirl. A model for the critical value Kac was proposed based
on a velocity gradient g calculated with the injection bulk flow velocity U , the
laminar flame thickness α/SL and a turbulent flame speed Sθ

T that is related
to the maximum azimuthal velocity vθmax reached by the swirling jet at the
nozzle outlet and to the laminar burning velocity: Kac ≃ gα/(SLSθ

T ).
Using this definition of the critical Karlovitz number, it was possible to roughly
collapse the data where V to M flame topology transitions take place for dif-
ferent bulk flow injection velocities varying from U = 7 to 25 m⋅s−1, for lean
combustible mixtures with equivalence ratios comprised between φ = 0.5 and 0.9
and with Lewis numbers covering the range 0.55 ≤ Le ≤ 0.97. This is valid for
bluff body anchored and aerodynamically stabilized swirled flames with swirl
numbers comprised between 0.30 ≤ S ≤ 0.68.
It is difficult to provide absolute values of the critical Karlovitz numbers leading
to V/M flame topology transitions and only relative values with respect to a
reference case were presented in this study. The type of analysis developed in
this study may however be used to guide the scaling of injectors and combus-
tion chambers featuring the same flame topologies.

Further work needs to consider heat losses to the combustor peripheral wall as
an additional mechanism altering these flame topology transitions. Heat losses
to walls are known to delay flashback of laminar flames and were not considered
in the present study. It is finally worth recalling that the flashback mechanism
identified and analyzed in this study only holds when the swirling jet of re-
actants impinges the combustion chamber peripheral wall at a relatively high
velocity. For combustion chamber featuring a larger cross section or swirled
jets with a lower impulsion at the injection nozzle outlet, or any situations
where the V flame tip is not directly in contact with the combustion cham-
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ber peripheral wall, V/M flame topology transitions are associated to different
mechanisms than those described in this chapter.





Chapter 5

Analysis of V to M shape
transitions of weakly confined
premixed CH4/H2/air swirling
flames

The objective of this chapter is to improve the knowledge of the physics leading
to topology transitions in a swirled combustor when the flame does not interact
directly with the combustor peripheral walls. Experiments are conducted for a
fixed low swirl number with a flame stabilized by the central rod. Effects of the
combustible mixture composition, heat losses, and strain rate are investigated.

The experimental setup used for this investigation, the diagnostics and the flow
conditions explored are presented in section 5.1. The impact of the hydrogen
enrichment in the fuel blend is analyzed in section 5.2, before considering the
influence of the thermal boundaries of the combustor in section 5.3. Finally,
the combined effects of heat losses and strain rate are analyzed experimentally
and numerically in Sec. 5.4

5.1 Experimental setup

5.1.1 Combustor

The experimental setup used for these experiments is presented in Fig. 5.1. The
flow is put in rotation by the radial swirling vane featuring a fixed vanes angle
θ = 35○. This yields a swirl number S = 0.4 measured at the outlet of the in-
jector (see Fig. 1.9). A 6 mm diameter central rod installed on the burner axis
helps anchoring the flame at the injection unit outlet 2 mm above the dump
plane. The flame is stabilized in a squared combustion chamber featuring four
quartz windows. One quartz window can also be replaced by a water-cooled
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the test-rig with the diagnostics. The position of thermo-
couples is indicated by red circles. Blue stars denote the position of Laser Induced
Phosphorescence (LIP) measurements on a quartz window of the chamber and on the
injector dump plane.
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stainless-steel wall as shown in Fig. 1.7. This element is used to modify the wall
temperature of the combustion chamber by adjusting the water mass flowrate,
ṁwater, through the cooling channels.

The burner is operated here with equivalence ratios 0.70 < φ < 0.79 at a con-
stant thermal power of 4 kW. Experiments presented in this chapter were thus
conducted at a roughly fixed bulk flow velocity U = 14 m.s−1 at the injector
outlet.

5.1.2 Diagnostics

Particle Imaging Velocimetry (see Sec. 2.5) is used to characterize the flow
under reactive conditions. Longitudinal and transverse planar Laser Induced
Fluorescence of the hydroxyl radical (see Sec. 2.4) measurements are carried out
to delineate the location of the flame front and burnt gases and infer the shape
taken by the flame. The Nd:YAG laser was tuned to excite the Q1(6) transition
of OH at 282.927 nm. Fluorescence was imaged onto a 512(H)x512(V)-pixels2

ICCD camera (Princeton Instruments, PIMax) equipped with a 40 nm band-
pass filter (Semrock, FF01-320/40) centered at 320 nm. Images within trans-
verse planes were recorded off-axis through a quartz wall. The rotation of the
plane of sharp focus was achieved using a Scheimpflug adapter. The geometri-
cal distortions induced were corrected during post-processing of the OH-PLIF
images.

The chemiluminescence of the flame is also used to infer the shape taken by
the flame. Chemiluminescence imaging is realized with an ICCD camera. The
chemiluminescence signal is also collected with two PMT recording the light
originating from different regions of the flame. These data are used to deter-
mine the time resolved flame shape. The first PMT (see Sec. 2.3) records the
signal emitted from the entire reaction region and a second PMT probes the
signal originating from the OSL as shown in Fig. 5.2. The instantaneous shape
of the flame is deduced with a high repetition rate of 20 kHz by comparing the
two PMT signals.

Laser Induced Phosphorescence measurements (see Sec. 2.6) are also carried out
to determine the temperatures of the quartz walls and of the dump plane of the
combustion chamber at different locations. Only one of the four quartz walls is
covered with phosphor over its full width and over 1/3 of its height starting from
the dump plane. The conductive resistance of this wall is thus weakly altered.
Radiative transfers may also be slightly modified due to a decrease in the wall
transmittance. OH-PLIF experiments were thus conducted in the presence of
the painted wall to take these phenomena into account. In the ORZ, the fluid
that is loosing enthalpy by heat transfer to the combustor walls is interacting
with the reactive region. The temperature of the burnt gases in the ORZ near
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the chemiluminescence setup used to infer the time-resolved
flame shape.

the OSL of the swirling jet is measured to characterize its influence on the flame
topology. These measurements were realized with thermocouples penetrating
the ORZ through one of the four vertical steel bars holding the quartz walls at
the corners of the combustion chamber. Two additional 1.5 mm diameter type
K thermocouples TC1 and TC2 shown in Fig. 5.1 are used to probe the surface
temperature of the same steel bar at two different heights.

5.2 Effect of H2 enrichment

The influence of the hydrogen enrichment on the topology of the flames is
demonstrated in Fig. 5.3 by examining the OH∗ chemiluminescence distribu-
tion in axial planes for 0.55 < Xfuel

H2
< 0.86. These images were obtained by

accumulating the light over 100 ms. The height of the flame decreases rapidly
with hydrogen enrichment. This results from the change in the laminar burning
velocity that increases from SL = 0.31 m ⋅ s−1 when Xfuel

H2
= 0.55 and φ = 0.70 to

SL = 0.66 m ⋅ s−1 for Xfuel
H2
= 0.86 and φ = 0.70. Secondly, flames with Xfuel

H2
< 0.70

take a V shape while for Xfuel
H2
≥ 0.70, OH∗ emission is also detectable in the

OSL. The intensity of the signal in the OSL increases with the hydrogen en-
richment. A possible explanation is that in many snapshots used to obtain
the average images shown in Fig. 5.3, the flame stabilizes with an M shape.
However, the signal intensity originating from the OSL is lower than the one in
the ISL. Another possibility is that OH∗ emission from the flame front located
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Figure 5.3: Abel deconvoluted images of the OH* chemiluminescence integrated over
100 ms for Xfuel

H2
= 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, 0.75, 0.78, 0.80, 0.82, 0.84, and 0.86. Only

one half of each flame is represented.

in the OSL is less intense.

Figure 5.4a shows instantaneous OH-PLIF images in the axial and transverse
planes for a hydrogen enrichment Xfuel

H2
= 0.60. The flame is in this case only

anchored on the central rod tip and takes a V shape. The flame front lies in
the ISL formed between the fresh combustible jet mixture and the IRZ filled
with burnt gases. Figures 5.4b to 5.4d show different snapshots of the OH-
PLIF signal when the hydrogen concentration is increased to Xfuel

H2
= 0.70. At

this higher hydrogen enrichment, the flame is still anchored on the central rod,
but the flame intermittently switches between a V (Fig. 5.4b) and an M shape
(Fig. 5.4d). The M flame features an additional reaction front in the OSL
comprised between the swirling jet and the ORZ. An intermediate asymmetric
state also exists where an additional reaction front protrudes in the OSL, but
the reaction does not cover the full azimuthal plane as shown in Fig. 5.4c.

Figure 5.5 maps the probability distribution of the presence of burnt gases ob-
tained by averaging over 1000 instantaneous binarized OH-PLIF images in the
transverse plane 5 mm above the central rod tip. Results are examined when
the hydrogen concentration increases from Xfuel

H2
= 0.55 to 0.78. The inner red

circle in these images indicates the size of the IRZ in the wake of the central
rod. It has a diameter slightly larger than 6 mm that increases with hydrogen
enrichment. This region is always filled with burnt gases yielding a probability
p = 1. The additional ring appearing in images Fig. 5.5c-f lies in the OSL region
that eventually hosts a flame front. The probability of this annular region to
be filled with burnt gases increases with the hydrogen enrichment from p = 0.01
for Xfuel

H2
= 0.55. to p = 0.41 for Xfuel

H2
= 0.78. These probabilities are smoothly

distributed along the azimuthal direction in all transverse cuts explored. It
can be concluded that the flame is roughly axisymmetric in average even if
the combustion chamber has a square cross section. This is probably the case
because the flame lies far away from the combustor walls.

Kim et al. (2010) found that the propensity of a premixed swirling flame to
stabilize with an M shape depends on its laminar burning velocity. Figure 5.6
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Figure 5.5: Averages over 1000 binarized transverse OH-PLIF images giving an
indication of the presence of unburnt and burnt gases. The probability to stabilize an
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Figure 5.6: M shape probability measured by OH-PLIF (left axis) and calculated
laminar burning velocity SL (right axis) as a function of the hydrogen enrichment. All
flames feature an equivalence ratio φ = 0.70 except one where φ = 0.79 (blue symbols).

plots the evolution of the M shape probability measured by OH-PLIF and of
the calculated laminar burning velocity SL as a function of the hydrogen en-
richment. The M shape probability increases with the laminar burning velocity
as observed by Kim et al. (2010). The calculated laminar burning velocity is
SL = 0.31 m ⋅ s−1 for the case Xfuel

H2
= 0.55 and φ = 0.70 shown in Fig. 5.5a. It

reaches the same value SL = 0.42 m ⋅ s−1 for Xfuel
H2
= 0.70 and φ = 0.70 shown in

Fig. 5.5d, and for Xfuel
H2
= 0.55 and φ = 0.79 shown in Fig. 5.5g. These results

show that two different M shape probabilities can be obtained with the same
laminar burning velocity. The laminar burning velocity is then not the main
parameter controlling these shape bifurcations.

It is also worth interpreting these results by examining the adiabatic flame tem-
perature reached by these flames featuring the same laminar burning velocity.
Hydrogen enrichment moderately modifies the flame temperature compared to
changes of the equivalence ratio. In Fig. 5.5g the V flame has a higher tem-
perature Tad = 2019 K than in Fig. 5.5d where Tad = 1899 K for a configuration
where the probability of taking an M shape is higher. These calculations show
that the adiabatic flame temperature is also not the main parameter controlling
these shape bifurcations. These experiments highlight effects of hydrogen en-
richment on the propensity to stabilize an M flame, but it is difficult to explain
these patterns with the low repetition rate of the OH-PLIF diagnostic used.

Figure 5.7 shows the temporal evolutions of the OH∗ and CH∗ emissions cap-
tured by the two synchronized PMT. The PMT with the OH∗ filter records the
light originating from the whole flame and the PMT with the CH∗ filter only
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flame region (red) and over the OSL region (black) as a function of time for Xfuel

H2
= 0.60

(a) and Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 (b).

collects the light emitted from the OSL region as shown in Fig. 5.4. The signal
integrated over the entire flame shows a nearly uniform level for both flames at
Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 and Xfuel

H2
= 0.70. The light emitted is proportional to the total heat

release rate and remains thus roughly constant for fixed injection conditions as
explained for example by Palies et al. (2010). The PMT focused on the OSL
detects emission peaks eventually emerging from a constant baseline. These
peaks reveal the presence of a flame front in the OSL, i.e. an M shaped flame.
As already observed with OH-PLIF experiments, Fig. 5.7a and b show that
M flames are unstable and have a very short lifetime for these flow operating
conditions. Moreover, the black peaks appear randomly in Fig. 5.7. A power
spectral analysis of these signals did not reveal any particular peak frequency.
The flame with Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 features many peaks in Fig. 5.7 and only a few

events can be observed at Xfuel
H2
= 0.60. This is in agreement with the previous

conclusions based on OH-PLIF experiments. It is possible to calculate the M
shape probability as the time ratio p = tpeak/ttotal where tpeak stands for the
total time during which peaks are detected and ttotal is the total experiment
duration ttotal = 48 s.
Figure 5.8a plots this probability p to stabilize an M flame calculated with
the PMT signals as a function of the hydrogen enrichment. It is shown that
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p drastically increases with Xfuel
H2

and ranges from p = 0 to p = 0.81 when the
hydrogen enrichment varies from Xfuel

H2
= 0.50 to Xfuel

H2
= 0.86. The M shape

probabilities calculated with the PMT signals in Fig. 5.8a are in agreement
with the probabilities deduced from OH-PLIF experiments in Fig. 5.6. This
test confirms that the peaks detected by the PMT correspond to states with
M shaped flames. The number of peaks detected first increases with Xfuel

H2
but

it reaches a maximum for Xfuel
H2
= 0.80 before going down when Xfuel

H2
is further

increased. This implies that the mean duration of the peaks is modified by
the hydrogen enrichment. Figure 5.8b confirms that the mean duration of the
detected peaks increases from 8 ms to 122 ms when the hydrogen enrichment
increases from Xfuel

H2
= 0.55 to Xfuel

H2
= 0.86. One can safely conclude that in-

creasing the hydrogen concentration in the fuel blend strongly enhances the
stability of eventual flame fronts hosted in the OSL. In addition, Figure 5.8b
shows that the mean time lapse between two peaks, indicating the mean time
needed before a V flame transits to an M flame, decreases when Xfuel

H2
increases.

To conclude, adding hydrogen to the fuel strongly increases the M shape prob-
ability as it promotes V to M shape flame transitions and strengthens the flame
front in the OSL of M flames.

5.3 Effect of thermal boundaries

The colored streamlines plotted in Fig. 5.9 indicate that many burnt gas fluid
particles in the ORZ interacting with the combustion chamber walls are trans-
ported by the flow towards the OSL. The residence time of these fluid particles
is deduced from the streamlines plotted in Fig. 5.9. The residence time from
the quartz wall to the OSL corresponds roughly to about 40 ms, i.e. twice the
time necessary to travel from the image right boundary to the OSL. Note that
this residence time, obtained by integration of 2-D velocity fields measured by
PIV in the longitudinal plane, does not account for the out of plane velocity
component of the flow field induced by swirl and turbulence. However, due to
the rotational symmetry of the flame, the expected differences are small. This
large residence time indicates that substantial heat transfer takes place between
the combustion chamber walls and the ORZ and that cooled combustion prod-
ucts are convected to the OSL. The situation in the ORZ differs from that
in the IRZ where the burnt gases mainly recirculate at a temperature closer
to the adiabatic flame temperature because of the limited surface area of the
central rod (Euler et al. (2014)). Flame fronts stabilized in the OSL are more
subjected to extinction due to heat losses in comparison to those lying in the
ISL.

It is then interesting to examine the probability to stabilize an M flame as a
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Figure 5.8: (a) M shape probability p (circle) and number of peaks (square) detected
by the PMT corresponding to V/M shape transitions, as a function of the hydrogen
enrichment during 48 s. Blue crosses show the M shape probability deduced from trans-
verse OH-PLIF measurements. (b) Mean duration of the peaks (circle) and mean time
lapse between the peaks (square) detected by the PMT as a function of the hydrogen
enrichment.
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Figure 5.9: Axial velocity measured by PIV in the axial plane (bottom color bar) for

X
fuel

H2
= 0.60 and φ = 0.70. The dark blue regions delineate the IRZ and ORZ regions

with negative velocities. The colored streamlines superimposed show the recirculating
flow regions and the integration time (top color bar) gives an indication of the time
needed for a fluid particle to escape the measurement area through the image upper
boundary. Note that the image limits do not correspond to the combustor boundaries.
The central rod and the dump plane locations with respect to the investigated flow
region are indicated below.
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Figure 5.10: (a)-(d) Averages over 400 instantaneous binarized transverse OH-PLIF

images for Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 when the time evolves from ignition to steady state. The

temperature reached at LIP2 during OH-PLIF measurements and the corresponding
M shape flame probability are indicated. (e) Evolution of the temperature reached at
different positions in the combustion chamber with time. Blue and black solid lines
respectively stand for LIP and thermocouple surface measurements. Black square sym-
bols represent thermocouple measurements in the ORZ. Red circle symbols show the
probability to stabilize an M shape flame as a function of time. Black circle symbols
stand for the M shape probability for the experiments with the water-cooled plate.

function of the surface temperature reached by the combustor walls. This is
realized by following the evolution of the shape of the flame with time from ig-
nition to steady state for Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 and φ = 0.70. The wall surface and burnt

gas temperatures reached at the five different positions indicated in Fig. 5.1 are
recorded as well. Results are presented in Fig. 5.10. The temperature reached
at steady state by the inner walls of the chamber strongly depends on the mea-
surement position. LIP2 and TC2 measurements yield different temperatures
because TC2 is located on a steel surface away from the combustion region,
while LIP2 is located on a quartz window closer to the flame. As expected, the
temperature of the burnt gases in the ORZ and at the chamber walls are below
the flame adiabatic temperature. The time needed to reach thermal steady
state also slightly varies with the position considered. After 45 min the tem-
perature at point TC2 featuring the highest thermal inertia reaches a constant
value equal to TC2 = 627 K.
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Figure 5.11: (a) Averages over 1000 instantaneous binarized transverse OH-PLIF

images for Xfuel

H2
= 0.75, φ = 0.70 and Q̇wc = 549 W (ṁwc = 6.3 × 10−3 kg ⋅ s−1). (b) M

shape probability as a function of the thermal power Q̇wc dissipated in the water-cooled
wall for φ = 0.70, Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 (circle symbols) and 0.75 (square symbols).

The M shape probability is zero shortly after ignition (Fig. 5.10a) due to the
relatively low temperature TC3 ≃ 710 K reached by the gases in the ORZ.
When the temperature of the chamber walls increases, the temperature in the
ORZ raises as well. As a consequence, the probability to stabilize an M flame
increases and reaches p = 0.05 when LIP2 = 705 K (Fig. 5.10b). It further
increases with time and reaches p = 0.12 when LIP2 = 740 K (Fig. 5.10c). At
steady state, after 45 minutes, all temperatures are stabilized. The temperature
reached in the ORZ is TC3 ≃ 860 K. The M shape probability remains constant
and equal to p = 0.15 in agreement with the value found in Fig. 5.5d. These
measurements show the major influence of the thermal boundary conditions of
the combustor walls on the shape taken by these swirling flames during ignition
and warm-up phases of the test-rig.

Experiments are now carried out at steady state by controlling the tempera-
ture of one of the combustor side walls. The quartz window from this wall
has been replaced by a stainless steel water cooled plate. The water mass
flowrate and temperature difference in this heat exchanger are recorded. The
thermal power exchanged through this wall may then be deduced. Figure 5.11a
shows an image averaged over 1000 instantaneous binarized transverse OH-
PLIF images for Xfuel

H2
= 0.75, φ = 0.70 and a mass flow rate of cooling water

ṁwater = 6.3 × 10−3 kg ⋅ s−1 in the heat exchanger. The M shape probability
is drastically reduced in this new configuration. It drops from p = 0.29, in
Fig. 5.5e in the absence of this additional heat exchanger, to p = 0.08 in this
new configuration as shown in Fig. 5.11b when the thermal power dissipated
through the wall is increased. It is also worth noting that the intensity in the
image is homogeneously distributed in the azimuthal plane, indicating that the
impact of the water-cooled wall is not strictly limited to the flow region di-
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rectly located in front of the heat exchanger. This may be attributed to the
swirl motion and turbulence that intensify mixing of burnt gases in the ORZ.
Similar behaviors were found for all experiments conducted with this setup.
These experiments also indicate that inaccuracies in the knowledge of thermal
boundary conditions, even on a restricted surface area of the combustor, may
lead to large differences on the observed flame shapes.

Effects of hydrogen enrichment on the M shape probability are plotted in
Fig. 5.11b as a function of the thermal power Q̇wc transferred to the heat ex-
changer. This latter quantity is obtained by measuring the cooling-water tem-
perature increase and mass flow rate. It reaches here successively Q̇wc = 549,
724, and 841 W for the three cases explored and corresponds to approximately
14%, 18% and 21% of the flame thermal power. The temperature reached by
TC2 is also indicated Fig. 5.11b. Increasing heat losses through one of the com-
bustor side walls decreases regularly the probability to stabilize an M flame for
experiments conducted at thermal steady state independently of the hydrogen
enrichment in the combustible blend. Figure 5.11 also shows that the proba-
bilities found with the water cooled side wall correspond to the values found in
Fig. 5.10 during the warm-up phase of the combustor without cooling system,
when the combustor temperature TC2 is the same.

These experiments demonstrate that the temperature reached by the hot gases
in the ORZ has a major influence on the shape taken by these swirling flames.
Hydrogen enriched CH4/air mixtures feature extended flammability limits in
comparison to CH4/air mixtures (Giovangigli and Smooke (1987), Giovangigli
and Smooke (1989), Ren et al. (2001)). Hydrogen enriched CH4/air are thus
less sensitive to strain rate. The strong influence of the hydrogen enrichment
and of the thermal boundary conditions on the M shape probability suggest
that the combined effects of strain rate and heat losses in the OSL may be
responsible for M to V shape transitions.

5.4 Role of strain rate on extinction

Previous OH-PLIF and PMT experiments revealed that flames stabilized with
an M shape are unstable and always transit back to a V shape after a small
lapse of time that depends on the hydrogen enrichment in the combustible mix-
ture. The velocity field determined by PIV is used to understand under which
circumstances flame fronts can or cannot be stabilized in the OSL region. As
it was not possible to stabilize M flames for a long duration with this setup,
it was necessary to synchronize PIV experiments with longitudinal OH-PLIF
visualizations to associate the two dimensional velocity field to the shape taken
by the flame at the same instant. The flame shape is deduced from instanta-
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neous OH-PLIF images by examining the mean pixel intensity integrated over
the dashed region defined in Fig. 5.4d. These values are then compared to a
fixed threshold value to define the shape taken by the flame. This procedure is
used to define the shape taken by the flame on its left and right sides. When
the integrated intensity is higher than the threshold value, an M shaped flame
is detected while the flame has a V shape when the integrated intensity is below
the threshold value. Figure 5.12 shows the mean of 1080 binarized OH-PLIF
images conditioned to the flame shape. These images give an indication on the
probability to find hot burnt gases at a given position within the flow.

We define four cases corresponding to flames taking a V shape at the left
(Fig. 5.12a), a V shape at the right (Fig. 5.12b), an M shape at the left
(Fig. 5.12c), or an M shape at the right (Fig. 5.12d). Both V and M flames has
a reaction layer stabilized in the ISL. In this region, the burnt gases probabil-
ity is comprised between 0 and 1. This indicates that the instantaneous flame
front fluctuates with time in the ISL, yielding a flame brush thickness of a few
millimeters. Unlike V shaped flames, M flames host a flame front in the OSL
where the burnt gases probability is comprised between 0 and 1. In the OSL of
an M flame, the burnt gases probability regularly decreases when the distance
to the injector is reduced. This indicates that the flame front lying in the OSL
of an M flame is not necessarily anchored at the injector outer rim. This also
indicates that cases with a flame front hosted in the OSL that is not connected
to the upper flame region are quite improbable. Figs. 5.12e and 5.12f plot the
contours of the flow region having a burnt gases probability that differs from
zero. These zones differ between V and M flames but the contours of these
zones are similar in both cases excepted in the OSL region. In particular, the
flame angle in the wake of the bluff-body is not affected by the flame shape.
One can safely conclude that the size of the IRZ is not altered by the shape
taken by the flame. Moreover, the plume of burnt gases is independent of the
flame shape far from the injector.

We now focus on the analysis of the velocity fields in the OSL and ORZ regions.
Figures 5.13a and 5.13b show the conditional 2-D mean velocity fields in a lon-
gitudinal plane for V and M shaped flames. Due to the rotational symmetry,
only the left part of flames is represented. The contour of the hot burnt gases
region is superimposed to ease comparison with Fig. 5.12. The velocity fields
of both V and M shaped flames feature a jet of high velocity at the injector
outlet and a low velocity region defining the ORZ of burnt gases. From a dis-
tance, velocity fields show strong similarities for both flame shapes. Differences
are highlighted when the two velocity fields are subtracted. In Fig. 5.13c, the
modulus of the 2-D velocity field conditioned to the V flame is subtracted to
the 2-D velocity field conditioned to the M flame. Regions yielding zero val-
ues correspond to regions where the 2-D velocity field is not affected by the
shape taken by the flame. Large differences can be observed in the OSL. In
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Figure 5.12: Conditional mean of 1080 binarized longitudinal OH-PLIF images giv-
ing the probability of presence of hot burnt gases for the flames featuring a V shape
at the left (a), a V shape at the right (b), an M shape at the left (c), and an M shape

at the right (d) for Xfuel

H2
= 0.70. (e)-(f) Contour of the zones featuring a non zero

probability of hot burnt gases for the mean V (red) and M shape (black) flames. Dots
show the position of the 75 µm type R thermocouple in the OSL (blue), near the GMLI
(red), and in the ORZ (green).

this region, the flame front, that is only present for M shaped flames, generates
thermal expansion and accelerates the flow. The maximum velocity difference
reaches 5 m ⋅ s−1 for the case explored. The ORZ is barely modified by this
thermal expansion because the velocity difference is close to zero in this region.

It is also interesting to notice that the limit of the ORZ, where the radial veloc-
ity changes its sign, corresponds in both cases to the hot burnt gases contour.
This contour, that delineates zones with and without OH-PLIF signal, defines
the Gas Mixing Layer Interface (GMLI) (Coriton et al. (2013)) where hot burnt
gases recently produced by the flame front hosted in the OSL interact with the
recirculating burnt gases cooled in the ORZ. In the ORZ, the chemical equi-
librium of burnt gases is shifted towards H2O due to the drop of enthalpy and
the OH concentration is drastically reduced (Davidson et al. (1989) and Lam
et al. (2013)). Consequently, the OH-PLIF signal drops rapidly. Four zones of
interest may then be drawn for M shaped flames: the flame front located in the
OSL, the GMLI located few millimeters between the flame front and the ORZ,
the hot burnt gases region delimited by the flame front and the GMLI, and the
ORZ. These zones can also be defined for instantaneous OH-PLIF images cor-
responding to M flames. Figure 5.14 shows the temporal evolution of the signal
from the PMT collecting the light emitted from the OSL. This figure also plots
the temperature in the OSL (a), GMLI (b), and ORZ (c) as a function of time
for Xfuel

H2
= 0.70. The positions of the 75 µm type R thermocouple measuring

these temperatures are indicated in Fig. 5.12f. For the thermocouple located in
the OSL, i.e. close to the flame front of an M flame, the temperature rapidly
increases when a V to M transition is detected and reaches values lower but
close to the adiabatic flame temperature Tad = 1897 K.
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When the thermocouple is placed in the GMLI, the correlation between CH∗

emission and temperature peaks persists but the maximum temperature during
transition events is drastically reduced. This is attributed to the fast cooling
of the burnt gases recently produced in the OSL when they reach the GMLI.
Finally, for measurements conducted in the ORZ, the correlation between CH∗

emission and the temperature is lost. The thermal expansion of gases is re-
strained by the ORZ and the heat produced by the flame front located in the
OSL does not reach the thermocouple. These observations confirm the conclu-
sions drawn during the analysis of Fig. 5.13c.

In conclusion, Figs. 5.12 to 5.14 indicate that in the case of an M flame, the
supplemental flame front hosted in the OSL generates nearly adiabatic burnt
gases that cannot fully expand in the post-flame region due to the presence of a
counterflow of cooled burnt products in the ORZ. Under these circumstances,
it is safe to assume that the latter flame front is submitted to compressive
strain. Coriton et al. (2013) studied the effects of strain rate on the interaction
of turbulent premixed flames with counterflowing combustion products. They
showed that lean CH4/O2/N2 turbulent premixed flames may be subjected to
localized extinctions for bulk strain rates of the order of few thousands of s−1 es-
pecially when the counterflowing burnt gases are cooled. Therefore extinctions
of the flame elements in the OSL due to high strain rates may explain the M to
V shape transitions that we observe. The objective of the following paragraphs
is to determine the value of the strain rate reached in our configurations. This
value will be compared to the calculated extinction limits for lean CH4/H2/air
premixed laminar flames.

Figure 5.15a shows an example of instantaneous joint PIV and OH-PLIF exper-
iment. In this example, the flame features an M shape. It is possible to identify
the flame front and the GMLI positions from the OH-PLIF image. The situa-
tion is comparable to the one studied by Coriton et al. (2013) because a few
millimeters thick flame region can clearly be defined between the flame front
and the GMLI. However, our configuration is not fully representative of 2-D tur-
bulent premixed flames with counterflowing products. It is not easy to evaluate
the effective strain rate based on instantaneous images. We decided to use the
conditional mean longitudinal velocity fields to calculate a characteristic value
of the strain rate for the M shaped flames investigated. Figure 5.15b shows the
mean conditional hot burnt gases probability for the M flame superimposed to
streamlines deduced from PIV measurements. The position of the mean flame
front and the GMLI are also indicated. The GMLI is located very close to a
line where the radial velocity component vanishes (u = 0). This difference is
lower than 0.5 mm and can be attributed to the PIV spatial resolution and to
the threshold value used for the GMLI detection using OH-PLIF images. In
the following, we use u = 0 to identify the location of the GMLI.
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Figure 5.14: (a) Normalized intensity of the CH* chemiluminescence integrated over
the OSL (black) and temperature (red) in the OSL (a), the GMLI (b), and the ORZ
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The mean flame front shown in Fig. 5.15b corresponds to the border of the
OH-LIF signal at the fresh reactants jet interface and is nearly vertical. By
analogy to 2-D turbulent premixed flames with counterflowing products, the
mean compressive strain rate is inferred from the gradient of the radial velocity
component along the normal of the flame front. This direction corresponds here
to the radial direction as shown by the yellow dashed line in Fig. 5.15b.

In Fig. 5.15b, the distance between the flame front and the GMLI is not con-
stant and increases when the distance from the injector increases. It is useful
to define a normalized radius to compare these evolutions at different heights.
This normalized radius is set to 0 in the flame front and 1 in the GMLI. Con-
sequently, the physical distance between 0 and 1 is not conserved when the
distance from the injector is modified. Figure 5.16 shows the mean radial (a)
and axial (b) velocity profiles along the normalized radius of the M flame. Pro-
files at three different heights are plotted. The abscissa axis is reversed to ease
comparison with Fig. 5.15. Due to the swirl imparted to the flow, the radial
velocity component u increases with the radial distance r in the jet of fresh
gases and reaches a maximum close to the flame front. This maximum velocity
reached by the flow depends on the distance to the injector and is lower close to
the injector. In the jet, the mean axial velocity v takes a value slightly higher
than the bulk flow velocity U = 14 m.s−1 and decreases close to the OSL. Be-
hind the flame front, the mean radial velocity u linearly decreases and reaches
zero in the GMLI. The mean axial velocity v also decreases. It is possible to
calculate a strain rate Kb in the burnt gases, which are compressed between
the flame front and the GMLI. The strain rate Kb is the slope of the linearly
decaying mean radial velocity and is expressed in s−1.

Figure 5.16c plots the evolution of the strain rate Kb measured in these ex-
periments as a function of the axial distance to the rod tip. In all cases,
1300 s−1 < Kb < 1750 s−1 and a mean value of the strain rate in the burnt
gases is Kb = 1500 s−1. This value can be compared to values found in laminar
counter-flow simulations. We did not intend here to determine the additional
contributions of turbulence to the strain rate (Mastorakos et al. (1995), Kostiuk
et al. (1993b)). The mean value found for the strain rate Kb is of the same
order of magnitude as values of the strain rates found by Coriton et al. (2013)
leading to localized extinctions of turbulent premixed CH4/O2/N2 flames with
counterflowing products. This results confirms that extinction due to strain
rate is probably at the origin of M to V shape transitions. However, the com-
bustible mixture of interest in our study differs from that studied by Coriton
et al. (2013) because it includes an important concentration of hydrogen and
the flame resistance to strain is altered (Wu and Law (1985), Giovangigli and
Smooke (1987), Giovangigli and Smooke (1989), Ren et al. (2001), and Guo
et al. (2010)). The temperature of the counterflowing products is also not the
same. It is necessary to compare the strain rates measured by PIV to extinc-
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Figure 5.15: (a) Example of simultaneous OH-PLIF and PIV measurements for

Xfuel

H2
= 0.70. The green and pink lines respectively delineate the flame front and the

GMLI. (b) Conditional mean of binarized longitudinal OH-PLIF images featuring an
M shape. Streamlines extracted from the corresponding conditional mean velocity are
superimposed to highlight the ORZ. The contour where the radial velocity reaches u = 0
is represented by the red dashed line.
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tion limits of lean CH4/H2/air mixtures using adequate counterflowing product
temperatures. A numerical analysis is proposed in the following to gain further
insight into the extinction process leading to M to V shape transition.

5.5 Numerical analysis

A numerical analysis is conducted to better characterize the flame sensitivity
to strain rate and to the temperature of counterflowing products within the
ORZ. As mentioned previously, focus is made here on the outer flame front
only present for M shaped flames. A collection of 2-D strained premixed flames
has been computed using the REGATH solver (Candel et al. (2011)). The sim-
ulated configuration consists in a 2-D steady isobaric laminar premixed flame
stabilized between two counter-flows as shown in Fig. 5.17(a). A CH4/H2/air
mixture is injected from one side with a constant equivalence ratio φ = 0.70
and a constant temperature Tf = 298 K. Three different fuel compositions are
considered here to analyze the impact of hydrogen enrichment in the fuel blend:
Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, 0.70, and 0.80. The opposite injector is fed with burnt gases of the

same premixture for which a given enthalpy defect is applied. For that purpose,
the equilibrium composition of fresh gases at an imposed temperature has been
computed for each CH4/H2/air mixture composition. The burnt gases temper-
ature varies between the adiabatic flame temperature reached in the absence
of heat losses and the minimum temperature set here to 800 K approximately.
The temperature range selected for the injection of burnt gases corresponds to
the range of measured temperatures of the recirculating burnt gases found in
Fig. 5.14.

Results for Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 are illustrated in Fig. 5.17(b). This figure plots the

flame consumption speed Sc as a function of the imposed strain rate Kb in the
burnt gases for different temperatures of the counterflowing burnt gases. The
consumption speed Sc is computed as:

Sc = 1/(ρuY u
F )∫ D/2

−D/2
ρω̇YF

dy (5.1)

where YF denotes the fuel mass fraction YF = YCH4
+YH2

and the superscript
u denote the unburnt gas state. The quantity D is the separation distance
between the two burner injectors and y is the axial coordinate along the burner
axis as shown in Fig. 5.17(a). The upper curve plotted in Fig. 5.17(b) cor-
responds to results obtained with counterflowing burnt gases at the adiabatic
flame temperature. Each curve located below this reference curve corresponds
to results obtained by decreasing the burnt gases temperature with intervals
of 50 K. The last point of each curve denotes the maximum strain rate Kmax

b

before flame extinction. Two main regions can be identified in Fig. 5.17(b):
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Figure 5.16: Conditional mean radial (a) and axial (b) velocity for the M flame

as a function of the normalized radius for Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 at different heights above the

rod tip. The positions 0 and 1 respectively correspond to the flame front and GMLI.
The physical distance between 0 and 1 varies with the height above the rod tip. The
dashed-dotted lines indicate the linear regressions of the radial velocity between the
flame front and the GMLI that are used to determine the strain rates value Kb. (c)
Measured strain rates Kb in the OSL region as a function of the height above the rod
tip.
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Figure 5.17: Numerical analysis of the impact of heat losses and strain rate on the
consumption speed of 1-D laminar premixed strained flames.

1. For strain rates lower than Kb = 1500 s−1, all the curves are approxi-
mately superimposed. The strain rate is small enough to avoid that the
counterflowing burnt gases modify the flame reaction layer. Therefore,
the flame consumption speed does not depend on the level of heat losses
seen by the burnt gases. The consequence for the turbulent premixed
flames investigated in this work is that when the local strain rate at the
outer flame front position is sufficiently low, the turbulent flame front can
subsist within the OSL resulting in an M shaped flame.

2. When the strain rate becomes higher than the critical value of about
Kb = 1500 s−1, the flame consumption speed becomes a function of the
enthalpy defect. For the adiabatic case Tb = 1913 K, the maximum strain
rate before flame extinction Kmax

b is higher than 1.0 × 105 s−1. When
heat losses increase, the flame reaction layer gets more and more al-
tered by burnt gases and the extinction strain rate rapidly decreases
to reach a value of 6.0 × 103 s−1 when Tb = 1213 K. For the range of
burnt gases temperatures comprised between Tb = 1913 K and 1213 K,
the consumption speed Sc progressively decreases and reaches small val-
ues when Tb = 1213 K. When heat losses are sufficiently large, i.e. when
Tb < 1213 K, the consumption speed Sc drops very sharply and leads to
flame extinction.

Figure 5.17(b) also shows the mean strain rate value Kb = 1500 s−1 deduced
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from the experiments in the outer flame front region shown in Fig. 5.16. It is
worth noting that the mean temperature measured within the ORZ is equal to
TORZ ≃ 947 K as shown in Fig. 5.14. The maximum strain rate before flame
extinction Kmax

b found in these simulations is of the order of magnitude of the
measured mean strain rate Kb = 1500 s−1. The flow being turbulent, slight vari-
ations of the local strain rate around the mean strain rate Kb may then lead
to sudden extinctions of the outer flame reaction layer stabilized in the OSL.
These simulations again confirm that the combination of strain and heat losses
is at the origin of extinction of flame elements within the OSL leading to M to
V shape transitions.

The impact of the fresh gases composition on flame extinction limit is now
analyzed. Figure 5.18 plots the maximum strain rate Kmax

b before flame ex-
tinction takes place as a function of the enthalpy defect ∆h. The enthalpy
defect is introduced here to allow the comparison of different mixtures with
varying thermochemical properties. The quantity ∆h represents the heat lost
by the unit mass of mixture due to heat exchange with the combustor walls
and is defined as ∆h = hb − had, where hb is the current sensible plus chem-
ical enthalpy of burnt gases and had denotes the enthalpy of adiabatic burnt
gases. The flammability domain of the combustible mixture is located below
the flame extinction limit. Each curve corresponds to a given fuel composition
Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, 0.70, and 0.80 in Fig. 5.18. Increasing the fraction of H2 in the fuel
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blend Xfuel

H2
leads to an important modification of the flammability limit, espe-

cially if the enthalpy defect is high. The flammability domain widens when Xfuel

H2

increases showing that the flame front is able to sustain higher strain rates and
higher enthalpy defects. This conclusion corroborates the experimental analy-
sis conducted in Sec. 5.2 showing that the M shape probability increases with
the fraction of hydrogen in the fuel blend.

5.6 V to M shape flame transition

A mechanism leading to the extinction of the outer flame front of an M flame has
been proposed in the previous section. Heat losses in the recirculating burnt
gases associated to a sufficiently high strain rate govern the M to V shape
transitions. However, the proposed mechanism does not explain the creation
of new outer flame fronts leading to V to M shape transition. Two different
scenarios can lead to the apparition of a new flame front in the OSL region:

1. Auto-ignition of the injected fresh gases in the GMLI due to the heating
by the burnt gases recirculating in the ORZ.

2. Flame propagation from downstream towards the injector outer rim through
the OSL.

In order to discriminate which phenomenon is more likely to explain the V to
M shape transition, a deductive approach is proposed here. For that purpose,
focus is made on operating conditions exhibiting a non-negligible probability
to get a V to M shape transition. Therefore, the case Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 is selected to

test the auto-ignition scenario. A series of 0-D simulations of autoignition of
combustible mixtures has been carried out with the REGATH solver.

The calculations are started with a mixture of fresh gases at Tu = 298 K and
burnt gases at temperature Tb. The temperature Tb is then varied from the adi-
abatic flame temperature of the fresh mixture to a temperature of Tb ≃ 800 K.
The composition of the mixture is determined by a mixing ratio between fresh
and burnt gases defined as α = Vb/(Vb + Vf) where Vf and Vb are the vol-
ume of fresh and burnt gases respectively. Figure 5.19 shows the computed
auto-ignition time τ i as a function of the burnt gases temperature Tb and the
molar dilution ratio α. The colored region represents ignition delays τ i lower
than τ i = 1.0 s. Above this threshold value, τ i increases very sharply and auto-
ignition cannot occur in the turbulent configurations investigated as the slowest
time scale has been estimated to τORZ ≈ 40 ms (see Sec. 5.3). It can be first
noted that the domain where auto-ignition occurs in Fig. 5.19 is small com-
pared to the investigated parameter range. Only high values of dilution ratio
α > 0.65 allow auto-ignition meaning that a very high turbulent mixing would
be necessary to activate combustion chemical reactions.
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Figure 5.19: Auto-ignition time τ i (colormap) as a function of the burnt gases tem-
perature Tb and the molar dilution ratio α between burnt and fresh gases. Results
correspond to the case Xfuel

H2
= 0.70.

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5.14, the temperature of the burnt gases in the ORZ
is almost constant and equal in average to Tb = 947 K. This value seems to be
out of the auto-ignition range even if very high dilution ratios by burnt gases
are reached. Consequently, auto-ignition does not seem to be the appropriate
mechanism explaining the apparition of the outer flame front leading to V to M
flame shape transitions. Turbulent flame front propagation through the OSL
remains the only possible explanation for the considered transition mechanism.

Different attempts were made to validate this hypothesis experimentally by
capturing a transition event with a camera. Longitudinal OH-PLIF experi-
ments at a repetition rate of 10 Hz were insufficient to observe this transition
as only one shot is available during a V to M shape transition. We did not
conduct similar experiments at higher repetition rates. We felt that it would
be difficult to discriminate auto-ignition events taking place in the lower parts
of the OSL and a turbulent flame front propagation starting outside of the laser
sheet and crossing the latter as it progresses towards the injector rim due to
the swirl motion of the flow. Both situations would lead to the apparition of
an isolated reaction zone in the OSL intersected by the laser sheet and lead
to the stabilization of an M shape flame. We found similar conclusions when
we conducted OH∗ chemiluminescence experiments at a 3 kHz repetition rate
during V to M shape transition events. In this case, line-of-sight integration of
the OH∗ signal collected by the camera made any interpretation of the images
difficult and it was not possible to conclude on the mechanism leading to V to
M shape flame transition.
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In addition, Figs. 5.12c-d and 5.15b also show that the probability to find hot
burnt gases in the OSL regularly decreases from the flame tip to the injector
rim. This means that in regions occupied by the OSL located far from the
V flame tip, auto-ignition cannot be the main mechanism leading to V to M
shape flame transition. This corroborates previous observations based on 0-D
simulations of auto-ignition delays and allows to conclude that the transition
from a V to an M shaped flame results from the propagation of a turbulent
flame front in the OSL from the V flame tip towards the injector rim.

5.7 Conclusion

Flame shape bifurcations in a confined swirled burner were analyzed with de-
tailed experiments and numerical simulations. It was first shown that increasing
the hydrogen enrichment in the combustible mixture raises the probability of
the flame to stabilize with an M shape. High hydrogen concentrations in the
fuel blend promote transitions from V to M flames and increases the lifetime
of M shaped flames.

It was then shown that the shape taken by the flame is controlled by the tem-
perature reached in the outer recirculation zone of the burnt gases within the
combustor. These gases being cooled by the combustor side walls, the probabil-
ity of stabilizing an M flame is very sensitive to the combustion chamber walls
temperature. Measurements during thermal transient of the combustor and at
steady state confirm the predominant role of the thermal boundary conditions
and the associated heat losses in the stabilization of premixed swirling flames.

Using simultaneous PIV and OH-PLIF experiments, we demonstrated that in
the case of M flames, the flame front located in the OSL is subjected to high
compressive strain rates due to the presence of cooled burnt gases recirculat-
ing in the ORZ. The mean value of the strain rate within the hot burnt gases
located between the flame front stabilized in the OSL and the GMLI has been
evaluated experimentally to Kb ≃ 1500 s−1.
Numerical simulations of laminar CH4/H2/air flames counterflowing with non-
adiabatic burnt gases were conducted to calculate the flames extinction limits
as a function of the hydrogen enrichment in the combustible mixture and the
temperature of the counterflowing burnt gases. It was shown that the mea-
sured value for the strain rate Kb ≃ 1500 s−1 is lower but very close to the flame
extinction limit found in the simulations for the measured burnt gases temper-
ature Tb ≃ 947 K.

M to V shape transitions were found to be controlled by the extinction of the
flame front located in the OSL due to the combined effects of strain rate and
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heat losses from the recirculating burnt gases. This mechanism also explains
the influence of hydrogen enrichment on the probability to stabilize an M flame.
The use of hydrogen extends flammability limits and increase the propensity of
the flame to stabilize with an M shape.

Finally, 0-D calculations demonstrated that V to M shape transitions are not
likely to be triggered by auto-ignition of the fresh gases within the OSL in
contact with burnt gases because the computed auto-ignition delays are in all
cases too important in comparison to the slowest flow time scale of the burnt
gases recirculating in the ORZ. Transitions from V to M shaped flames are then
inferred to be consecutive to turbulent flame propagation from the V flame tip
towards the injector outer rim within the OSL.

Capturing this type of behavior is particularly challenging for simulations tools
because the turbulent combustion model needs to take into account the cross
effects of strain rate and heat losses in order to simulate the correct topology of
these flames. The main difficulty resides in the ability of RANS or LES calcula-
tions conducted with a turbulent combustion model to capture the sharp drop
in the flame consumption speed along the strain rate coordinate that controls
extinction of reaction layer elements in contact with non-adiabatic burnt gases.
This problem is addressed in the companion work of Mercier (2014).



Chapter 6

Influence of mass flow rate
perturbations on the topology of
CH4/H2/air swirling flames

The stabilization of CH4/H2/air swirling flames was analyzed in chapters 4 and
5. The objective of this chapter is to understand effects of unsteadiness on the
topology of these flames. The flame response to mass flow rate perturbations
at different forcing frequencies and amplitudes is analyzed.

The flame transfer function of a reference CH4/H2/air flame is first determined
for two different perturbation amplitudes. This transfer function characterizes
the frequency response of the flame in terms of heat release rate fluctuations
due to incoming flow rate perturbations. These data are then used to se-
lect two forcing frequencies and further experiments are conducted using joint
OH-PLIF, PIV, and chemiluminescence measurements at these specific forcing
frequencies. These experiments reveal large coherent structures synchronized
by the acoustic forcing which are interacting with the flame front and burnt
gases. These vortical structures are detached from the injector rim during a
modulation period and their interaction with the flame and the burnt gases
located in the outer recirculation zone is analyzed in details.

Modulation of the flow produces coherent structures of different sizes. The im-
pact of coherent structures that are smaller than the flame length is analyzed.
It is shown that these small structures do not influence the shape taken by the
reference CH4/H2/air flame.

Finally, the response of two CH4/H2/air flames, featuring different hydrogen
enrichments, to a low frequency and high amplitude flow rate modulation yield-
ing coherent structures larger than the flame length is analyzed. Changes of
the mean flame topology resulting from these perturbations are described using
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joint OH-PLIF/chemiluminescence measurements. This analysis of the flame
dynamics allows a better understanding of the mechanisms driving flame shape
transitions without flow modulation.

6.1 Experimental setup

6.1.1 Test rig

The experimental setup presented in Fig. 6.1 is close to that used in chapter 5
for the study of the impact of heat losses and hydrogen enrichment on the shape
taken by confined swirling flames.

Velocity perturbations are generated by a loudspeaker located at the bottom of
the burner, close to the injection holes of the combustible mixture. The reader
is referred to Palies et al. (2010) for more details. The frequency and amplitude
of the acoustic modulation are controlled by a Hi-Fi amplifier triggered by a
signal synthesizer. Harmonic perturbations with a frequency f varying from 0
Hz (without modulation) to 370 Hz are produced. The amplitude of the result-
ing velocity perturbations is measured upstream the swirler by a hot wire (see
Sec. 2.2). The instantaneous velocity u is recorded as a function of time and the
fluctuating component of the velocity u′, defined as u′ = u− ū, where ū denotes
the mean component of the velocity, is determined by post-processing of the
data. In the following, the level of the velocity modulation is characterized by
the maximum normalized fluctuating velocity max(u′)/ū also noted u′/ū. It
ranges in these experiments from u′/ū = 0 to u′/ū = 0.33.
The hydrogen enrichment in the combustible blend ranges from Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 to

Xfuel
H2
= 0.78. The burner is operated here with a fixed equivalence ratio φ = 0.7

and a thermal power of P = 4 kW. Experiments are conducted at bulk flow
velocities close to U = 14 m.s−1 at the injector outlet.

6.1.2 Diagnostics and methods

The hot wire is introduced in the jet of fresh gases 65 mm upstream the injector
outlet and is set to measure the longitudinal velocity component of the flow.
This device is calibrated with real gases i.e CH4/H2/air mixtures as described in
chapter 2. The flame frequency response to flow rate modulations is determined
by sweeping the forcing frequency of the electrical signal sent to the loudspeaker
and recording the flame response to the excitation. For a fixed modulation level
controlled by the hot wire, the flame transfer function can be determined for
each forcing frequency. When the modulation level is also varied, one records
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the flame describing function defined by Noiray et al. (2008):

F (f, u′/ū) = Q̇′/ ¯̇Q
u′/ū (6.1)

where Q̇′ and ¯̇
Q respectively stand for the fluctuating and mean components

of the heat release rate and u′ and ū denote the fluctuating and mean velocity
signal measured by the hot wire. The heat release rate is deduced from the
flame chemiluminescence (Schuller et al. (2002), Palies et al. (2010)):

F (f, u′/ū) = Q̇′/ ¯̇Q
u′/ū ≃

I ′/Ī
u′/ū (6.2)

where I represents the intensity of the light emitted by the OH∗ chemilumi-
nescence signal integrated over the whole flame region. The signal is collected
with a photosensor module (PMT) featuring a 20 kHz bandwidth and a strong
spectral response between 200 nm and 600 nm. The PMT is equipped with a
10 nm bandpass filter centered at 307 nm and is used to detect the OH∗ global
emission from the flame (see Sec. 2.3).

The response of the flame to mass flow rate perturbations was also analyzed
at specific forcing frequencies by imaging the OH* chemiluminescence onto a
1024(H)x1024(V)-pixels2 ICCD camera. The motion of the flame was captured
for a selected number of phases during the period of the sinusoidal velocity
modulation. Phase average images are obtained by accumulation of images
at the same phase of the forcing cycles. The maximum integration time for
single shot images was lower than 1/100 of the modulation period. Due to
the large expansion of the flow at the injection tube outlet exhausting in the
square chamber, the flames are nearly axisymmetric (see chapter 5). They also
respond to longitudinal flow perturbations in an axisymmetric fashion. It is
then possible to apply an Abel transform to the phase averaged images and
infer the OH∗ distribution in the central longitudinal plane.

The flow velocity in the central longitudinal plane was also characterized with
PIV (see Sec. 2.5) for both unperturbed and perturbed flames. These experi-
ments were conducted at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 and φ = 0.70 without excitation and with

harmonic forcing at 160 Hz and 350 Hz. Five phases were selected in a modu-
lation period and a minimum of 1000 PIV shots were recorded for each phase.
A phase average method was again used to obtain a satisfying convergence of
the mean flow field. In these PIV experiments, the vector spacing in both di-
rections is equal to 520 µm.

Longitudinal OH-PLIF (see Sec. 2.4) measurements were also carried out to
precisely delineate the location of the flame front and the burnt gases. The
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laser is tuned to excite the Q1(6) transition of OH at 282.927 nm. Fluorescence
was collected using the same optics and camera than the OH∗ chemilumines-
cence measurements but the gate opening of the ICCD camera is here reduced
to 50 ns. Longitudinal PIV and OH-PLIF experiments were conducted simul-
taneously in order to associate the velocity field to the corresponding shape
taken by the flame.

6.2 Flame transfer function

The flame transfer functions of the reference flame φ = 0.70, Xfuel
H2
= 0.60, and

U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 to incoming velocity fluctuations is determined for two different
perturbation levels. Figure 6.2 shows examples of incoming velocity fluctuating
signals measured with the hot wire for a harmonic modulation at f = 350 Hz
and two different perturbation levels u′/ū = 0.075 and u′/ū = 0.15. Instanta-
neous signals and phase averaged normalized fluctuating velocities are plotted
over two periods (blue curve in Fig. 6.2). Blue diamond symbols show the phase
averaged normalized fluctuating velocity measured by PIV for five phases in the
modulation period. Both measurements collapse on the same values indicating
that the two measurement devices are well synchronized. For u′/ū = 0.075, the
phase averaged velocity signal has a sinusoidal shape while instantaneous sam-
ples feature some dispersion of the data around the sinusoidal response. This
is due to turbulent fluctuations of the flow field. When the perturbation level
is increased to u′/ū = 0.15, the instantaneous velocity recorded by the hot wire
is nearly sinusoidal and collapse onto the phase averaged data.

The normalized fluctuating heat release rate is also plotted as a function of time
for the same operating conditions in Figure 6.2. The signal deduced from the
summation of the pixel intensities over the ICCD camera chip is superimposed
onto the signal deduced from the PMT when the perturbation level is set to
u′/ū = 0.075. Both measurements collapse on the same values indicating that
the devices are well synchronized and the heat release rate can be inferred from
the PMT or from the ICCD camera.

Samples of the heat release rate signals at u′/ū = 0.075 and u′/ū = 0.15 both fea-
ture irregularities with respect to a pure harmonic response. This is attributed
to the cumulative effects of the flame response to turbulence generated by the
flow through the swirler and injection tube. When the signals are phase aver-
aged over 1401 periods, they now both feature a sinusoidal shape with a low
harmonic content. These data indicate that the flame response is linear for
this forcing frequency f = 350 Hz when the perturbation level is lower than
u′/ū = 0.15.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Normalized fluctuating velocity u′/ū (blue) and light emission I ′/Ī
(red) as a function of the phase (lower axis) or time (upper axis) in the modulation

cycle when the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 is forced at a frequency

f = 350 Hz with a perturbation level u′/ū = 0.075. Instantaneous and phase averaged
signals are presented. The normalized fluctuating OH∗ emission integrated over the
ICCD pixel array and phase averaged over more than 500 images is superimposed to
the PMT data (red diamonds). The phase averaged normalized fluctuating bulk flow
velocity, obtained by integration of the PIV data, is also presented (blue diamonds). (b)
Normalized fluctuating velocity u′/ū (blue) and light emission I ′/Ī (red) as a function
of the phase (lower axis) or time (upper axis) when f = 350 Hz and u′/ū = 0.15.
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Figure 6.3: Flame transfer functions deduced from hot wire and PMT measurements
for the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 and two different velocity

perturbation levels: u′/ū = 0.075 (blue) and u′/ū = 0.15 (red).

The gain G and phase ϕ between these two signals, defined by I ′/Ī = Ge(iϕ)u′/ū,
can be calculated for these forcing conditions. The gain is G = 1.8 and the phase
difference is ϕ = 0.96π for a modulation frequency f = 350 Hz and an amplitude
u′/ū = 0.075. In this case the flame response is high as the incoming velocity
fluctuations are amplified by the flame (G > 1). One should note that the phase
reference is taken at the hot wire position located 65 mm below the central rod
tip while the PMT captures the flame chemiluminescence downstream the rod
tip. Longitudinal velocity disturbances within the injector propagate at the
speed ucv ≃ U + c, where U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 stands for the mean bulk velocity in
the injection tube and c ≃ 362 m ⋅ s−1 is the speed of sound for a CH4/H2/air
gas mixture at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and T = 298 K (Wang and Yang (2005),

Palies et al. (2010), and Palies et al. (2011)). The time lag corresponding to
the time needed for the longitudinal perturbations to reach the injector outlet
is then τcv ≃ 0.17 ms. This duration corresponds to about 6% of the forcing
period at 350 Hz and cannot be neglected (Truffin and Poinsot (2005)). This
feature will be considered later to analyze the data.

The flame transfer function (FTF) is obtained by repeating the same exper-
iments for a wide range of modulation frequencies at a fixed forcing ampli-
tude. Figure 6.3 shows the FTF of the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and
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U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 for modulation frequencies ranging from 10 to 370 Hz and for
two different amplitudes u′/ū = 0.075 and u′/ū = 0.15. At 0 Hz, the gain is close
to unity (Polifke and Lawn (2007)). From 10 Hz to 70 Hz, the gain increases
and reaches a local maximum at 70 Hz for the two forcing levels (G = 1.19 for
u′/ū = 0.075 and G = 1.13 for u′/ū = 0.15). From 70 Hz to 160 Hz, the gain
decreases and reaches a global minimum at 160 Hz. The global minimum is
G = 0.85 for u′/ū = 0.015 and it drops to G = 0.60 for u′/ū = 0.075. Finally, above
160 Hz, the gain increases again and reaches a plateau for 310 Hz < f < 370 Hz.
The maximum gain is G = 1.75 for u′/ū = 0.075 and G = 1.46 for u′/ū = 0.15.
These features are similar to the ones observed by Palies et al. (2010) for the
FTF of lean CH4/air rod-stabilized swirling flames with a larger swirl number.
For u′/ū = 0.15, the local extrema of the gain are observed at the same frequen-
cies as for u′/ū = 0.075 but their values are closer to unity. This type of feature
was also observed by Palies et al. (2010), Kim et al. (2010), Komarek and
Polifke (2010), and Kim and Hochgreb (2011) in their analysis of the frequency
response of swirling flames.

For u′/ū = 0.075, the phase lag increases regularly with the frequency except in
the region where the gain features a global minimum close to f = 160 Hz. For
f = 0 to 120 Hz the phase lag increases nearly linearly. The corresponding time
lag τ = ϕ/ (2πf) is equal to τ1 = 2.22 ms in this frequency range. For higher
frequencies when 200 Hz < f < 370 Hz, the phase lag evolves again linearly with
the forcing frequency but with a smaller rate of increase. One can deduce a
second time lag τ2 = ϕ/ (2πf) = 2.02 ms within this frequency range which is
slightly smaller than first one deduced for low forcing frequencies.

It is interesting to compare these two values τ1 and τ2 to the time τc required
by flow perturbations to convect from the injector lip to the flame tip (Durox
et al. (2005)). The flame length L is deduced from OH∗ flame images with the
ICCD camera without acoustic excitation. One finds L ≃ 28 mm for these op-
erating conditions. As a rough approximation, perturbations downstream the
injector are convected at a speed close to the bulk flow velocity U ≃ 14 m ⋅ s−1.
One then finds τc ≃ L/U = 2.00 ms. This value is close to the value found for
the time lags τ1 and τ2.

For u′/ū = 0.15, the phase lag ϕ follows the same trend and increases nearly
linearly with the modulation frequency. The inflection of the flame response
between f = 120 and 200 Hz, which corresponds to the region featuring low val-
ues of the gain, is less marked than for the lower forcing amplitude u′/ū = 0.075.
The FTF presented in Fig. 6.3 reveals two different characteristic frequencies:
f = 160 Hz and f = 350 Hz where the gain G respectively reaches a global
minimum and maximum.
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6.3 Flame motion

Figure 6.4 shows phase averaged OH∗ chemiluminescence images of the flame
at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 for ten different phases regularly

distributed along a modulation period when the flame is submitted to harmonic
flow rate modulations at f = 160 Hz and u′/ū = 0.12 (top) and f = 350 Hz and
u′/ū = 0.075 (bottom). Due to rotational symmetry of the flame response with
respect to the burner axis, an Abel transformation is applied to the images at
each phase and only the left side of the flames is represented. It has already
been verified that the normalized fluctuating heat release rate deduced from the
images acquired with the ICCD camera yields the same result as the normalized
fluctuating heat release rate deduced from measurements with the PMT. The
phase averaged normalized fluctuating heat release rate is derived from ICCD
images by summing the pixel intensity over the whole ICCD chip array and
then removing the result obtained for the unperturbed flame. This fluctuating
signal is finally normalized by the summation of the pixel intensities measured
for the unperturbed flame.

The flame response to harmonic velocity modulations at f = 160 Hz is shown
in Fig. 6.4 (top). When the phase increases from 0○ to 180○, the flame brush
is progressively stretched along the vertical direction. Integration of the heat
release rate over the flame volume shows that the fluctuating heat release rate
is above the mean value for this sequence. The maximum flame elongation is
reached for ϕ = 180○. Between 180○ and 360○, the flame tip shortens progres-
sively. Between 72○ and 216○, the angle between the flame root and the axial
direction increases and the flame tip angle decreases. The situation is reversed
between 252○ and 36○ where the flame root angle decreases with respect to the
axial direction and the flame tip angle increases. At the end of the forcing
cycle, the flame retrieves its shape at the beginning of the cycle. Except the
slight angle modulation at the flame tip and flame root, the global motion of
the flame at this forcing frequency is a bulk oscillation with a flame brush that
is stretched in the vertical direction when the velocity increases and then com-
pressed axially when the velocity is reduced.

This situation is typical of low frequency modulations when the size of the sys-
tem does not allow a vortical structure to fully develop at the injector outlet
(Durox et al. (2005), Birbaud et al. (2007)). The vortex diameter at this
forcing frequency is too large compared to the flame length and cannot fully
enroll the flame front. In this case, the flame responds quasi-steadily to the
excitation and takes at each phase of the forcing cycle a shape close to the
one that it would take within a steady flow at the same injection bulk flow
velocity augmented by the fluctuating velocity. It should also be noted that
the flame has a V shape for the five phases analyzed during a modulation cycle.
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Figure 6.4: Phase averaged Abel transformed OH* chemiluminescence images of the
flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 forced at a frequency f = 160 Hz with

an amplitude u′/ū = 0.12 (top images) and a frequency f = 350 Hz and an amplitude
u′/ū = 0.075 (bottom images).
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For a modulation frequency f = 160 Hz and a modulation level u′/ū = 0.12, the
gain of the flame response reaches a low value G = 0.66. This is attributed to
large swirl number fluctuations taking place at this specific forcing frequency
(Komarek and Polifke (2010), Palies et al. (2010), Palies et al. (2011), and
Bunce et al. (2013)). Destructive interferences take place between the heat
release rate originating from the upper and lower parts of the flame (Palies
et al. (2010)). An analysis of these phenomena leading to reduced fluctuations
of the global heat release rate is presented in appendix B.

For a higher modulation frequency f = 350 Hz, the situation differs as shown
in Fig. 6.4 (bottom). The height of the flame is now only weakly modified
during the modulation period, but the resulting heat release rate fluctuation
is nearly twice that found for an excitation at f = 160 Hz (Fig. 6.4 top). One
can identify a large roll-up of the flame brush at the flame tip between ϕ = 0○
and 144○, before a rapid extinction at the flame tip between ϕ = 180○ and 216○,
followed by a progressive compression of the flame brush between ϕ = 252○ and
324○. The flame roll-up between ϕ = 0○ and 108○ corresponds to a positive
rate of increase of the fluctuating velocity in Fig. 6.2a leading to the stretching
of the flame in the axial direction. Flame tip roll-up leads to large variations
of the flame surface during, yielding important fluctuations of the heat release
rate (Külsheimer and Büchner (2002), Durox et al. (2005), Balachandran et al.
(2005), Kang et al. (2007)). For f = 350 Hz and u′/ū = 0.075, the flame also
has a V shape for the five phases analyzed during a modulation cycle.

The response of the flame is now examined at a very low forcing frequency.
Figure 6.5 (top) shows the flame response to an harmonic velocity modulation
at a frequency f = 44 Hz and an amplitude u′/ū = 0.12. When the phase in-
creases from 0○ to 180○, the flame brush is progressively stretched along the
vertical direction but the flame tip is not bent. Between 180○ to 360○, the
flame tip shortens progressively. As for f = 160 Hz, the vortex diameter is too
large compared to the flame length and the flame responds quasi-steadily to the
excitation. Figure 6.6 shows the normalized fluctuations of the axial velocity
measured by the hot wire upstream the swirler when f = 44 Hz and the forc-
ing amplitude is increased to u′/ū = 0.33. The phase averaged velocity signal is
nearly sinusoidal meaning that the velocity perturbation is still linear at this
high modulation amplitude. The phase averaged normalized fluctuating heat
release rate is superimposed in Fig. 6.6. Small non-linearities are visible where
the negative part of the fluctuation takes place over a shorter period than its
positive counterpart (Schuller et al. (2003)). In this case, the gain is close to
unity and the phase lag is close to zero.

Figure 6.5 (bottom) shows the flame response to an harmonic velocity modula-
tion at a frequency f = 44 Hz and an amplitude u′/ū = 0.33. As for u′/ū = 0.12,
the flame responds quasi-steadily to the excitation but the amplitude of the
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Figure 6.5: Phase averaged Abel transformed OH* chemiluminescence images of the
flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 forced at f = 44 Hz and u′/ū = 0.12

(top images) and at f = 44 Hz and u′/ū = 0.33 (bottom images).
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Figure 6.6: Normalized fluctuating velocity u′/ū (blue) and light emission I ′/Ī
(red) as a function of the phase (lower axis) or time (upper axis) when the flame

at Xfuel

H2
= 0.78, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 is forced at a frequency f = 44 Hz with a

perturbation level u′/ū = 0.33. Instantaneous and phase averaged signals are presented.
The normalized fluctuating light emission integrated over the ICCD pixel array is also
plotted (red diamonds).

flame height oscillation is larger. Another difference is that a OH∗ chemilu-
minescence signal is detectable in the Outer Shear Layer (OSL) for the phases
ϕ = 72○, 108○, and 144○. This means that the flame is not V shaped for these
specific phase differences. Mass flow rate perturbations at a low frequency and
an high amplitude have an influence on the topology of the reference flame.

It was shown in chapter 4 that, for a fixed hydrogen enrichment in the fuel blend,
the probability to stabilize a V shaped flame decreases when the temperature of
the burnt gases in the ORZ increases. The objective of the following sections is
to analyze under which circumstances mass flow rate perturbations modify the
ORZ characteristics and influence the topology of CH4/H2/air swirling flames.

6.4 Interactions between vortices and the ORZ

The development of a vortex ring and its interaction with the burnt gases
in the ORZ is analyzed using synchronized OH-PLIF/PIV experiments. Fig-
ure 6.7 shows the phase averaged velocity field, measured by PIV in a central
longitudinal plane, for the reference flame submitted to a modulation at a fre-
quency f = 350 Hz and an amplitude u′/ū = 0.075. Results are presented for
five phases regularly distributed in a modulation period. The left side of these
images shows the 2-D velocity field with vector arrows. This representation is
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used to identify the vortical structures. The right side of these images maps the
modulus of the velocity field using an adapted colormap. This representation
is used to delineate the different regions of the flow to discern the jet of fresh
gases, the IRZ, the ISL, the ORZ, and the OSL.

It is first necessary to verify the compatibility of these measurements obtained
by PIV downstream the injector with those deduced from hot wire anemometry
upstream the swirler. The bulk flow velocity at these two different positions is
not the same but their relative fluctuations should be the same (Noiray et al.
(2009)). The axial velocity deduced from PIV is first integrated along the radial
coordinate 4 mm above the central rod tip for the five phases in the modulation
cycle. Then the bulk flow velocity at each phase is deduced. These values are
then normalized by the bulk flow velocity measured for the unperturbed flame.
The fluctuating component of the bulk flow velocity plotted in Fig.6.2 (blue
diamonds) shows that PIV and local hot wire measurements yield the same
indications. This allowed to cross check PIV measurements.

Images in the right column in Fig. 6.7 show that the height of the IRZ changes
during a modulation period. The swirling jet of high velocity is also modified
by the perturbation. It bends and moves from left to right depending on the
phase of the forcing cycle. Images in the left column in Fig. 6.7 show that a
vortex ring is created near the burner lip and is convected along the OSL in
the downstream direction. The size of the vortex increases as it is convected
away from the injector rim. At the phase ϕ = 324○, two vortices are detected
on the same image. A new vortex is generated before the previous one stops
interacting with the flame. At ϕ = 180○ the rapid extinction of the flame tip
shown in Fig. 6.4 indicates that the vortex is detached from the flame tip. The
region between ϕ = 324○ and ϕ = 108○, when the vortex ring fully interacts
with the flame tip, corresponds to a positive rate of increase of the fluctuating
velocity in Fig. 6.2. Figure 6.7 also shows that a region filled with hot burnt
gases (see Sec. 2.4) lies close to the vortex ring for all phases. This zone features
a curved shape suggesting that the flame front is trapped by the vortex and is
bent (Durox et al. (2005), Balachandran et al. (2005), and Palies et al. (2011)).

Figure 6.8 plots phase averaged chemiluminescence images of the perturbed
flame with isocontours of hot burnt gases probability superimposed on the top
of it. This figure shows that the curved regions featuring high burnt gases
probabilities are larger when the flame brush is bent by the vortex. These
interactions indicate that burnt gases that were recently created by the flame
front recirculate due to the presence of the vortex. It is interesting to compare
the positions of these recirculating pockets of hot burnt gases with the positions
of the vortices shown in Fig. 6.7 (left). The center of the recirculating pockets
and the center of the vortices are not superimposed in the laboratory frame.
It is difficult to further analyze the location of the recirculating pockets with
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Figure 6.7: Left side of images: Phase averaged probability to find hot burnt gases
for the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 forced at a frequency of

f = 350 Hz with a perturbation level u′/ū = 0.075. The phase averaged mean velocity
field in the central longitudinal plane is superimposed. Two different scales are used
to ease the visualization of a large range of velocities. Right side of images: modulus
of the 2-D phase averaged mean velocity. Different isocontours of the hot burnt gases
probability are superimposed.
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Figure 6.8: Phase averaged Abel transformed OH* chemiluminescence images of the
flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 forced at a frequency of f = 350 Hz

with a perturbation level u′/ū = 0.075. Different isocontours of the hot burnt gases
probability are superimposed.

respect to the vortex rings using these images.

A Galilean decomposition of the flow (Adrian et al. (2000)) may be used to
plot the 2-D velocity fields in the vortex frame. This transformation, detailed
in appendix C, demonstrates that the center of the burnt gases recirculating
pockets coincides with the vortex center in the vortex frame. The envelope of
the burnt gases recirculating pockets also corresponds to the vortex envelope.
The burnt gases are trapped and recirculate in the vortex. The burnt gases
recirculating in the vortex ring interact rapidly with the OSL of the reactants
jet and are not convected close to the combustion chamber walls. This situation
differs thus from the case without modulation where the burnt gases recircu-
late in the ORZ and are cooled in the vicinity of the combustion chamber walls
(see chapter 5). When a vortex is convected along the OSL, fresh reactants in
the OSL of the jet are interacting with burnt gases from the ORZ featuring a
temperature closer to the adiabatic flame temperature.

For a modulation frequency f = 350 Hz, the size of the vortex ring produced
is smaller than the flame length and the recirculating pockets of burnt gases
at a temperature close to the adiabatic flame temperature only interact with
the OSL close to flame tip. Figure 6.9 shows the phase averaged velocity field,
measured by PIV in a central longitudinal plane, for the reference flame sub-
mitted to an harmonic modulation of the flow rate at a frequency f = 160 Hz
and a perturbation level u′/ū = 0.12. The size of the vortex ring created and
the associated recirculating hot pockets are larger. It is safe to assume that
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the vortex and hot pocket sizes would be even larger for a flow rate modulation
at a frequency of f = 44 Hz and an amplitude u′/ū = 0.33. The recirculation
of burnt gases at a temperature close to the adiabatic flame temperature may
then interact with the jet of fresh gases in the whole OSL region. These ele-
ments explain the modification of the flame topology described in Fig. 6.5 for
f = 44 Hz and u′/ū = 0.33.

6.5 Flame response to high amplitude and low fre-
quency harmonic perturbations

In the absence of external forcing, the reference flame analyzed in the previous
sections, that features an hydrogen enrichment in the fuel Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, has a

probability to stabilize with an M shape close to zero (see chapter 5). It is now
interesting to analyze the influence of high amplitude and low frequency mass
flow rate perturbations on the topology of swirling flames featuring a higher
probability to stabilize with an M shape. Two configurations are studied in the
following: a flame with Xfuel

H2
= 0.70, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 that features a

M shape probability p = 0.15 at steady state in the absence of external forcing,
and another flame with Xfuel

H2
= 0.78, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 that features

a higher M shape probability p = 0.42 at steady state without external forcing.

Figure 6.10 (left column) shows phase averaged OH* chemiluminescence images
of the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 for ten phases regularly distributed during a modu-

lation period when the flow rate is submitted to a modulation at f = 44 Hz and
u′/ū = 0.33. The intensity of the OH* signal in the OSL is strongly modified
during the forcing frequency cycle. It increases between ϕ = 180○ and ϕ = 360○
and decreases in the other half of the modulation cycle between ϕ = 0○ and
ϕ = 180○. This intensity is an indicator of the probability to stabilize an M
flame (see chapter 5) suggesting that the M shape probability is a function of
the phase of the modulation cycle. OH-PLIF experiments yielding the phase
averaged hot burnt gases probability are then used to examine this phenomenon
in more details.

Figure 6.10 (right column) shows the phase averaged hot burnt gases proba-
bility in the central longitudinal plane for the ten phases of interest. The hot
burnt gases probability for the unperturbed flame is presented as well at the
end of the sequence in Fig. 6.10 (f = 0 Hz). The probability to stabilize an
M flame is deduced by integrating the burnt gases probability over the OSL
region. Figure 6.11 plots these results as a function of the phase in the forcing
period. The M shape probability has a sinusoidal shape and is centered around
a value corresponding to the M shape probability found for the unperturbed
flame. For phases 108○ < ϕ < 288○ the M shape probability is lower than the
probability for the unperturbed case. For phases 288○ ≤ ϕ ≤ 108○ the probabil-
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Figure 6.9: Left side of images: Phase averaged probability to find hot burnt gases
for the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 forced at a frequency of

f = 160 Hz with a perturbation level u′/ū = 0.12. The phase averaged mean velocity
field in the central longitudinal plane is superimposed. Two different scales are used
to ease the visualization of a large range of velocities. Right side of images: modulus
of the 2-D phase averaged mean velocity. Different isocontours of the hot burnt gases
probability are superimposed.
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Figure 6.10: Left side of images: Phase averaged Abel transformed OH* chemilumi-
nescence images of the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.70, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 forced at a

frequency f = 44 Hz with a perturbation level u′/ū = 0.33. Right side of images: Hot
burnt gases probability and different isolevels.
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Figure 6.11: Phase averaged M shape probability for the flames at Xfuel

H2
= 0.70 (blue)

and Xfuel

H2
= 0.78 (red) forced at a frequency f = 44 Hz with a perturbation level u′/ū =

0.33. The normalized fluctuating velocity u′/ū measured by the hot wire in the injection
tube (black) is also presented.

ity to stabilize a reaction layer in the OSL is larger than the probability of the
unperturbed flame. This demonstrates that the V/M flame topology is altered
by these strong low frequency and high amplitude mass flow rate perturbations.

Figure 6.12 left and right columns show the OH* chemiluminescence and burnt
gases probabilities found for the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.78 during the same acoustic

excitation. Results deduced from these images are plotted in Fig. 6.11. The
probability to stabilize an M flame also describes a sinusoidal shape around
the value found for the unperturbed flame. The mean M shape probability is
also higher than for the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.70. The phase averaged normalized

fluctuations of the axial velocity measured by the hot wire within the injector
are also plotted in Fig. 6.11. For both flames, signals of the fluctuating velocity
and the M shape probability are in phase position. The M shape probability
is larger than the value obtained for the unperturbed flame when the rate of
increase of the axial velocity fluctuation is positive. Conversely, the M shape
probability is lower than the value obtained for the unperturbed flame when
the rate of increase of the axial velocity is negative. Figures 6.10 and 6.12 also
show that higher M shape probabilities are observed when the flame is expand-
ing in the axial direction and lower M shape probabilities are found when the
flame is shortening.

It is difficult to know the exact position of the vortex ring created by the flow
modulation because the 2-D velocity fields were not measured for these flow
forcing conditions. By analogy with mass flow rate perturbations at f = 350 Hz
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Figure 6.12: Left side of images: Phase averaged Abel transformed OH* chemilumi-
nescence images of the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.78, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 forced at a

frequency f = 44 Hz with a perturbation level u′/ū = 0.33. Right side of images: Hot
burnt gases probability and different isolevels.
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and u′/ū = 0.075 in Fig. 6.7 and f = 350 Hz and u′/ū = 0.075 in Fig. 6.9, it is
possible to assume that the vortex is convected along the OSL and interacts
with the flame front when the rate of increase of the axial velocity fluctuation is
positive. The following scenario is then proposed. The probability to stabilize
an M flame increases when large vortices are present in the ORZ. The prob-
ability to stabilize an M flame decreases when the vortices are detached from
the flame tip. In the presence of a vortex in the ORZ, burnt gases are trapped
in the vortex and are transported towards the OSL as described in Sec. 6.4.
During this interaction, a fraction of the burnt gases recirculate with shorter
residence times in the ORZ without entering in contact with the combustor
peripheral walls that are subjected to heat losses (see Ch. 5). Consequently,
the temperature within the ORZ increases in the presence of a vortex. The
resistance of the flame front to compressive strain rate increases and the flame
front is less subjected to localized extinctions, yielding a higher M shape prob-
ability. This conjecture should be confirmed by additional PIV experiments.

6.6 Conclusions

The influence of mass flow rate perturbations on the topology of CH4/H2/air
swirling flames was analyzed for different forcing frequencies and perturbation
amplitudes. The frequency response was first analyzed for moderate incoming
velocity fluctuations when the resulting heat release rate fluctuations respond
linearly to the excitation. Our observations confirm previous conclusions drawn
by Palies (2010) for the frequency response of CH4/air swirling flames stabi-
lized with a higher swirl number. These data are used to select characteristic
forcing frequencies for which the flame features distinct responses.

Mass flow rate modulations at the frequencies f = 160 Hz and f = 350 Hz
produce vortex rings in the OSL featuring a smaller size than the flame length
if the perturbation level does not exceed u′/ū = 0.12. In this situation, the
topology is not altered by the perturbations and the flames remain V shaped.

The response of CH4/H2/air swirling flames to low frequency and high ampli-
tude mass flow rate perturbations was then analyzed using joint chemilumines-
cence and OH-PLIF experiments at f = 44 Hz and u′/ū = 0.33. In this situation,
coherent structures with a larger size are created in the OSL. Burnt gases at a
temperature close to the adiabatic flame temperature are then trapped in the
vortex ring located in the ORZ, are transported towards the OSL, and interact
with the jet of fresh gases. The resistance of the flame front to compressive
strain rate consequently increases and the probability to stabilize an M flame
increases.



Chapter 7

Stabilization of low calorific
value flames

Changes of the topology of CH4/H2/air swirled flames diluted with N2 or
CO2 are analyzed in this chapter. A CH4/H2/air reference flame defined by
Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and P = 4 kW is first described and the molar fraction

of the diluent (N2 or CO2) is then progressively increased in the combusible
mixture to analyze their effects.

The laminar burning velocity SL and the adiabatic flame temperature Tad of N2

or CO2 diluted flames are first examined using 1-D laminar direct simulations
with the detailed chemistry mechanism from Lindstedt (1998). These calcula-
tions are used to select the operating conditions that will be investigated for
the swirled flames. The chemiluminescence signal of the swirled diluted flames
is then analyzed. Chemiluminescence images are analyzed to examine effects of
dilution on the flame topology and on the intensity of the light emitted by the
flame. Results obtained when the diluent composition (N2 or CO2) is varied
are compared. Finally, temperature measurements are used to characterize the
combustor thermal efficiency when the diluent concentration and composition
are varied.

7.1 Fundamental properties of N2/CO2 diluted flames

It was demonstrated in Sec. 1.1 that the combustion of COG/BFG mixtures
can be, in a first step, analyzed using surrogate mixtures of CH4/H2/air diluted
with N2 or CO2 that reproduce the same adiabatic flame temperature and lam-
inar burning velocity. Figure 7.1a shows the evolution of the adiabatic flame
temperature of a CH4/H2/air flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.7, and U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1

when the molar fraction of the diluent in the fuel varies from Xfuel
diluent = 0 to

Xfuel
diluent = 0.60. In this chapter, the molar fraction of the diluent in the fuel
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blend is defined as follows: Xfuel
diluent = Xdiluent/(Xdiluent +XH2

+XCH4
) and the

diluent is either N2 or CO2. Note that this definition does not take into account
the N2 naturally present in the air mixture for the calculation of the molar frac-
tions of the diluent in the combustible mixture Xdiluent and in the fuel blend
Xfuel

diluent. The hydrogen enrichment Xfuel
H2

is the molar fraction of hydrogen in the
CH4/H2 mixture and is fixed to Xfuel

H2
= XH2

/(XH2
+XCH4

) = 0.60 in this chapter.

When the molar fraction of diluent in the fuel blend is increased at a fixed
equivalence ratio φ = 0.7, the adiabatic flame temperature Tad decreases as
shown by the red curves in Fig. 7.1a. A fraction of the heat produced by the
oxidation of CH4 and H2 is used to heat up the large volume of diluent. For
the same molar fraction of diluent in the fuel blend, the adiabatic flame tem-
perature is lower when CO2 (square symbols in Fig. 7.1a) is used for dilution
instead of N2 (circle symbols). This is due to the thermal capacity per unit of
volume for CO2: CCO2

p = 774 kJ ⋅m−3 ⋅K−1 at T = 800 K which is higher than
that of N2 C

N2

p = 472 kJ ⋅m−3 ⋅K−1 at T = 800 K.

Lean conditions are generally chosen to reduce the flame temperature and limit
the production of NOx by the thermal path (Brown (1995)). Figure 7.1a indi-
cates that it is not necessary to operate the combustor at a fixed equivalence
ratio as long as the flame temperature is sufficiently low. It is more interesting
to dilute the flames at a fixed adiabatic flame temperature Tad and fixed ther-
mal power P because these parameters directly affect the process. Figure 7.1b
shows the evolution of the equivalence ratio φ when the molar fraction of the
diluent in the fuel blend varies from Xfuel

diluent = 0 to Xfuel
diluent = 0.60 at a fixed

adiabatic flame temperature Tad = 1881 K (black curves). The equivalence ra-
tio increases with the molar fraction of diluent in the fuel blend. For a fixed
adiabatic flame temperature and a fixed molar fraction of diluent in the fuel
blend the equivalence ratio needs to be fixed to a higher value in the case of
CO2. Note that for 0 ≤ Xfuel

diluent ≤ 0.60, the equivalence ratio always lies below
unity φ < 1.
The laminar burning velocity SL is also an important parameter that alters the
stabilization of flames. It is interesting to study the evolution of this parameter
for diluted flames. Figure 7.1c shows the evolution of the calculated laminar
burning velocity SL when the molar fraction of the diluent in the fuel varies
from Xfuel

diluent = 0 to Xfuel
diluent = 0.60 at a fixed equivalence ratio φ = 0,7 (red

curves) or at a fixed adiabatic flame temperature Tad = 1881 K (black curves).
When the equivalence ratio is fixed, the laminar burning velocity decreases
rapidly with the molar fraction of diluent in the fuel blend. The decay is larger
for CO2 than for N2 diluted flames. The laminar burning velocity is divided
by a factor of two when the molar fraction of diluent in the fuel increases from
XCO2

= 0 to XCO2
= 0.50. The laminar burning velocity also decreases when
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Figure 7.1: Calculated adiabatic flame temperatures (a), equivalence ratios (b), and
laminar burning velocities (c) as a function of the molar fraction of diluent in the fuel

Xfuel

diluent
for flames at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.7, and U = 14.0 m ⋅ s−1. Diluent is either

N2 (circle symbols) or CO2 (square symbols). Calculations are carried out when the
dilution is increased for a fixed equivalence ratio (red symbols) or a fixed adiabatic
flame temperature (black symbols). The N2 naturally present in the air mixture is not
taken into account in the molar fraction of the diluent in the fuel.
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the molar fraction of diluent increases at a fixed adiabatic flame temperature.
The decay is however smaller. As a preliminary conclusion, laminar diluted
flames operated at a fixed adiabatic flame temperature are easier to stabilize
than flames operated at a fixed equivalence ratio due to their higher laminar
burning velocity.

7.2 Chemiluminescence of N2/CO2 diluted flames

It is now interesting to analyze the OH* chemiluminescence signal of the swirled
diluted flames using an ICCD camera (see Sec. 2.3) with a long exposure time
for the two diluents. Figure 7.2 shows the OH∗ intensity distribution of the
flames for the operating conditions indicated in Fig. 7.1 when the diluent is
N2 and the equivalence ratio is fixed to φ = 0.70, the thermal power is fixed to
P = 4 kW and the hydrogen enrichment is fixed to Xfuel

H2
= 0.60. An Abel decon-

volution is applied on each image and only a half flame is presented due to the
rotational symmetry of the configuration. Theses images show that the height
of the flame increases with the dilution. This is attributed to the decrease of the
laminar burning velocity with the molar fraction of diluent in the combustible
mixture as shown in Fig. 7.1c. The shape of the flame is also modified by the
dilution. The flame front bends towards the burner axis near the flame tip for
the largest dilution ratios. It is also striking that the local OH* intensity in the
flame brush rapidly decreases when the molar fraction of diluent increases.

Figure 7.3 plots the evolution of the normalized intensity of the OH* chemilu-
minescence integrated over the flame region for the flames presented in Fig. 7.2
(red curves with circle symbols). The OH* chemiluminescence globally emitted
by the flame decays with the molar fraction of N2 in the combustible mixture.
Hossain and Nakamura (2014) made similar observations in their simulations of
the chemiluminescence signal of CH* in CH4/air flames diluted by N2 or CO2.
García-Armingol et al. (2014) demonstrated with experiments and simulations
that the chemiluminescence intensity from OH∗ and CH∗ is modified when the
flame is diluted by the burnt gases recirculating in the flame front. This was
attributed to modifications of the chemical reactions involved in the chemilu-
minescence process. It was argued that the quenching of excited radicals is
altered by the dilution.

Figure 7.4 shows the OH∗ chemiluminescence intensity of the flames for the
operating conditions shown in Fig. 7.1 when the diluent is CO2 and the equiva-
lence ratio is fixed to φ = 0.70. Results are similar to those obtained with N2 in
Fig. 7.2. The height of the flame increases with the molar fraction of the diluent
while the OH* intensity rapidly decreases. The impact of dilution by CO2 on
the flame height is however more important than for the dilution by N2 at a
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Figure 7.2: Abel transformed OH∗ chemiluminescence images of swirled flames when
the molar fraction of N2 in the fuel blend is increased from Xfuel
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= 0 to Xfuel
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= 0.60

for a fixed equivalence ratio φ = 0.70, thermal power P = 4 kW, and H2 to CH4 ratio
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The N2 included in the air mixture is not taken into account in the molar fraction of
the diluent in the fuel.
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fixed molar fraction of diluent. This is due to the laminar burning velocity that
decreases faster when the diluent is CO2 as shown in Fig. 7.1c. Figure 7.3 also
plots the evolution of the normalized intensity of the OH* chemiluminescence
integrated over the flame region for the swirled flames presented in Fig. 7.4
(red curves with square symbols). The OH* chemiluminescence intensity glob-
ally emitted by the flame decays more rapidly when the diluent is CO2. This
corroborates the numerical results of Hossain and Nakamura (2014) using sim-
ulations. The reduction of the OH* chemiluminescence intensity when CH4/air
flames are diluted by CO2 was also recently reported in the experiments from
Gupta et al. (2011) and Lee et al. (2013).

Figures. 7.2 and 7.4 indicate that it is possible to stabilize CH4/H2/air swirled
flames featuring important dilution ratios of N2 or CO2 for a fixed equiva-
lence ratio φ = 0.70, thermal power P = 4 kW when the swirl number is set to
S = 0.4. Flames with laminar burning velocities ranging from SL = 13.8 cm ⋅ s−1
to SL = 33.2 cm ⋅ s−1 are stabilized with the same topology. It is worth noting
that the bulk flow velocity in these experiments also slightly increases with the
molar fraction of the diluent in the fuel blend and ranges from U = 14 m ⋅ s−1
when Xfuel

diluent = 0 to U = 15.6 m ⋅ s−1 when Xfuel
diluent = 0.50 when CO2 is used.

The wide range of stability of these diluted flames is due to the presence of
the central rod. Flames are anchored in the wake of this bluff-body due to the
recirculation of hot burnt gases.

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show the OH∗ chemiluminescence distributions and inten-
sities of swirled flames for the operating conditions shown in Fig. 7.1 when
the diluent is N2 or CO2 and the adiabatic flame temperature is fixed to
Tad = 1881 K. The thermal power is also fixed to P = 4 kW. Again, the
flame height increases with dilution but the impact is less important than for
the experiments carried out at a fixed equivalence ratio. Dilution with CO2 has
a larger effect on the flame height and luminosity than dilution with N2 at a
fixed adiabatic flame temperature. The evolution of the normalized intensity of
the OH* chemiluminescence intensity integrated over the flame region for the
flames presented in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 (black curves) is shown in Fig. 7.3. When
N2 is used as a diluent, the global chemiluminescence intensity is roughly con-
stant up to Xfuel

diluent = 0.40 and slightly decreases for Xfuel
diluent > 0.40. The local

OH* intensity of N2 diluted flames is lower than for the undiluted case, but
the global intensity remains roughly constant due to the increase of the flame
volume.

Different studies (Docquier et al. (2000), Higgins et al. (2001), Higgins et al.
(2001), Docquier et al. (2002), Hardalupas and Orain (2004), Ballester and
García-Armingol (2010)) reported that the intensity of the OH* chemilumi-
nescence increases with the equivalence ratio of lean flames. In our case, the
decrease of the OH* chemiluminescence intensity due to dilution is compensated
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Figure 7.5: Abel transformed OH∗ chemiluminescence images of swirled flames when
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Figure 7.6: Abel transformed OH∗ chemiluminescence images of swirled flames when
the molar fraction of CO2 in the fuel blend is increased (air not included) from
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by the increase of the equivalence ratio of the combustible mixture that was
set to operate the system at a fixed adiabatic flame temperature (see Fig. 7.1).
When CO2 is used as a diluent, the decrease in the OH* chemiluminescence
intensity due to dilution is larger than for N2 diluted flames and the increase
of the equivalence ratio does not compensate this effect anymore. It is known
that increasing the CO2 concentration in the combustible mixture reduces the
concentration of CH in the flames (Guo et al. (2010)). The production of OH∗

is then penalized because this excited radical is mainly produced through the
formation reaction: CH+O2 Ð→ OH∗+CO (Porter et al. (1967) and Panoutsos
et al. (2009)). However, the OH* chemiluminenscence intensity takes higher
values for experiments conducted at a fixed adiabatic flame temperature that
those carried out at a fixed equivalence ratio.

7.3 Thermal effects of CO2

The thermal impact of dilution differs when using N2 or CO2 due to the dif-
ference in the thermal capacities per unit of volume of these molecules. The
radiative properties of the burnt gases are also modified when the diluent com-
positions and concentrations are varied. It was shown in chapter 3 that heat
losses need to be taken into account in our combustor because they strongly
alter flame stabilization processes as discussed in chapter 5. Because the com-
bustion chamber is made of four transparent quartz walls, the contribution to
heat losses due to the thermal radiation of species located in the high tem-
perature burnt gases has to be considered. It is well known that N2 and CO2

feature very different radiative properties (Gaydon (1957)) in particular in the
IR spectrum. The nature of the diluent affects the thermal efficiency of the
combustor because the intensity of the radiative heat losses from the burnt
gases is modified.

Stable molecules such as CO2, H2O, or CO are generally present in the burnt
gases of hydrocarbon flames and radiate in IR spectrum (Gaydon (1957)). Short
life radical species present within the flame reaction layer such as OH, CH, or
C2 also emit light in the UV or visible spectrum (Dagusé et al. (1993)). Ni-
trogen does not participate, at least at the leading order, to radiation (Gaydon
(1957) and Guo et al. (2010)). As an illustration, Guiberti et al. (2015) found
from joint experiments and simulations that H2O and CO2 are responsible for
97% of the radiative heat losses in the burnt gases of the CH4/O2/N2/H2O
rich flames they studied. In their case, H2O alone is responsible for 63% of the
radiative heat losses.

Figure 7.7a plots the temperature measured by the thermocouple TC4 located
at the combustor exhaust (see Fig. 3.10) as a function of the molar fraction of
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diluent in the fuel for a swirled flame when Xfuel
H2
= 0.60 and P = 4 kW. Results

are presented for N2 (circle symbols) or CO2 (square symbols) dilution. Exper-
iments are carried out when dilution increases for a fixed equivalence ratio (red
curves) or for a fixed adiabatic flame temperature (black curves). In agree-
ment with results presented in chapter 3, the temperature at the combustor
exhaust is always lower than the adiabatic flame temperature that ranges from
Tad = 1663 K when CO2 is used with Xfuel

diluent = 0.50 and φ = 0.70 to Tad = 1881 K
without dilution for a mixture at the same equivalence ratio. Figures 7.7a shows
that the temperature reached at the combustor exhaust depends on the dilution
ratio and on the diluent composition.

When experiments are conducted at a fixed equivalence ratio φ = 0.70, the tem-
perature at the combustor exhaust rapidly decreases with the molar fraction
of diluent in the combustible mixture. This is attributed to the drop in the
adiabatic flame temperature when the molar fraction of diluent increases as
shown in Fig. 7.1a. When experiments are conducted at a fixed adiabatic flame
temperature Tad = 1881 K, the temperature at the exhaust of the combustor
remains roughly constant when N2 is used as a diluent. It is however striking
that the temperature at the exhaust of the combustor decreases with the molar
fraction of CO2 in the reactants mixture when this molecule is used for dilution.
When the molar fraction of CO2 increases in the fresh gases, the molar fraction
of CO2 also increases in the burnt gases. The radiative properties of these com-
bustion products are modified and heat losses due to thermal radiation increase
(Guiberti et al. (2015)). This phenomenon does not take place when dilution is
realized with N2 which is inert in terms of thermal radiation (Guo et al. (2010)).

In this situation, the molar fraction of the diluent N2 increases but the con-
centrations of air decreases as shown in Fig. 7.1. Dilution with N2 at a fixed
adiabatic flame temperature means that a fraction of O2 is removed from the
combustible mixture and replaced by a similar quantity of N2. N2 and O2 have
a comparable behavior in terms of thermal radiation (Gaydon (1957)) and the
radiative properties of the burnt gases are not modified by the dilution. A ther-
mocouple located at the surface of a vertical steel bar (see Fig. 3.10) measures
an increase of the wall temperature from TC2 = 646 K to TC2 = 656 K when the
molar fraction of CO2 in the combustible mixture increases from Xfuel

diluent = 0 to
Xfuel

diluent = 0.50 during these experiments conducted at a fixed adiabatic flame
temperature. These measurements corroborate the large modifications of the
radiative properties of the burnt gases when N2 is replaced by CO2.

Modification of the radiative properties of the burnt gases explains the temper-
ature drop when CO2 is used for dilution provided that convective heat losses
are not altered by this replacement. We calculated the convective heat transfer
coefficients for the flow conditions reached close to the combustor peripheral
walls (Fig. 2.52) for two burnt gases compositions. The first one corresponds
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Figure 7.7: Temperature measured by the thermocouple TC4 located at the combustor
exhaust (a) (see Fig. 3.10) and calculated thermal efficiency η (b) as a function of the

molar fraction of diluent in the fuel when Xfuel

H2
= 0.60 and P = 4 kW. Diluent is N2

(circle symbols) or CO2 (square symbols). Experiments are carried out when dilution
is increased for a fixed equivalence ratio (red curves) or for a fixed adiabatic flame
temperature (black curves).
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to the burnt gases of the flame diluted with N2 with Xfuel
H2
= 0.60, P = 4 kW,

Xfuel
diluent = 0.50, and Tad = 1881 K. The second corresponds to the flame diluted

with CO2 at the same operating conditions. Burnt gases compositions are
deduced from 1-D simulations with the REGATH solver. The convective heat
transfer coefficients h are calculated with the method described in Sec. 2.7. One
finds h = 11.9 W ⋅m−2 ⋅K−1 for the N2 diluted flame and h = 11.6 W ⋅m−2 ⋅K−1
for the flame diluted with CO2. These results indicate that the convective heat
transfer is barely affected when N2 is replaced by CO2. The small difference
may not lead to measurable temperature differences. It is thus safe to conclude
that the temperature drop in the burnt gases of the CO2 diluted flames is due
to enhanced radiative heat losses.

Dilution with CO2 affects the temperature field in the burnt gases and at the
surface of the combustion chamber walls. It is interesting to analyze the
impact of dilution on the global thermal efficiency of the combustor. An
estimation of this efficiency has been proposed in chapter 3 by calculating
η = (TC4 − Tu)/(Tad − Tu), where Tu ≃ 300 K stands for the temperature of
the fresh gases in the injector. Figure 7.7b plots the evolution of this quantity
η with the molar fraction of diluent in the reactants mixture for the same op-
erating conditions as in Fig. 7.7a. When experiments are conducted at a fixed
equivalence ratio, the global efficiency of the combustor increases with the dilu-
tion and ranges from η ≃ 0.58 when Xfuel

diluent = 0 to η ≃ 0.63 when Xfuel
diluent = 0.60

when N2 is used. The burnt gases and wall solid temperatures are lower for
a high dilution ratio and this penalizes conductive, convective, and radiative
heat transfers and reduces heat losses. The thermal efficiency is slightly lower
when CO2 is used as a diluent. Results obtained in this work suggest that this
is due to the increased radiative heat losses in this case.

When experiments are conducted at a fixed adiabatic temperature and with N2

for dilution, the thermal efficiency becomes roughly independent of the dilution
ratio. The burnt gases and wall solid temperatures remain here constant when
dilution is increased. However, when CO2 is used as the diluent, the thermal
efficiency of the combustor decreases with the molar fraction of diluent in the
combustible mixture. It slightly decreases from η ≃ 0.58 when Xfuel

diluent = 0 to
η ≃ 0.55 when Xfuel

diluent = 0.50. In a combustion chamber featuring transparent
peripheral walls, dilution with CO2 promotes radiative heat losses. These losses
penalize to the global thermal efficiency of the combustor. In an opaque com-
bustor, the heat radiated from the burnt gases would lead to an increase of the
temperature of the surrounding solid surfaces, including the peripheral walls
and the solid load. It is then more difficult to conclude if the global efficiency
of the process will reduce or increase. However, it is clear that the temperature
field in the combustor will be modified when dilution by N2 is replaced by CO2.
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7.4 Conclusions

Effects of dilution by N2 or CO2 on CH4/H2/air swirling flames were analyzed.
Experiments were conducted at a fixed H2 to CH4 ratio Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, a fixed

thermal power P = 4 kW, and a fixed swirl number S = 0.4.
It was shown that it is possible to stabilize flames featuring high dilution ratios,
with a molar fraction of diluent in the fuel up to Xfuel

diluent = 0.60, when the cen-
tral rod is installed. However, dilution alters the flame topology and the height
of the flames increases with the molar fraction of diluent. This is due to the
reduction of the laminar burning velocity when the molar fraction of diluent
increases.

Due to its higher thermal capacity per unit of volume, CO2 as a bigger effect
than N2 on the flame topology for a fixed molar fraction of diluent in the fuel.
It is possible to reduce the impact of dilution by conducting experiments at a
fixed adiabatic flame temperature instead of operating the system at a fixed
equivalence ratio.

It was demonstrated that dilution modifies the global thermal efficiency of the
combustor. Increasing the dilution increases the efficiency when experiments
are conducted at a fixed equivalence ratio, independently of the diluent nature.
This is attributed to the global decay of temperatures in the combustion cham-
ber that penalizes conductive, convective, and radiative heat losses. When the
adiabatic flame temperature remains fixed, the thermal efficiency is not modi-
fied by dilution with N2. This efficiency decreases with the dilution ratio when
CO2 is used for dilution, even if the adiabatic flame temperature remains con-
stant. This is due to the thermal radiation of CO2 in the IR that promotes
radiative heat losses.

It was shown in this chapter that the composition and concentration of the
diluent modifies the temperature field in a combustion chamber and may con-
sequently alter the efficiency of an industrial process.





Conclusion and
recommendations

The stabilization of confined swirling CH4/H2/air flames has been investigated
experimentally. Focus is made on the analysis of flame topology modifications.
Two different situations were considered depending on the level of interaction
between the flame and the combustor peripheral walls. In situation A direct
flame/wall interactions are considered. In situation B the flame lies far away
from the peripheral wall. In both situations, parametric analyses were con-
ducted to identify and sort out the main dimensionless parameters controlling
topology bifurcations. The main findings of this work are listed below:

• In the case of direct flame/wall interaction (situation A), it has been
shown that transition from a V shaped to an M shaped flame is triggered
by flashback of the V flame tip along the boundary layer of the combustor
peripheral wall. Critical conditions are reached for the flashback of the
V flame tip when a Karlovitz number Ka of the flow exceeds a threshold
value.

• A simplified model was developed to predict the critical value of Ka above
which transition takes place when the injection bulk flow velocity or the
swirl number are varied. It was found that increasing the swirl number
helps the stabilization of M flames. For a fixed swirl number and injec-
tion bulk flow velocity, flames featuring lower values of the Lewis number
of the combustible mixture (obtained by increasing the molar fraction of
H2) are more prone to flashback and are more likely to stabilize with an
M shape.

• When the flame does not interact with the combustor peripheral wall
(situation B), it has been shown that the Lewis number of the com-
bustible mixture is still an important parameter controlling flame shape
transitions. Increasing the molar fraction of H2 in the fuel helps the sta-
bilization of M flames. In this situation, the impact of H2 is related to the
increased resistance to strain rate of flames featuring large concentrations
of H2. The laminar burning velocity and adiabatic flame temperature
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also alter topology transitions, but it was demonstrated that two flames
featuring the same laminar burning velocity or the same adiabatic flame
temperature do not necessarily have the same probability to stabilize with
an M shape.

• Effects of thermal boundary conditions of the combustor solid elements
on topological bifurcations were also analyzed. It has been demonstrated
that increasing heat losses at the combustor walls, or equivalently de-
creasing the combustor peripheral wall surface temperatures, decreases
the temperature of the burnt gases located in the Outer Recirculation
Zone (ORZ) of the swirl flow. This temperature drop in the ORZ penal-
izes the stabilization of M flames.

• The combined effects of heat losses and strain rate were emphasized with
1-D direct numerical simulations of stretched laminar flames. It has been
confirmed that flame extinction limits are reduced when the temperature
of the burnt gases decreases. Transitions from an M to a V flame are
consecutive to localized extinctions of flame front elements located in the
Outer Shear Layer (OSL) of the swirling flow.

• The large impact of heat losses on the stabilization of these swirling flames
indicate that the non-adiabaticity of the combustor needs to be taken into
account in the numerical simulations. It has also been shown that it is
necessary to develop further diagnostics and methods adapted for the
measure of thermal boundary conditions in combustors.

The dynamics of CH4/H2/air swirling flames submitted to mass flow rate per-
turbations has also been investigated to analyze effects of unsteadiness on topol-
ogy changes. It has been found that:

• The flame frequency response of low swirl CH4/H2/air flames is very sim-
ilar to that analyzed by Palies (2010) for the dynamics of CH4/air flames
at a higher swirl number. The role of flame/vortex interactions and of
the phase difference between longitudinal and transversal perturbations
on the flame transfer function were analyzed in Appendices B and C.

• In the case of flames featuring intermittent fluctuations between V and
M states in the absence of external perturbations, incoming flow rate per-
turbations at low frequency and high amplitude alter the flame topology.
In these cases, the probability to stabilize an M flame oscillates around
a mean value at the modulation frequency and with an amplitude close
to the flow rate modulation amplitude. The mean probability to stabi-
lize an M flame roughly corresponds to the M shape probability of the
unperturbed flame.
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The stabilization of CH4/H2/air flames diluted by N2 of CO2 was finally inves-
tigated. It was shown that:

• The laminar burning velocity of diluted flames rapidly decreases with the
molar fraction of diluent in the fuel blend. This drop of burning velocity
is larger when CO2 is used due to its higher thermal capacity per unit of
volume.

• It has been shown that it is possible to dilute flames at a fixed thermal
power and adiabatic flame temperature to minimize effects of dilution on
flame stabilization.

• Increasing the dilution reduces the local and global OH* chemilumines-
cence intensity emitted by the flames. Again, effects are more important
with CO2 dilution.

• Due to large differences in the spectroscopic behavior of N2 and CO2, it
has been found that dilution by CO2 increases the radiative contribution
of burnt gases to heat transfer and modifies the temperature field in the
burnt gases and at the combustor solid surfaces.

• For a fixed adiabatic flame temperature, increasing the molar fraction
of CO2 in the fuel blend decreases the burnt gases temperature at the
combustor outlet and penalizes the global thermal efficiency of the com-
bustor. Conversely, increasing the dilution at a fixed equivalence ratio
decreases the adiabatic flame temperature and increases the global ther-
mal efficiency of the combustor.

• These experiments have demonstrated that the nature and concentration
of the diluent have a strong influence on the stabilization of swirl flames,
on the temperature field, and more generally on the combustor efficiency.

These studies open new perspectives and can be pursued in various directions:

• It is necessary to account for the combined effects of heat losses and strain
rate in the simulations of confined turbulent flames stabilized in shear lay-
ers of swirling flows. New combustion models need to be developed to
account for the enthalpy defect in the combustion chamber and its effect
on turbulent flames. Proper evaluation of the 3-D local strain rate is also
fundamental and effects of strain rate on turbulent combustion must be
included in new models.

• Another difficulty consists in the implementation of realistic thermal
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boundary conditions in the numerical flow solvers. One possibility is
to simulate directly heat losses using more complex codes accounting for
heat transfer to the solid walls and radiative heat transfer between burnt
gases and the combustor solid elements.

• As demonstrated in this thesis, it is also possible to measure the thermal
boundary conditions of solid elements and use these data in the simula-
tions. It is then important to improve existing techniques or develop new
diagnostics for temperature measurements in the gases but also at the
surfaces of the combustor walls. The quality of the predictions from the
simulations is directly determined by the accuracy of the thermal bound-
ary condition measurements. In this context, temperature measurements
relying on Laser Induced Phosphorescence (LIP) of thermographic phos-
phors are very promising.

• Individual effects of N2 and CO2 as diluents were analyzed in this thesis.
It is now necessary to study the combustion of more realistic COG/BFG
mixtures which include both N2 and CO2 as diluents but also feature
large amount of carbon monoxide in addition to methane and hydrogen.

• The stabilization of flames burning these types of mixtures needs to be
analyzed in terms of flammability limits to evaluate their propensity for
blow-off and flashback. This analysis should be carried out for different
combustor geometries and a range of swirl numbers.

• The impact of these parameters on the flame topology is also an interest-
ing topic because methane, COG, and BFG mixtures feature very different
Lewis numbers.

• Finally, the influence of the combustible mixture composition on the ra-
diative heat transfers should be addressed due to the large variability of
CO2 and H2O concentrations in the hot burnt gases.



Appendix A

Schematic diagram of the
experimental setup
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Appendix B

Effects of swirl fluctuations

The dynamics of swirling flames is sensitive to the response of the swirler to
sound waves. Swirl number fluctuations have been identified in a series of stud-
ies for flames stabilized in swirled flows with swirl numbers larger than about
S ≥ 0.5 (Komarek and Polifke (2010), Palies et al. (2010), Palies et al. (2011),
and Bunce et al. (2013)). It is interesting to examine if swirl fluctuations also
alter the acoustic response of swirled flames before vortex breakdown takes
place when the swirl number is not too high.

The swirler submitted to sound waves generate longitudinal and azimuthal
flow perturbations downstream in the injection tube (Palies et al. (2011a)).
Azimuthal vortical perturbations are detached from the trailing edges of swirler
vanes in response to the longitudinal excitation. Closely downstream the swirler,
longitudinal and azimuthal perturbations are in phase, but these perturba-
tions are not transported at the same velocity in the injection tube (Palies
et al. (2011), Palies et al. (2011a)). Longitudinal disturbances have a veloc-
ity uzcv ≃ U + c ≃ 376 m ⋅ s−1 within the injector. Azimuthal perturbations are
convected by the mean flow at a lower velocity uθcv ≃ U ≃ 14 m ⋅ s−1 in this ele-
ment. Consequently, the phase difference between longitudinal and azimuthal
perturbations changes as the distance from the vanes increases. This mecha-
nism contributes to heat release rate fluctuations (Palies et al. (2011)). If l
denotes the distance from the trailing edge of the swirler to the injector outlet,
the phase difference ∆ϕ between azimuthal and longitudinal disturbances at
the injector inlet can be written as:

∆ϕ = ω ( l

ucv
θ

−
l

ucvz
) ≃ 2πf l

U
(B.1)

because U << c. In our experiments, the distance between the trailing edge
of the vanes and the injector rim is l = 45 mm. Longitudinal and azimuthal
velocities are in phase at the injector outlet (∆ϕ = 2pi) for a modulation fre-
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quency of f = 322 Hz. A phase difference ∆ϕ = π is obtained for a modulation
frequency of f = 161 Hz. These values roughly correspond to the frequencies
leading to gain extrema of the FTF as shown in Fig. 6.3. These features have
been identified as resulting from swirl number oscillations S = S + S′ (Palies
et al. (2011b)):

S’

S
= v′θ
vθ
− v′z
vz

(B.2)

wherevθ and vz denote the azimuthal and axial velocity component of the
swirling flow at the injector outlet. Predictions from this model are shown in
Fig. B.1 where the normalized longitudinal and azimuthal velocity fluctuations
are plotted at the injector outlet for the two modulation frequencies f = 161 Hz
and f = 322 Hz. The amplitude of the normalized fluctuations is taken equal
for both velocity components as shown by Palies et al. (2011a). When a phase
difference ∆ϕ = π is set, the relative swirl number fluctuation calculated with
Eq. (B.2) shows a large oscillation for f = 161 Hz in Fig. B.1. For a modulation
frequency of f = 322 Hz, a phase difference ∆ϕ = 0 is set. In this case, the swirl
number shown in Fig. B.1 does not vary with time. This analysis indicates
that the swirled flames studied herein are submitted to different types of flow
perturbations at these two modulation frequencies.

Large swirl number fluctuations are suspected for f = 161 Hz. The FTF in
Fig. 6.3 features indeed a local minimum of the gain at this forcing frequency.
Conversely, when the forcing frequency is set to f = 322 Hz, the swirl number
remains constant during the forcing cycle and this corresponds to a high gain
of the FTF in Fig. 6.3. These observations are consistent with the descrip-
tions made by Palies et al. (2010) and the mechanisms proposed by Palies
et al. (2011). Even if swirl number fluctuations were not measured directly
in these experiments, this analysis confirms their presence and their impact on
the flame response to acoustic forcing. It is thus interesting to analyze the dy-
namics of the lower and upper flame brush during the forcing cycle. Figure B.2
shows the phase averaged evolution of the OH* chemiluminescence intensity in-
tegrated over the lower part (blue dots), the upper part (green dots), and over
the global flame region (red dots) when f = 160 Hz and u′/ū = 0.12. It is clear
that the fluctuating heat release rate originating from the lower and the upper
flame regions in Fig. B.2 are in phase opposition for this forcing frequency. This
implies that the resulting fluctuation of the heat release rate integrated over
the whole flame region remains small. This condition corresponds thus to local
minimum of the FTF gain as found in Fig. 6.3. Arrows in Fig. 6.4 (top) show
that when the upper part of the flame widens indicating that the flame surface
area increases in this region, the size of the lower part reduces and the flame
surface area decreases in the lower region. This explains the low gain of the
FTF when f = 160 Hz.
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Figure B.2: Normalized fluctuating light emission I ′/Ī integrated over the whole
flame region (red diamond), the bottom part of the image (blue circle), and the top
part of the image (green circle) as a function of the phase in the modulation cycle

when the flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 is forced at a frequency of

160 Hz with incoming velocity perturbations u′/ū = 0.012. The limit between bottom
and top images is located 15 mm above the central rod tip (see Fig. 6.4).
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Galilean decomposition of the
flow

It is interesting to compare the positions of the recirculating pockets of hot
burnt gases to the position of the vortices when the flame is submitted to
an acoustic modulation. Results for a flame at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and

U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 forced at f = 350 Hz and u′/ū = 0.075 are shown in Fig. 6.7 (left).
The center of the recirculating pocket of hit gases and the center of the vortex
are not superimposed in Fig. 6.7. It is difficult to correlate the location of the
recirculating pocket to the vortex using these images. A Galilean decomposi-
tion of the flow (Adrian et al. (2000)) is used to plot the 2-D velocity fields
in the vortex frame. For that purpose the convection velocity of the vortices
needs to be determined.

Figure C.1 shows the position of the center of the vortices at the different
phases of the forcing cycle. The time delay between the different phases is
fixed to ∆t = 571 µs. It is possible to plot the trajectory of the vortex during a
modulation period and calculate its convection velocity Ucv = (ucv, vcv). Ex-
cept for the first milliseconds after its generation, the vortex follows a straight
line and is convected at a constant velocity. The distance between the center
point remains the same between successive phases in Fig. C.1. The convec-
tion velocity is Ucv = 7.2 m ⋅ s−1. This value approximately corresponds to
half the injection bulk flow velocity U = 14 m ⋅ s−1 ≃ 2 × Ucv. This convection
velocity also corresponds to the value measured in the OSL which is approxi-
mately the average value between the jet velocity (Ujet ≃ 14 m ⋅ s−1) and ORZ
velocity(UORZ ≃ 0 m ⋅ s−1). Vortices generated by the acoustic modulation are
thus convected along the OSL.

As the trajectory and convection velocity of the vortices are known (see Fig. C.1),
it is possible to operate a Galilean decomposition of the flow by removing the
vortex convection velocity Ucv from the phase averaged velocity field (u, v)
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Figure C.1: Modulus of the 2-D longitudinal mean velocity for the unperturbed flame
at Xfuel

H2
= 0.60, φ = 0.70, and U = 14 m ⋅ s−1. The positions of the vortices center for

each phase during a forcing cycle at f = 350 Hz and u′/ū = 0.075 defined in Fig. 6.7
are represented by white crosses.

(Adrian et al. (2000)). This mathematical operation (ugal = u − ucv and
vgal = v −vcv) allows to visualize the velocity field in the vortex frame as shown
in Fig.C.2 for the five phases of interest. In these images, the center of the
burnt gases recirculating pocket coincides with the vortex center. The envelope
of the burnt gases recirculating pocket also corresponds to the vortex envelope.
These experiments clearly demonstrate that the burnt gases are trapped and
recirculate in the vortex.
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